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ABSTRACT 

A basic goal of an English for Specific Purposes (ESP) 

program is to enable the language learner to function 

within an academic discipline, science and technology 

occupation, or a vocational occupation by using English. 

This teacher researcher case study explores the 

English literacy development of three adult Japanese 

student pilots within a holistic English for Specific 

Purposes (ESP) program. The setting of this five month 

naturalistic case study was on a small airport in the 

Southwestern united states. Experiential literacy events 

were provided to encourage student pilots to develop 

English literacy while learning aviation concepts. A 

preliminary case study with one student was conducted to 

evaluate and modify data collection methods, and ESP 

curriculum and organization. 

Data collection included participant observation and 

field notes, dialogue journals between students and the 

teacher researcher, oral and written interviews, 

checklists, and audio-taping methods. Three themes emerged 

through the constant comparative method of data analysis: 

(1) self perception, (2) developing relationships, and (3) 

developing literacy strategies. These three themes reflect 



the process of how and through what particular issues 

students developed English literacy. 
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Findings from the analysis of data suggest that 

English literacy develops differently, and has distinct 

meanings for each person. In contrast to traditional ESP 

and ESL programs that emphasizes the transmission of 

language, a holistic ESP program provides opportunities for 

adult student pilots to develop English literacy through a 

process of inventing and appropriating English for his/her 

own purposes and needs. Findings also indicate that 

learning the form and function of language is not enough. 

Other language processes and social interactions enhance 

learning and support language development. 

Current research within the English for Specific 

Purposes field focuses on the description of the language 

as product of a particular academic/scientific/occupational 

situation that a student needs to learn to be successful. 

This dissertation seeks to refocus the direction in ESP 

research and contribute to the understandings of the 

process of literacy development in a holistic ESP program. 



CHAPTER 1 

THEORETICAL BELIEFS UNDERLYING ESP PROGRAMS 

We learn language, learn about language, 
as we learn through language (Halliday, 1985). 

A roomful of Japanese student pilots begin their 

English for Specific Purposes (ESP) class located on a 

small airport in the Southwestern United states. After 
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spending considerable time writing their reflections about 

life in their new city, and their private pilot's course in 

their dialogue journals, the teacher announces a field trip 

to the various airplane hangars about the airport. 

Earlier, students had written in their journals about their 

confusion over the various names and characteristics of 

small aircraft they were expected to identify while flying. 

On the excursion, students wander in and out among the 

Cessnas, Pipers, Bonanzas, jotting down characteristics of 

propellers, tail structure and wing formation in their 

notebooks. The teacher takes photographs of this activity 

for dialogue in a later class session. On-the-spot 

discussions occur comparing and contrasting the various 

differences in the aircraft as students physically examine 

each plane. Later, back in the classroom, the students 

collaboratively compile the data they gathered onto a large 
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feature analysis chart to be posted on the classroom wall. 

The above scenario is an example of second language 

students learning English in a meaningful and purposeful 

context. As Halliday suggests, these students are learning 

English, and about English as they pursue their interests 

in flying. The social function of language, rather than 

the language itself is the focus. The purpose of this 

study is to explore and describe the development of English 

literacy of three adult Japanese student pilots as they 

negotiate meaning within a holistic English for Specific 

Purposes (ESP) program. 

In ESP, "purpose" refers to the eventual practical use 

to which the language will be put in achieving occupational 

and academic aims (Widdowson, 1983). The basic goal behind 

an ESP program is to enable the language learner to 

function within an academic discipline, science and 

technology occupation, or a vocational occupation by using 

English. Currently, research in the field of English for 

Specific Purposes centers around the development of 

programs and materials. In turn, ESP programs and 

materials focus on language forms and functions outlined in 

a taxonomy of microskills that are thought to best serve 

the learner. Language as a product is its major focus and 

language processes and purposes of learners are largely 

ignored. Moreover, the development of ESP programs and 
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materials is typically conducted by university researchers. 

ESP teachers rarely design materials and programs. Their 

customary role is to usually interpret and "teach" the 

program. The teacher as researcher brings an emic 

perspective to the language, learning development of 

her (his) students and the overall effectiveness of the 

program through systematic, intentional inquiry. In 

Chapter 2, Methodology and Research setting, I expand on 

the perspective of teacher as researcher and the different 

underlying research paradigms the teacher-researcher 

movement subscribes to. 

This five month naturalistic case study is a departure 

from this typical trend of focusing on the development of 

ESP materials and programs for the language learner. As a 

teacher researcher, I hope to expand on the processes of 

language development and use, and therefore contribute to 

the understanding of second language development, ESP 

materials and program development. In Chapter 1, I lay the 

foundation of the study by comparing and contrasting the 

theoretical beliefs underlying traditional ESP programs and 

the holistic ESP program designed for this study. The 

discussion to follow will consider the purpose of the 

study, the use of qualitative methodology as the key 

methods for gathering data, and the particular research 



design that made it possible to carry out the analysis of 

this study. 

Traditional ESP Programs 
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English for Specific Purposes (ESP) is firmly rooted 

in the domain of linguistics. Traditionally, the aim of 

linguistics has been to describe the rules of English 

usage, that is, the grammar. But according to widdowson 

(1978), the new studies in ESP have shifted attention away 

from defining the formal features of language usage to 

discovering the ways in which language is actually used in 

real communication. The theory is, if language varies from 

one context of use to another, it should be possible to 

ascertain the features of the language in specific contexts 

and then make those features the basis of the learners' 

course. However both models of language analysis are 

reductionist in nature. Language use is broken down into 

constituent atoms and sequenced for instruction relying on 

the student's ability to apply this accumulated knowledge 

in some future opportunity for real communication. 

Moreover, in these models, the course content, or the 

language, is transmitted to the learner and learning occurs 

when fragmented pieces of language are practiced and 

reinforced (Skinner, 1954). As in a traditional curriculum 

model (Munby, 1978), planning, implementation and 
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evaluation occur in sequential order, and most of the key 

decisions about aims and objectives, materials and 

methodology are made before there is any encounter between 

teacher anu learner. 

However, ESP has prided itself on being separate from 

general English, or English as Second Language (ESL) 

courses, in that its main focus is on the learner's needs. 

ESP is concerned with the careful assessment of the 

language, tasks and culture of the target situation, and 

therefore sees its curriculum driven by the learners' 

needs. As Strevens (1980) explains, 

The nature of ESP rests rather on the ends to which 
the English is put and the needs of the learner who 
experiences those needs. It always requires the 
appropriate selection of language content (e.g. "the 
language of tropical agriculture;" "the language of 
electrical power transmission engineering," etc.), 
including not solely lexical and grammatical items, 
but also rhetorical and communicative capabilities-
and it sometimes requires restriction of the language 
skills to be learned. (p. 108) 

Although ESP sees its authenticity as a major 

difference between itself and ESL, both fields are in the 

family of language teaching, and have similar philosophies 

of language development, learning, teaching and curriculum. 

ESL can be included under the traditional rubric along with 

traditional ESP programs. 
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A Holistic ESP Program 

Gunderson (1989, p. 18) defines holistic as a "term 

describing the tendency of human beings to perceive the 

world in meaningful, general patterns, rather than in 

individual features." For the purposes of this study, I 

narrow this definition to focus on learners learning 

language. Learners learn language when it is kept whole, 

relevant and purposeful. There is no artificial breaking 

down of language learning into sequences of abstract skills 

to be taught out of the context of its functional use 

(Goodman & Goodman, 1990). 

In developing the ESP program for this study, I drew 

on my own knowledge and theoretical beliefs grounded in 

practice. I believe that curriculum is a set of beliefs 

put into action (Short & Burke, 1991) rather than as a set 

of materials or sequenced language functions to be taught. 

These beliefs consist of a theory of language development, 

learning and teaching. 

The principles underlying the theoretical base for 

this holistic ESP program are from whole language (Edelsky, 

Altwerger & Flores, 1991; K. Goodman, 1986; K. Goodman, 

Bird, & Y. Goodman, 1991; Y. Goodman, 1989; Harste, 

Woodward, & Burke, 1984; Rigg, 1991). Whole language, a 

philosophy, "weaves together a theoretical view of 

language, language learning and learning into a particular 



stance on education" (Edelsky et al., 1991, p. 7). Whole 

language in turn, is influenced by the research and 

theoretical building from the fields of anthropology, 

cognitive psychology, linguistics, psycholinguistics and 
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sociolingistics, (to name a few). The principles of whole 

language concerning this study include: 

1. "Language is learned as pupils learn about 
language, all simultaneously in the context of 
authentic speech and literacy events. There is 
no sequence of skills in language development" 
(K. Goodman, 1986, p. 26). 

2. Language is a socio-psycholinguistic process. 

"Language learning is a process of social and 
personal invention. Each person invents language 
allover again in trying to communicate with the 
world. But these inventions involve the use of 
the surrounding public language, and they are 
constantly tested, modified, abandoned, or 
perfected in use against it" (K. Goodman, 1986, 
p. 18). 

3. Learning is best achieved through direct 
engagement and experience (Dewey, 1938). 
Learners are active participants in their own 
learning. Everything is learned through doing 
and reflecting (Edelsky, Altwerger & Flores, 
1991) . 

4. The learners' purposes, intentions and interests 
drive learning. 

5. Learning is a process of making connections, of 
searching for patterns that connect to make sense 
of our world (Harste, Short & Burke, 1988; 
Harste, Woodward & Burke, 1984). 

6. "There is no one-to-one correspondence between 
teaching and learning. The teacher motivates, 
arranges the environment, monitors development, 
provides relevant and appropriate materials, and 
invites learners to participate in and plan 
literacy events and learning opportunities. 



Ultimately, it is the learner who builds 
knowledge, knowledge structures, and strategies 
from the enriched environment the teacher helps 
to create" (K. Goodman, 1986, p. 39). 

7. Curriculum and instruction must be meaning 
centered as well as learner centered. Meaning 
centered is defined as language/literacy 
experiences as functional, purposeful & real 
(Rigg, 1991). Learner centered is defined as 
negotiating the content with and for learners 
(Nunan, 1988). 

Figure 1 summarizes and contrasts the theoretical 
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beliefs underlying traditional ESP (and ESL) programs with 

the holistic ESP program designed for the purpose of this 

study. 

Statement of the Problem 

English for Specific Purposes (ESP) is part of an 

international movement compiled of program developers and 

instructors dedicated to the "proposition that all language 

teaching must be designed for the specific learning and 

language use purposes of identified groups of students" 

(Johns, 1991). Munby (1978) adds that ESP courses are 

those where "the syllabus and materials are determined in 

all essentials by the prior analysis of the communication 

needs of the learner" (p. 2). 

Currently, within the literature, in a move to create 

communicatively competent non-native speakers, ESP programs 

are centered around a notional-functional or communicative 

curriculum (Neu, 1986; Prince, 1984; Schleppegrell, 1986; 



LANGUAGE 

Traditional 
ESP 

DEVELOPMENT 1. Lang. is learned 
from part to whole 

2. Lang. functions/tasks 
are sequenced from 
simple to complex 

LEARNING 1. Learning occurs 

TEACHING 

CURRICULUM 

with practice & 
reinforcement 

2. Language from target 
situation is isolated 
and practiced 

3. Learner needs 
purposes/ 
intentions drive 
learning 

4. Learning is social 
5. Learning is making 

connections 

1. Teacher transmits 
knowledge 

2. Learner receives 
knowledge 

3. Teacher or text 
is authority 

1. All materials, 
methodology, objs., 
based on prior 
needs analysis 

Holistic 
ESP 
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1. Lang. is learned 
from whole to 
part 

2. Lang. is learned 
through actual 
use 

3. Lang. dev. is a 
generating, 
testing process 

1. Learner actively 
constructs 
meaning 

2. Learning is best 
achieved through 
direct 
engagement & 
experience 

3. Learner 
drives learning 

1. Teacher creates 
enriched 
learning 
environment 

2. Learner builds 
own knowledge/ 
strategies from 
environment 

3. Teacher/learner 
collaborate to 
shape curriculum 

1. A set of beliefs 
put into action 

2. Student/meaning 
centered, real, 
functional 

Figure 1. Theoretical Comparison of ESP Programs. 
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Svendsen & Krebs, 1984; Vivian, 1984). A systematic 

analyses of the target situations, where the setting of the 

language use, the communication purposes of the learners, 

and the mode of communication and language use form the 

foundation of the syllabus. In other words, the scope and 

sequence of the course comes from the particular 

communicative purposes (or functions) of a speaker within a 

particular context. For example, learners within an ESP 

course for Hotel Staff are provided with sample dialogues 

under the headings: Explaining/Clarifying, or Playing 

Gracious Host (Cortese, 1986). However, some researchers 

argue that the Notional-Functional syllabus is limited, 

fragmented and decontextualized. Widdowson (1979) contends 

in his definition of communicative competence that 

What such a syllabus does not do is to represent 
language as discourse, and since it does not it cannot 
possibly in its present form account for communicative 
competence--because communicative competence is not a 
compilation of items in memory, but a set of 
strategies or creative procedures for realizing the 
value of linguistic elements in contexts or use, an 
ability to make sense as a participant in discourse, 
whether spoken or written, by shared knowledge of code 
resources and rules of language use. (p. 253) 

In addition to decontextualized language, the 

Notional-Functional curriculum in its zealousness to create 

a communicative syllabus, largely ignores the learner's 

purposes (Nunan, 1988). As Palmer and Mackay note 

Many well-intentioned language programs purporting to 
provide "English for Businessmen," "French for 
Engineers," German for Scientists,lI have foundered 
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because either no consideration was given to the 
actual use the learner intended to make of the 
language or because the list of uses drawn up by the 
course designer was based on imagination rather than 
an objective assessment of the learner's situation, 
and proved to be inaccurate and in many cases entirely 
inappropriate to his real needs. (p. 3 as cited in 
Schultz & Derwing, 1981) 

As a result, the learner, presented with fragmented and 

simplified language accepts the passive role that is 

assigned to him/her. As Freire (1972, p. 58), 

acknowledges, "The more completely they accept the passive 

role imposed on them, the more learners tend to simply 

adapt to the world as it is and to the fragmented view of 

reality deposited in them." 

More recently, ESP is being influenced by studies from 

education, psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics and other 

disciplines by focusing on the learner. Rather than 

centering on the discourse of instructors, management 

personnel, within the targeted communicative situation 

(Jacob, 1987; Jacobson, 1987; Ramani, Chacko, Singh & 

Glendinning, 1988), the focus is upon the strategies which 

learners employ to develop the target language (Hall, 

Hawkey, Kenny & Storer, 1987; Snow, Met & Genesee, 1989). 

With this goal in mind, needs assessment concentrates upon 

activities or procedures which lead to effective thinking 

and learning (Johns, 1991). As Hutchinson and Waters 

(1987) argue: 
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Our concern is with language learning. We cannot 
simply assume that describing and exemplifying what 
people do with language will enable someone to learn 
it. If that were so, we would need to do no more than 
read a grammar book and a dictionary .•.• A truly 
valid approach to ESP must be based on an 
understanding of the processes of language learning. 
(p. 14) 

Although there has been little formal research on the 

effectiveness of ESP programs or how learners learn within 

these programs internationally or in the united States 

(Hall & Kenny, 1988; Johns & Dudley-Evans, 1991; Robinson, 

1980; Snow & Brinton, 1988), there is extensive 

documentation of the descriptions of programs within the 

literature. Descriptions of ESP programs focusing on what 

language learners need to learn has been useful in 

providing insights into specific language needs. However, 

there is a need within the literature to move beyond the 

descriptions of fragmented ESP programs and focus in the 

direction of how language learners learn within holistic 

ESP programs. A new direction in ESP research emphasizing 

the language learner instead of the language needs to 

occur. 

overview of the Study 

The purpose of this naturalistic case study (Lincoln & 

Guba, 1985) is to explore and describe the English literacy 

development of three adult Japanese student pilots as they 

construct meaning in one particular English for Specific 
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Purposes program. A naturalistic paradigm is preferred due 

to the following qualifications: the natural setting in 

which the study takes place, the emergent design, 

qualitative methods of data collection and analysis, and 

the final report in the form of case studies. The case 

study mode of reporting is chosen due to the nature of the 

questions that drive the inquiry, and the examination of 

contemporary events within a bounded system (Merriam, 1988; 

Stake, 1988; Yin, 1989). 

Research Question 

This study is concerned with answering the following 

major question: How does a holistic English for Specific 

Purposes program influence the development of English 

literacy of Japanese student pilots? Several questions 

related to this major question are: How does self 

perception influence the development of English literacy? 

How does the development of teacher-student and student

student relationships influence the development of English 

literacy? 

The Design 

The study took place on a small airport in the 

Southwestern u.S. The students were concurrently enrolled 

in the private pilot's course and the English for Specific 
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Purposes program. Although the primary focus of this study 

is on the students within the ESP program, the ESP program 

is located within the physical proxemics of the flight 

school (Cactus Air, pseudonym). Having stated that 

language learning is a socio-psycholinguistic process, the 

development of literacy is best understood by also 

examining the socia1 context. The airport (Aero Airport, 

pseudonym), Cactus Air, and the ESP program all share 

participants, personal goals, interests, responsibilities 

and are therefore directly interrelated. This nesting 

design (Whitmore, 1992; \vilcOJ~, 1982) can be conceptualized 

as three layered concentric circles consisting of the three 

Japanese student pilots, the ESP program and Cactus Air 

nested within the airport. 

The unique design of the study translates into the use 

of several different qualitative methods at each level. 

The Japanese students' development of English literacy 

within the ESP program is documented through observations, 

field notes, dialogue journals, written interviews/samples, 

oral interviews, and transcriptions of audio tapes. The 

broader macro views of flight instructors from Cactus Air 

and air traffic controllers from Aero Airport are 

documented by observations, field notes, informal 

interviews and language checklists over a period of five 

months. 
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AERO AmPORT 

CACTUS AIR 

ESP PROGRAM 

Figure 2. The Research Design. 

Using these data sources, the constant comparative 

method (Glaser & strauss, 1967) was used to identify 

themes, patterns and to further define categories to 

describe the strategies students were using to make 

meaning. Detailed case studies of each student's literacy 

development are presented in descriptive form with examples 

from journal entries, written and oral interviews, and 



field notes used to support the patterns and themes that 

emerged. 

Data Collection and Analysis 

As a teacher researcher, I collected the following 

primary and secondary sources of data: 

Four primary sources of data collection include: 

* dialogue journals - an average of 55 entries per 

student 

* oral interview - 1 per student 

* written interviews - 4 per student 

* participant observation and field notes. 

Dialogue Journals 
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Dialogue journals, which were kept between myself and 

each student during the course of the study, were 

introduced during the initial ESP class session. A copy 

was made of each journal at the conclusion of the ESP 

course. Students were encouraged to voice their ideas, 

interests, and concerns about learning a different 

language, flying, and about living in another country. My 

goal was to provide a trusting environment where students 

would have time to think and develop literacy strategies, 

ownership of the reading/writing proc8ss, and a response to 

true dialogue. In order to encourage a natural dialogue, 



all student responses were uncorrected for spelling, 

grammar, etc. 

Interviews 
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Students were orally interviewed once before the onset 

of the ESP course. Each interview was audio taped and 

transcribed. My goal was to assess oral English and to 

gather personal background information, such as age, 

education, knowledge about flying, previous English 

language courses, modes of language instruction, and 

perceptions about English language abilities and learning. 

The initial oral interview was open-ended so that students 

would relax and feel comfortable in their new environment. 

Four written interviews were collected during the 

course of the five month study. My goal was to encourage 

students to reflect on their progress on learning English, 

flying, and to identify influences contributing to this 

progress. Students were also interviewed informally on 

many different occasions. Informal interviews included 

conversations during field trips, before and after ESP 

class time, during visits in the flight school and home 

visits. Informal interviews and conversations were 

recorded in field notes. 
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Field Notes 

Field notes were taken during ESP class sessions, on 

field trips and expanded and transcribed immediately 

afterwards. Four types of field notes were taken: 

theoretical, methodological, descriptive and personal 

(Corsaro, 1985). Theoretical notes refer to the theory of 

which the study revolves around. Methodological notes are 

those that focus on the evaluation and improvement of data 

collection methods. Descriptive notes provide a rich 

description of the observation and personal notes focus on 

the researcher's own reactions as the events unfold. 

Field notes contain student's (and my) interactions 

with flight instructors, airplane mechanics and air traffic 

controllers, which provide additional views of the students 

as language learners. Field notes also contain informal 

interviews and conversations with students. 

Secondary sources of data include: 

* writing samples - 7 narrative activities, numerous 

charts, diagrams, webbing activities 

* aUdio-tape transcriptions - 4 (2 hour) classroom 

sessions 

* flight instructor check lists - 3 checklists per 

student 
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Writing Samples 

Writing samples were collected continuously during the 

ESP course. Seven samples consist of individual narrative 

activities, while the remainder of the samples (charts, 

maps, diagrams, webbing activities) are the products of 

collaborative activities. These writing samples help to 

document the written language process, and show language 

and strategy growth individually and collaboratively over a 

period of time. 

Audio Tape Transcriptions 

Four class sessions were audio taped and transcribed 

during the course of the study. These transcriptions serve 

to document the naturally occurring language of the 

students while engaging in collaborative activities. 

Flight Instructor Checklists 

Flight instructors voiced opinions about student's 

literacy strategies and filled out functional communication 

checklists adapted from L. L. Cheng (1987). Three 

checklists per student were completed in the beginning, 

middle, and end of the study. My goals were to gather 

other perspectives about the literacy strategies of the 

students and open up a line of communication between flight 

instructors and myself. 
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Summary of Data Collection 

Triangulation (Denzin, 1989), occurs between six 

sources of information: dialogue journals, interviews 

(written & oral), field notes from participant observation, 

written samples, transcriptions of classroom speech, and 

communication checklists from flight instructors. Dialogue 

journals and interviews (written & oral) form the bulk of 

the data. Field notes, written samples, transcriptions of 

classroom speech and flight instructor checklists are used 

to support and confirm students' perspectives and my 

interpretations of the data. 

Research Time Table 

The English for Specific Purposes program was in 

session for an average of two hours a day over a period of 

five months. As teacher researcher, I negotiated different 

class times with Cactus Air flight instructors to allow for 

optimum opportunities for flying in cool weather. Figure 3 

outlines the schedule of times and research activity. 

Participants 

Three Japanese students (Taka, Hiro and Yuko) were the 

key participants in this study. All three students read 

about Cactus Air and the private pilot program in the u.s. 

in a Japanese flight magazine. They contacted Alpha 
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February Monday, Wednesday 8:30-10:30 A.M. 
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 2:00-4:00 P.M. 

March Monday, Wednesday 8:30-10:30 A.M. 
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 2:00-4:00 P.M. 

April Monday, Wednesday 8:30-10:30 A.M. 
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 2:00-4:00 P.M. 

May Monday, Wednesday 8:30-10:30 A.M. 
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 2:00-4:00 P.M. 

June Monday - Friday 11:00-1:00 P.M. 

Figure 3. Schedule of Research Activity. 

Aviation in Tokyo (in partnership with Cactus Air), and 

paid a lump sum of money covering the costs of the private 

pilot training including: the flight to and from the U.S., 

physical examination, test fees, instructor fees, airplane 

rental, mUlti-engine training, 100 hours of single engine 

flight time, 100 hours of English instruction, and room and 

board. The contracted time period for the private pilot 

training was eight months. 

Taka, Hiro f and Yuko were selected for this study 

because all were from different areas of Japan, with 

differing ages, experiences in education, employment, 

perspectives on life, but with one common interest, the 

desire to be a pilot. 

When I asked why they wanted to learn to fly, they 

replied: 



Taka: I think it is very important to be at home in 
the sky. 

Hiro: Flying is my dream. 

Yuko: We don't have any woman pilots in airlines in 
Japan. So, I hope that I will be the first 
woman pilot in airline in Japan. 

Goals of the Study 

Traditionally, in the fields of linguistics, English 

as a Second Language (ESL) and English for Specific 

Purposes (ESP), research has been conducted by university 
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researchers. Often teachers and program developers within 

ESP programs are the objects of researchers' investigations 

and are "then expected to be the consumers and implementors 

of their findings" (Cochran-smith & Lytle, 1990). The 

result has been an unfortunate polarization, where 

university researchers pay insufficient attention to the 

"bridge-building" function of their discipline, and 

teachers likewise pay insufficient attention to research 

insights. The goal has been (and continues to be) for 

theory to influence practice. McDonough (1986) suggests 

that the fault lies with both sides, and suggests that ESP 

teachers could do their part by learning to synthesize more 

effectively the outcome of relevant research for the 

solution of empirical classroom-related issues. McDonough 

stops short of encouraging teachers to conduct research in 



their own classes however, implying that there are 

relatively few trained and experienced ESP teachers who 

also have adequate training in research techniques. The 

mystification of this paradigm of inquiry is beginning to 

change as teachers are becoming active researchers within 

their own classrooms (Britton, 1987; Odell, 1987). 
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In this study, practice and theory are mutually 

inclusive. As a teacher researcher, the theoretical 

principles of whole language influence and guide my 

practice. In turn, the explorations and descriptions of 

three Japanese students' development of English literacy 

within one holistic ESP program deepen my understandings of 

theory, practice and the processes of literacy/language 

development. 

In summary, the goals and purposes of the study are: 

1. To explore and describe the development of English 

literacy of three Japanese student pilots within one 

holistic English for Specific Purposes program. 

2. To deepen my understanding of and expand on the 

processes of literacy/language development and use, and to 

contribute to the body of knowledge of second language 

development, ESP materials and program development. 

3. To extend and expand the principles of whole 

language to the field of English for Specific Purposes. 
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outline of the study 

This study explores the process of English literacy 

development of three Japanese student pilots through a 

holistic English for Specific Purposes program designed to 

complement the private pilot program. In Chapter 2, The 

Research Plan, I present the research plan and expand on 

the processes of data collection and analysis. In Chapter 

3, The ESP Program, I discuss the conception and details of 

the ESP program. I connect the evolving ESP program to a 

preliminary case study and explain how the preliminary 

study impacted the dissertation study. In Chapter 4, Case 

Studies: Students' Stories, I present my interpretations of 

the data in the form of case studies. In the final 

chapter, Chapter 5, Synthesis and Conclusions, I end with 

conclusions, implications of this work, and attach an 

additional case study of myself as teacher researcher. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE RESEARCH PLAN 

. . • Research is an ongoing process of discovery-
a process that continually requires us to rethink 
not only our understanding of our discipline, but 
also our sense of the questions we should be asking 
and of the best procedures to analyze our own and 
our students' work. Consequently, there is a sense 
in which research is never finished. As we learn 
new ways of describing what is going on in our 
classrooms, we see new questions that need to be 
answered; as we answer those questions we see other 
questions that didn't exist until we had answered 
the previous ones. Exploration leads to still 
further exploration, discovery to still further 
discovery. (Odell, 1987, p. 129) 
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In this chapter I focus on the research plan. I begin 

by centering on the perspective of teacher as researcher, 

related literature and case studies, followed by a 

description of the research setting, data collection, 

analysis procedures, and an outline of the case studies to 

be profiled in Chapter 4. 

Teacher Researcher Perspective 

My role as a teacher researcher has been a natural 

evolution. Beginning with interactions as a kindergarten, 

first grade, middle school teacher, and later as Chapter One 

Director of an elementary school, I encountered anomalies 

that couldn't be explained by the current literature. I 

observed, questioned, and theorized about my own 
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learning/teaching processes as well as my students'. My own 

theoretical assumptions and beliefs about learning, language 

and curriculum were grounded in theory and practice through 

my transactions with experts within the literature, 

students, colleagues, parents, schools and communities. 

I view authentic learning situations withi~ real 

classrooms as the most powerful contexts for data about 

learning, language and curriculum. This belief in turn 

prescribes that the paradigm of inquiry be a naturalistic or 

interpretive one. Mccutcheon and Jung (1990) suggest that 

teacher research " ..• can take on different 

characteristics because underlying it are differing 

epistemological assumptions, which in turn shape 

methodological choices as well as how problems are 

formulated" (p. 150). 

Teacher Research Literature 

There is a growing body of literature that defines 

teacher-research as systematic, intentional inquiry carried 

out by teachers in the context of their classrooms (Atwell, 

1987; Bissex & Bullock, 1987; Cochran-smith & Lytle, 1990; 

Odell, 1987) and teacher-researchers as observers, 

questioners, learners and as a result, more complete 

teachers (Avery, 1990; Bissex, 1987; Patterson, Stansell & 

Lee, 1990). 
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Oberg and McCutcheon (1990) suggest the teacher-

researcher movement in education is based on teachers 

liberating themselves from ideas solely imposed by others 

outside the classroom. Traditional perspectives view 

university researchers as the producers of knowledge about 

learning and teachers the consumers of this knowledge. As a 

result the knowledge base of learning and teaching is viewed 

through the perspectives of university-based researchers and 

disenfranchises teachers. As Lytle and Cochran-smith (1989) 

add, 

This contributes to a number of problems: discontinuity 
between what is taught in universities and what occurs 
in classrooms; teachers' ambivalence about or disregard 
for the claims of academic research which often seems 
counter-intuitive or unconnected to the daily demands 
of their work lives; and, because teachers are seldom 
recognized as potential contributors to the making of 
knowledge, a dearth of codified information about the 
reality of classroom life from the perspectives of 
insiders. (p. 2) 

However, this traditional research perspective usually 

ignores the fact that university researchers reflect on 

their own practice as teachers in their university classes 

and teachers reflect on their theories of learning in their 

own classes (Patterson, Santa, Short & Smith, 1993). 

The traditional research perspective in education has 

been instrumental in informing us about learning and 

teaching both historically and in the present day. 

Nevertheless, the teacher-as-researcher movement allows for 



another voice to be heard in the ongoing research dialogue 

and views this avenue of inquiry as an opportunity to 

explore additional educational horizons. 
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The resurgence of interest in the teacher-as-researcher 

in not new. Efforts to encourage teachers to participate in 

educational research are peppered throughout the 20th 

century in the u.s. (Olson, 1990). Moreover, in Great 

Britain and Australia, action research, which has aimed to 

reduce the gap between social theories and social practice, 

has impacted the teacher-as-researcher movement in the U.S. 

Action research can be defined as research that teachers do, 

either individually or in groups, about their own 

professional practice in order to understand and improve the 

nature and specifics of their work and to become more 

articulate about it (Oberg & McCutcheon, 1990). 

However, as Shannon (1990) notes, the definition of 

action research or teacher-as-researcher depends on which 

perspective of research one accepts, positivism, 

interpretivism or critical theory. For example, Beck 

(1990), Samuels and Jones (1990), and Santa (1990) advocate 

that the role of teacher-as-researcher is to replicate 

university researchers' experimental studies in their 

classrooms to "conduct value-free inquiry in order to obtain 

objective assessments of whether hypothesized effects of 

particular interventions are achieved," (Beck, 1990). 



Research conducted under these positivistic assumptions is 

founded on the belief that social reality and physical 

matter can be analyzed equally as both are subject to the 

same laws of nature. 

Atwell (1987), Avery (1990), Graves (1981), Hansen 

(1987) and Heath (1983, 1987) suggest that the role of 

teacher-researchers is to observe, describe and interpret 

how participants (including themselves) construct meaning 

within a particular context. Graves (1981) adds that 

because teachers have intimate knowledge of the variables 

involved within their own classrooms, they are in the best 
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possible position to conduct their own qualitative research. 

Teacher researchers build on the assumption that learning is 

not context free, consequently, validity and reliability 

from one setting to another is not the aim of the inquiry. 

creating a learning environment is the intent. In this 

naturalistic or interpretive perspective, human negotiation 

determines and defines the meanings of social reality within 

a specific context. 

In a definition of critical theory, Shannon (1990) 

suggests that 

. critical teacher/researchers begin with the 
premise that the social negotiations of meaning and 
rules posited by naturalistic researchers are not 
conducted among equals because social, economic, and 
political circumstances have given certain groups 
license to exert undue influence over the outcomes. 
(p. 149) 
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Through praxis, or reflection combined with action, the 

goal of the critical teacher-researcher is to improve 

practice, the understanding of the practice, and of the 

context in which the practice takes place (Carr & Kemmis, 

1986). with this research perspective, teacher-researchers 

focus on issues of power, control, resistance, hegemony and 

equity--their natures and how they manifest themselves in 

different situations (McCutcheon & Jung, 1990). 

In summary, no matter what research paradigm the 

teacher-researcher subscribes to, the teacher-research 

movement has several uniting characteristics. Teacher-

researchers engage in active inquiry within their own 

classrooms. They may work alone, with other teacher 

colleagues, or collaborate with university researchers. 

Teachers develop evolving theories of learning based on 

their transactions with students, and contexts. These 

theories are likely to differ somewhat because of their 

different background experiences, contexts, students and the 

content they teach. 

Patterson & Stansell (~98?) aptly summarize the role of 

a teacher researcher: 

In a way, the teacher researcher is a new breed, 
combining theoretical grounding, methodological 
training, and classroom experience in a nontraditional 
way, in order to make theory-based instructional 
choices and in order to observe, document, and 
interpret the responses of students within each 
classroom context. (p. 719) 
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Case Studies of Three Students 

Documentation of classroom inquiries by teacher 

researchers usually occur in the form of case studies when 

how or why questions are being posed (Yin, 1988). Stake 

(1988) adds, 

In the case study, there may be or may not be an 
ultimate interest in the generalizable. For the time 
being, the search is for an understanding of the 
particular case, in its idiosyncracy, in its 
complexity. (p. 256) 

The intention, then, of case studies is to richly describe a 

localized bounded area of interest through systematic record 

keeping and analysis. Therefore, the study is dependent on 

the researcher's observations and interpretations. 

The purposes of traditional research (Campbell & 

Stanley, 1963; Shavelson, 1988) are to describe, predict, 

control behavior and to make generalizations based on the 

similarities of behavior. Bissex (1987) suggests that in 

contrast to traditional experimental research, "case studies 

allow us to view individuals as individuals: and when 

several individuals are compared, common traits as well as 

differences become apparent" (p. 10). She adds that while 

case studies are not easily replicated, nor provide the 

generalizability of large experimental studies, case studies 

"are more true to life in their revelation of individuals in 

action and their reflection of the complexities of those 

individuals and actions" (p. 11). 
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Although there are many teacher researcher case studies 

documented within the literature centered around children's 

first language literacy development (Atwell, 1982; Avery, 

1985; Bissex, 1980; calkins, 1993; McConaghy, 1986; 

Patterson, 1985), little has been done in the area of adult 

second language development or within the field of English 

for specific Purposes. 

Research Setting 

This setting for this study was at Aero Airport, a 

small airport located adjacent to a metropolitan city in the 

southwestern united states. In this section, I detail the 

"bounded system" (Stake, 1988) of the study, or the setting 

of Aero Airport, its patrons, and unique literacy 

activities. 

Aero Airport 

Aero Airport was built in the 1940s to serve as a 

flight training base during World War II. It was a perfect 

site for training. The flat treeless terrain and the mild 

desert climate offered year round flying. After the war, 

Aero faded into the role as backup airport for the booming 

international airport in the city located 15 miles away. 

Large concrete slabs from base buildings and one sagging 

wooden barracks are all that is left of the base. However, 
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pictures of WWII planes and their aces line the walls of the 

newly built airport restaurant keeping memories alive. 

A couple of small general aviation flight schools and 

repair shops dotted the airport field, but it wasn't until 

the 1980s that the local city became interested in 

developing Aero. Land surrounding the airport was bought in 

anticipation of putting in a second parallel runway and an 

eight story communications tower (both completed in 1993). 

Hangars designed to lure new businesses, private 

"condominium" hangars and shade hangars for local airplane 

owners sprang up seemingly overnight on the field. 

Today a total of seventeen businesses, including flight 

schools, aviation maintenance shops and hangar rental 

businesses operate on Aero Airport. Foreign investors are 

actively pursued. German pilots from Lufthansa Airlines 

receive their basic commercial flight training at Aero. One 

new flight school on the field, Cactus Air, caters only to 

Japanese student pilots. 

Aero Airport Patrons 

Flying is still looked at as a glamorous and somewhat 

"male" occupation and hobby. The machismo aura from 

barnstorming days and military flights lingers in the field 

of general aviation. The language of flight refers to 

airplanes in the female gender, with many a male pilot 
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"developing his own love affair with the seductive wings, 

the glistening yellow paint, the shiny prop waiting to turn" 

(Coonts, 1992, p. 8). 

Aero airport is a tightly knit community. The ratio of 

male to female pilots is around 100 to 1 (M. Butterfield, 

personal communication, 1993). Airplane mechanics know 

other airplane mechanics, flight instructors know other 

flight instructors and students, air traffic controllers 

know all pilots and planes, and the retired military pilots 

who park themselves at the airport ~estaurant know everybody 

and everything that happens at Aero Airport. These "airport 

burns" carry the news from business to business and then back 

to the restaurant. strangers to the field are carefully 

assessed and their planes scrutinized. outsiders and 

wannabees, those people who dream about becoming pilots, are 

tolerated and even looked at as prospective student pilots. 

Everyone knows the rules. "Look, but never touch 

another's plane, listen carefully and never argue with air 

traffic control, respect the FAA (if only face to face), it 

is OK to talk and admire barnstorming, but never get caught 

barnstorming." The list is endless. 

Literacy Activities at Aero Airport 

Although differing definitions of literacy abound in 

the literature (Chall, 1990; Freire & Macedo, 1987; Hirsch, 



1987), Bloome and Green (1992) suggest that the definition 

of literacy is changing. They view literacy as social and 

cultural practices and actions that vary across cultures, 

communities and technologies, rather than decontextualized 

cognitive and linguistic skills to be learned. 
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Although written and oral language are used to maintain 

and reconstruct the aviation community at Aero Airport in 

various ways, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 

views the acquisition of written and oral skills as a sign 

of a highly proficient aviator. 

written Language 

The literacy activities of aviation are deeply embedded 

in the monopoly of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 

which is a sUbsidiary of the U.S. Department of 

Transportation. The Federal Aviation Administration's 

language, rules and regulations permeate everv facet of 

general aviation: from the construction of airplanes, to the 

supervision of pilots, student pilots, mechanics, air 

traffic control (ATe), flight schools, and all air transport 

businesses. 

This body of knowledge is constantly referred to in the 

current "bible" of aviation, FAR/AIM (Federal Aviation 

Regulations and Airman's Information Manual, 1993). The 

manual details all of the Federal Aviation Regulations and 
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is updated on a yearly basis. sections of this manual 

include: Definitions and abbreviations, certification of 

pilots and flight instructors, Medical standards and 

certification, Designation of federal airways, Area low 

routes, Controlled airspace, and reporting points, Special 

use airspace, General operating and flight rules, Standard 

instrument approach procedures, Ultralight vehicles, 

Parachute jumping, Air taxi operators and commercial 

operators, Agricultural aircraft operations, Pilot schools, 

Ground instructors, Notification and reporting of aircraft 

accidents or incidents, overdue aircraft and preservation of 

aircraft wreckage, mail, cargo and records, Customs guide 

for private flyers, Basic flight information, ATe 

procedures, and a Pilot/Controller glossary. 

All standardized multiple choice tests, test booklets, 

practical test standards, pilot manuals, forms, 

applications, and curriculum that accompany the process of 

acquiring licenses and ratings, are carefully controlled and 

adhere to the Federal Aviation Regulations (located within 

the FAR AIM). Many of these materials are designed and 

published by the Department of Transportation as well. For 

example, when taking a private pilot checkride (oral and 

flight), the examiner, who is a FAA examiner, meticulously 

checks off examples of proficiency from the private pilot 
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practical test standards. The practical test standards 

outline that: 

The examiner who conducts the practical test is 
responsible for determining that the applicant meets 
standards outlined in the objective of each TASK within 
the appropriate practical test standard. The examiner 
shall meet this responsibility by accomplishing an 
ACTION that is appropriate for each TASK. For each 
TASK that involves "knowledge only" elements, the 
examiner will orally quiz the applicant on those 
elements. For each TASK that involves both "knowledge 
and skill" elements, the examiner will orally quiz the 
applicant regarding knowledge elements and ask the 
applicant to perform the skill elements. The examiner 
will determine that the applicant's knowledge and skill 
meets the objective in all required TASKS. Oral 
questioning may be used at any time during the 
practical test. (Private Pilot Practical Test 
Standards, p. ii) 

The pilot complies with the FARs (Federal Aviation 

Regulations) in many different ways. Sihe learns to 

comprehend forms and write flight plans, entries in flight 

logs, calculate weight and balance of airplanes with the 

latest aeronautical calculators, decipher weather maps, 

interpret and plot courses on sectional charts, utilize 

various checklists, listen, follow directions, and transmit 

messages to ATC. 

However not all the literacy practices center around 

Federal Aviation Regulations at Aero Airport. The Airport 

Authority, a corporation that manages both Aero Airport and 

the nearby adjacent city international airport, publishes a 

local aviation newsletter that can be found in the airport 

restaurant. The newsletter details information about local 



businesses, announcements, and special achievements of 

pilots. Various bulletin boards located in pilot lounges 

about the field and the airport restaurant, display photos 
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of airplanes for sale, business opportunities, flyers about 

local airshows and breakfast fly-ins. Discarded pilot 

magazines that litter the lounges for browsing, such as 

Flying, Private Pilot, and AOPA reflect aviation's technical 

slang. For example: 

The air became as smooth as glass, when suddenly the 
altimeter began spinning crazily, and the Robin began 
climbing like a proverbial bat out of hell, passing 
through 11,000 feet, with the VSI needle pegged at a 
2,000-fpm rate of climb. (Brown, D., 1991, Grabbed by a 
Mountain Wave, Flying, pp. 122-123) 

Oral Language 

Although there is room for some personal interpretation 

of written language, in terms of the aviation community, 

oral language activities within the aviation community are 

exact and closed. FAR/AIM details correct oral responses 

expected from all pilots to Air Traffic Control (ATC) and on 

all exams. For example, from the Practical Test Standards, 

student pilots are aware of the questions to be asked and 

the correct answers to be given during the "oral" section of 

the checkride. 

widdowson (1983) contends that the language of air 

traffic control is restricted in the sense that it occurs in 

a specifiable set of limited situational contexts, each 



pilot is expected to understand and be skillful using the 

language of flying. According to the FAR/AIM, the radio 

communication between a pilot and ATC is a critical one. 

Radio communication must be brief and concise. Pilots are 
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told to maintain vigilance in monitoring air traffic control 

radio communication frequencies for potential traffic 

conflicts with their aircraft. Good phraseology and 

preciseness enhance safety and is the mark of a professional 

pilot. FAR/AIM mandates that "The single most important 

thought in pilot-controller communication is understanding. 

It is essential, therefore, that pilots acknowledge each 

radio communication with ATC by using the appropriate 

aircraft call sign (FAR/AIM '93, AIM-117). 

Up until 1939, each branch of the military had its own 

phonetic alphabet (Alpha, Bravo, Charley, Delta .•. ) used to 

distinguish call signs of specific aircraft. But the 

outbreak of WWII necessitated t}'l,at all branches of the 

military have a uniform aircraft call sign code and ATC 

language. Thfs ATC language differed from other countries, 

such as Japan. As Widdowson notes 

There is, however, a difference between the language of 
air traffic control and that of Japanese fighter 
pilots. The former is a prescribed code, a closed 
system of conventionally accepted verbal routines 
devised for the purpose and subscribed to by 
international agreement. The latter is a described set 
of common occurrences: it is an account of what pilots 
actually say when they carry out their various flying 
activities. (1983, p. 29) 
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Today, the language of ATC is international in scope, 

excepting China and Russia (A. T. Brown, Personal 

communication, 1993). However, ATC Communication is a major 

barrier for foreign student pilots in the U.S. completing 

their private pilot ticket. As the Chief Air Traffic 

Controller acknowledged, 

I told the FAA about this problem with the Japanese 
student pilots, and they said it was a major problem 
allover the state with the Japanese students at 
Chandler and flying helicopters. We even had an 
Israeli yesterday and he couldn't understand at all. 
All these pilots understand is, "clear for takeoff, 
clear for landing". They just don't understand. 
They're an accident waiting to happen. (FN 4/17/92) 

Cactus Air Flight School 

In the above description of Aero Airport, Cactus Air 

was in a developing stage and was the newest flight school 

on the airport. In this section I discuss the background of 

the flight school, its flight instructors, physical 

setting, and the theoretical underpinnings of the private 

pilot program. 

Background 

Cactus Air officially opened its doors in the summer of 

1991. The owner and chief pilot who flies as captain for a 

major airline company based in the U.S., is nearing the 

mandatory retirement age of 60. Having flown the Japan-
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Thailand-Korean route for 10 years or more, Mr. Jet 

(pseudonym) established a partnership with a Japanese flight 

school in hopes of building a lucrative flight school 

business in the u.s. after retirement: "I make more money on 

the Japanese because it takes them twice as long to get 

their private pilot license. They can't speak English" (FN 

3/23/92) • 

The Japanese based fight school recruits prospective 

pilots into their "airline pilot program" and sends them to 

cactus Air for their initial instruction which is the 

private pilot license. After completion of the private 

pilot ticket, Mr. Jet sends the pilots back to the Japan 

flight school for further training. 

Mr. Jet hired four flight instructors to instruct the 

Japanese students. Two of the instructors, one a native of 

the U.S., and the other an immigrant from Indonesia, are 

experienced flight instructors and have worked with Mr. Jet 

off and on for several years. The other two instructors are 

in their early twenties, inexperienced and have recently 

graduated from universities with aeronautical degrees and 

certified flight instructor ratings. 

The Flight School Facility 

The school facility consists of a 50 X 60 steel hangar 

large enough to house two Cessna 150s and an attached 10 X 
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30 office used as a classroom. The remaining Cessna 150 is 

tied down outside the hangar. The Cessna 150 is a small, 

single engine airplane with two seats, and is considered a 

primary trainer within the aviation industry. All the 

flight schools on Aero Airport use this aircraft as a 

private pilot trainer. The office which doubles as a 

classroom, is used for ground school, pilot debriefing, 

checkride exams and as a study area for the student pilots. 

A small table with four chairs sits in one corner, with a 

small blackboard and a map of the united states hanging on 

the wall. These meager furnishings seem dwarfed by the 

large size of the classroom. Over the course of the study, 

four individual student desks were added and bolted to the 

floor facing the blackboard. One large window facing north 

allows enough light to stream into the office, so students 

and instructors can read and write, while viewing the foot 

traffic out on the sidewalk. 

The Private pilot Program 

All flight schools within the U.S., including Cactus 

Air, incorporate a private pilot curriculum that is 

identical and mandated by the Federal Aviation 

Administration. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 

Private pilot Program incorporates a behaviorist philosophy 

of learning/instruction (Skinner, 1954) with Thorndike's 



Laws of Learning (1932) forming the theoretical 

underpinnings. As per an ideal Skinnerian instructional 

situation, instruction in the airplane and on the ground 

takes place on a one to one basis. This one on one 

instruction occasionally results in an attitude that the 

student pilot is the "property" of an individual flight 

instructor. Frequently, however, large groups of students 

are formed to attend ground school (which can be separated 

from flight instruction) in the hopes of recruiting 

prospective student pilots. 

The FAA decrees that all phases of curriculum 
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development: paper, enacted and envisioned (Short and Burke, 

1991) be standardized. The envisioned curriculum, its 

theoretical underpinnings about learning and content 

development, influence the planning and preparation of the 

paper curriculum, which includes materials, class 

organization and instruction. Flight/ground instruction 

typically involves lecture, questioning, testing and rote 

learning where the focus is to memorize and digest all 

flying concepts and rules in a step by step manner. As the 

Flight Training Handbook (U.S. Department of Transportation, 

1980) advises: 

Learning to fly, like all other learning, should 
be approached one step ~t a time. It is a waste 
of time to study advanced maneuvers before becoming 
familiar with the basic maneuvers. A training 
syllabus should be followed and each lesson studied 



in progression. 
proper sequence. 

Each step must be understood in 
(p. 5) 

The paper curriculum, in turn, influences the enacted 

curriculum or the actual learning engagements occurring in 

the classroom. Figure 4 provides a synthesis of the 

theoretical background of the private pilot program. 

Private pilot Program - Theoretical Background 

CONTENT 
DEVELOPMENT 

LEARNING 

1. content is learned from part to whole. 
2. content and skills are sequenced from 

known to unknown (Gleim, 1991). 

1. Skills are learned by practice and 
reinforcement (Gleim, 1991). 

2. Learning is habit formation. 
3. Errors should be extinguished 

immediately (Gleim, 1991). 

TEACHING 1. Instructor transmits knowledge. 
2. Teaching/learning is a one to one 

correspondence. 
3. Teacher/text is authority. 
4. All students follow the same 

instruction/content sequence 
(Gleim, 1991). 

CURRICULUM 1. All objectives, materials, methods 
are determined before course by 
instructor/FAA and sequenced from 
simple to complex (Gleim, 1991). 

Figure 4. Private Pilot Theoretical Background. 
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Participants 

Taka, Yuko and Hiro carne from different islands and 

cities of Japan: Osaka, Chiba, and Fukuoka. Their 

fundamental goal of acquiring a private pilot's license led 

them to Cactus Air. The students would be in the u.s. for 

eight months working on their private pilot license. Flying 

was the main focus, with developing English literacy as a 

secondary goal. 

I was interested in following the students' development 

of English literacy because all had varying differences in 

education, years of English instruction and type of English 

instruction. Table 1 depicts the varying differences 

between students. 

Table 1 

Ja12anese Students' EX12erience and Education 

Student Visit to Education Years English 
u.s. English Instruction 

Taka 1 time B.S. 8 Read/Write 
Chemistry Grammar 

Yuko 2 time High 7.5 Read/Write 
School Grammar 

Immersion 

Hiro o time High 7 Read/Write 
School Grammar 

Oral English 
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The students and I formed a strong teacher-student hond 

that developed into friendship over the course of the study. 

My role of teacher expanded into that of confidant, 

interpreter and student advocate, which encouraged the 

students to voice their opinions and concerns. Detailed 

case studies of Taka, Yuko and Hiro are profiled in 

Chapter 4. 

Data Collection and Analysis Procedures 

Question Revisited 

My theoretical and philosophical beliefs and knowledge 

gained from the preliminary case study of Naoki (profiled in 

the following chapter) directly influenced my role as 

teacher researcher, the nested design of the study, and the 

data collection and analysis procedures. As a teacher 

researcher, I began the study by focusing on one major 

question: How does a holistic, English for Specific Purposes 

program influence the development of English literacy of 

Japanese student pilots? Several questions related to the 

major question emerged during the course of the study: How 

does self perception influence the development of English 

literacy? How does the development of teacher-student and 

student-student relationships influence the development of 

English literacy? 
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In this section I briefly summarize my methods of data 

collection, (described in detail in Chapter I), expanding on 

the two most valuable sources of data: dialogue journals, 

and oral and written interviews. Following the section on 

data collection, I discuss my methods of analysis. 

Data Collection 

I met with the three Japanese students five days a week 

for approximately two hours a day over the course of the 

five month study. The course was organized around three 

overlapping time blocks: structured Interview, Reflection, 

and Course Content/Questions/Inquiry. During this time, I 

audio-taped four (2 hour) classroom sessions, collected 

seven writing samples per student, conducted one oral 

interview per student, four formal written interviews per 

student, wrote field notes, and responded in dialogue 

journals with each student. 

From my analysis of the preliminary and subsequent case 

studies, I observed that the most valuable sources of data 

were the dialogue journal and the oral and written 

interviews. Field notes, written samples, transcriptions of 

classroom sessions, and checklists describing students' 

communication functions that I collected from flight 

instructors, were used to confirm my interpretations of the 

data. 
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Dialogue Journals 

Vygotsky (1978) has argued that all human learning is 

mediated through the interaction with others. The more 

proficient language user facilitates the process by 

modifying his/her language in a variety of ways. This 

includes asking for clarification, seeking answers to 

questions, and stimulating the learner to rethink and revise 

his/her language in order to understand and be understood. 

Thus the language learner receives what Krashen (1981, 1982, 

1985) calls comprehensible input. The language learner 

receives language that is slightly beyond his/her current 

linguistic ability. 

Dialogue journals became an accepted form of 

educational practice and an important form of data in 

research studies dating back to staton's 1979 collaboration 

with Leslee Reed, a sixth grade teacher (reported in Kreeft, 

Shuy, staton, Reed & Morroy, 1984). staton determined from 

Reed's responses to her multilingual students, that Leslee 

Reed specifically tailored her responses to her student's 

language proficiency levels in a variety of ways. staton 

(1993), concluded that IIlearning to read and write can be 

much like the natural, functional, interactive process of 

learning a spoken language II (p. 9). 

Although little has been done in the field of English 

for Specific Purposes regarding dialogue journals as an 
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important data source, dialogue journals have become an 

accepted data source in L1 and L2 children's case studies. 

Case studies using dialogue journals have been used to 

examine the writing processes of children and adults in L1 

research, including written interactions between a teacher 

and her students (Peyton & Seyoum1 1989), with teachers in 

teacher education (Fishman & Rover, 1989), and with special 

needs students (Farley, 1986). L2 research using dialogue 

journals focuses on children's written and oral interactions 

(Lindfors, 1988; Peyton, 1986; Peyton & staton, 1993) rather 

than adult interactions. In one such case study, Urzua 

(1987) examined the written and oral interactions of four 

Southeast Asian children. She concluded that the ability of 

the children to choose their own topics for discussion gave 

them the freedom to build on their own knowledge and to 

share that knowledge with others. 

The purpose for using dialogue journals in this 

dissertation study was to provide an open, comfortable arena 

for students to have time to think, and develop literacy 

strategies as they conversed about topics of their own 

choosing. The Reflection block of the ESP course was set 

aside especially for journal writing. In the first session 

of the ESP class, I distributed a journal to each student. 

I explained the purpose of dialogue journals and talked 

about my welcoming message on the first page of the journal. 
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The students read my message, picked up a pencil and began 

to write back to me. This procedure would become a standard 

routine. The students would arrive at the classroom, sit 

down, grab their journals, and begin reading and writing. 

students would write an average of 30 minutes. After 40 

minutes of writing, I would give my signal for ending the 

sentence or paragraph they were writing; five fingers with a 

question; Five minutes? I took the journals home every day 

after class and would respond to the students' writing and 

return them to each class session. At the end of the study, 

the journals were photocopied and given back to the 

students. 

Interviews 

Oral and written interviews are an important second 

source of data in this dissertation study. Dexter (1970), 

suggests that interviews are conversations with a purpose, 

while Wolcott (1988) states, "I conclude as an interview 

activity anything that the fieldworker does that intrudes 

upon the natural setting and is done with the conscious 

intent of obtaining particular information directly from 

one's subjects" (p. 194). 

Clearly, as Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest, there are 

many different purposes for interviewing, for example, 

obtaining here and now constructions of people, events, 
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organizations, feelings and motivations, reconstructions of 

past events, and projections of future events. 

In the field of English for Specific Purposes, 

interviewing has been mainly used to gain information from 

course instructors as a part of the needs analysis or the 

construction of the course syllabus. For example, Ramani, 

Chacko, Singh & Glendinning (1988) in an ethnographic 

approach to syllabus design interviewed instructors in a 

postgraduate center of science and technology. The goal was 

to add "thick descriptions" (Swales, 1985) to the 

communicative practices of particular English for Specific 

Purposes (ESP) courses. In another ESP study, Jacobson 

(1987) interviewed instructors and analyzed their 

undergraduate physics lectures and lab sessions in order to 

identify the communicative strategies and functions students 

would need to understand in order to succeed. Jacobson 

concluded that instructors' impressions indicated that non

native speakers were in many ways less capable than native 

. speakers. These impressions could be traced to the fact 

that non-native speakers generally communicated less with 

lab partners, or they communicated less clearly with 

instructors when they asked for help. 

I used the interview process to provide what Spradley 

(1980) suggests as an opportunity for "native language 

explanations." Students had the opportunity to discuss 
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concerns about life in their new city, about Cactus Air, and 

to reflect on their knowledge about flying and learning 

English. 

During the course of the study, I formally conducted 

two types of interviews, open-ended oral and structured 

written (See Appendix A). Informal interviews also occurred 

as an on going process and were recorded in field notes. 

These informal interviews served as important data for the 

negotiation and direction of the ESP curriculum and for the 

formation of the structured written interviews. 

As each student arrived at Cactus Air, I orally 

interviewed each one individually. This initial interview 

was open-ended and highly conversational. I asked questions 

about personal background information, knowledge about 

flying, and previous English instruction. In turn, I 

encouraged each student to ask questions they might have of 

me. Each interview was audio taped and transcribed on my 

computer immediately after the interview session. I also 

took field notes of each interview session recording my 

descriptive, theoretical methodological, and personal 

observations (Corsaro, 1985). Field notes were subsequently 

enlarged and transcribed immediately after the interview. 

During the course of the study, students answered four 

structured written interviews. Although Lincoln and Guba 

(1985) define the structured interview as "questions that 
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have been formulated ahead of time, and the respondent is 

expected to answer in terms of the interviewer's framework 

and definition of the problem" (p. 268), my construction of 

questions were open-ended and designed to be retrospective. 

For example, in one written interview (See Appendix A), 

students were asked to reflect on their learning experiences 

regarding their flight instruction, learning spoken English, 

reading flight manuals, as important advice they would give 

to new Japanese student pilots. These structured written 

interviews added to the reliability across all three 

students because similar topics, questions and responses 

arose through conversations in class sessions and in their 

dialogue journals. 

Methods of Analysis 

In analyzing the data, using the constant comparative 

method of analysis (Glasser & Strauss, 1967), three themes 

emerged. Spradley (1980) refers to analysis as a search for 

patterns: "Analysis of any kind involves a way of thinking. 

It refers to the systematic examination of something to 

determine its parts, the relationship among parts, and their 

relationship to the whole" (p. 85). 

However, there were actually several phases of data 

analysis over the course of the study. Initially, after 

each class session, I read through dialogue journals, field 



notes, and listened to audio tapes of recorded class 

sessions noting the corresponding patterns. This process 

served a dual purpose. It helped me to incorporate 

students' interests, concerns, and problems into the 

curriculum and directed the flow of my questions from a 

broad to a more narrow path (Spradley, 1979) which was 

reflected in the written interviews. 
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Secondly, I began to study data analysis on case 

studies that qualitative researchers recommended (Lincoln & 

Guba, 1985; Merriam, 1988; Strauss & Corbin, 1990; Yin, 

1984). I read other teacher researcher studies (Avery, 

1985; Bissex, 1980; Calkins, 1983) and naturalistic case 

studies of second language learners learning English 

(Hakuta, 1976; Schmidt, 1983). In one ethnographic case 

study of three Hmong men in Philadelphia, as teacher 

researcher, Weinstein-Shr (1989) concluded that many 

traditional English Second Language classrooms may provide 

little opportunity to learn about the lives of students, 

resulting in a picture of their resources that may be very 

distorted. She noted that literacy has distinctive 

functions for different people and this differs widely from 

the classroom view of literacy. 

I began my third phase of the analytic process by 

coding the data. I began reading through each of the 

student's journals, written interviews, oral interview 
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transcriptions, and field notes several times to gain a 

flavor for the data. By making notes along the margins of 

the documents, or what strauss and Corbin (1990) define as 

memoing, I began to relate topics to each other. As I 

looked at how the students used English language/literacy, I 

began to see what the students used English literacy for and 

why. This procedure of memoing continued throughout the 

process of analysis. 

Themes emerged as a result of this process. The three 

themes are broad and overlapping, yet each theme retains 

particular unique characteristics. The themes of self 

perception, developing relationships, and developing 

literacy strategies related to the guiding question of the 

study on how a holistic, English for Specific Purposes 

program influences the development of English literacy of 

Japanese student pilots, and provided the structure for 

organizing the data. The theme of self perception reflected 

statements, comments, questions about themselves (the 

students) as members of a community. The theme of 

developing relationships, encompassed statements, questions, 

comments and reflections about the students making 

connections with others. The theme of developing literacy 

strategies encompassed reflections, advice, questions, 

statements about how the students used English 

language/literacy. In this dissertation, culture is viewed 
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as the values, symbols, interpretations and perspectives 

that distinguish one group of peoples from another (Banks, 

1989). strategies are conceptualized as the socio-cognitive 

activities that language users engage in the process of 

learning to mean (Harste, Woodward & Burke, 1984). 

As the students discussed their questions, concerns and 

comments about the weather, food/restaurants, shopping, and 

trips outside the perimeters of Aero Airport, these 

categories where compiled under the subtheme of Cultural 

Explorer. All comments centering around experiences 

(language, literacy, flying), within Aero Airport (flying, 

cactus Air, etc.) formed the subtheme of Student Pilot. All 

comments, questions, concerns regarding specific beliefs and 

use of English language/literacy in the wider arena beyond 

Aero Airport and within their relationships were compiled 

under the subtheme of English User. These specific 

subthemes evolved from the analysis and form the 

organizational base for the corresponding themes. 

I then went back into the data in a process of 

confirming and disconfirming evidence. I color-coded each 

student's journal, interviews, oral interviews, and field 

notes with the corresponding themes. In Chapter 4, I 

present the themes through interpretive case studies 

(Merriam, 1988) of Taka, Yuko and Hiro. Unedited quotes 

from the three Japanese student pilots, flight instructors, 



and Air Traffic Control personnel are included throughout 

this dissertation and in the preliminary case study. 

Erickson (1986) calls these quotes and narrative vignettes 

particular description "in which the sights and sounds of 

what was being said and done are described in the natural 

sequence of their occurrence in real time" (p. 151). 
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The abbreviated letters and date of occurrence 

(10/15/91) at the end of each quote refer to the specific 

coding I developed for data analysis. For example, Oral 

interview would be coded 01, written Interview, WI, Dialogue 

Journal, DJ, Field Notes, FN, Check List, CL, and Class 

Transcript, CT. 

overview of Preliminary Case study 

In the next chapter (Chapter 3), I present the 

preliminary case study. From the conception of the study, 

the initial curriculum development to the analysis of 

Naoki's literacy strategies, I discuss how this initial 

study impacted the present dissertation study. 
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THE ESP PROGRAM 
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In traditional ESP programs, detailed needs analyses, 

or profiles of the learners' needs in terms of 

communication purposes, communicative setting, the means of 

communication, language skills and functions, are analyzed 

prior to the development of the program (Munby, 1978). In 

this chapter I trace the process and evolution of the needs 

analysis and curriculum development of the holistic ESP 

Program by connecting it to a preliminary case study. Much 

of the theoretical and practical aspects of this 

dissertation are directly informed through the interviews, 

dialogue journal, and subsequent analysis of a student 

pilot, Naoki, profiled in this preliminary case study. 

Conception of the Study 

My interest in developing an ESP program for Japanese 

student pilots grew out of observations and interactions 

with two Japanese students who were enrolled in Cactus Air 

Flight School during the summer of 1991. As a moderate 

participant (Spradley, 1980), I talked, questioned, 

listened and empathized with students, flight instructors, 

air traffic controllers (ATC) and airplane mechanics as 
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they communicated with one another. Noti.cing the lack of 

communication between student pilots and all airport 

personnel (flight instructors, ATC controllers, mechanics, 

airport manager, etc.), I approached the owner/chief flight 

instructor of cactus Air (Mr. Jet) with an offer to create 

an English for specific Purposes program for future 

Japanese student pilots. 

Needs Analysis 

One of the defining characteristics of ESP programs is 

its indepth needs analysis (Johns, 1991; Munby, 1978; 

Robinson, 1980). The analysis includes the setting, target 

language and the communicative purposes of the learner. 

In carrying out the needs analysis, I interviewed and 

observed flight instructors at the airport (from Cactus 

Air, as well as other flight schools), air traffic 

controllers, mechanics and other student pilots to 

understand their perspectives as to what a pilot should 

know. written materials such as flight plans, The Pilot's 

Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge (1980), Flight Training 

Handbook (1980), Aviation Instructor's Handbook (1977), 

Private pilot Practical Test Standards (1991), Private 

pilot FAA Written Exam (1991), FAR/AIM (1991), and various 

FAA bulletins were examined for language as well as 

conceptual content. I also viewed two series of Private 
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pilot instructional video tapes (King Video Exam Course and 

Jeppsen/Sanderson Course). 

Corsaro (1985) calls this thorough evaluation of the 

field site, "prior enthnography." The researcher spends a 

considerable amount of time as a participant observer 

becoming acquainted with the situation before the study is 

actually undertaken. 

My o\.,rn background experience in aviation contributed 

to the needs analysis as well. Because my place of 

residence was directly on Aero Airport, and my husband 

worked on Aero Airport, I was considered to be a member of 

the community and therefore had unlimited access to 

aviators, businesses and restricted areas of the airport. 

This acceptance and availability of airport resources 

enabled me to gain entry and establish a trust at a much 

quicker rate than an "outsider." My knowledge of aviation 

terminology, procedures and aircraft was also verified in 

that I have been co-owner of seven single engine airplanes 

and with my husband have flown and navigated the western 

U.S., Western Canada and Alaska. 

Curriculum Development 

Using the information gathered from the needs 

analysis, and theoretical principles from whole language 

(Edelsky, Altwerger & Flores, 1991; K. Goodman, 1986; K. 
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Goodman, Bird & Y. Goodman, 1991; Y. Goodman, 1989; Harste, 

Woodward & Burke, 1984; Rigg, 1984), I created a curriculum 

designed for students to learn language while participating 

in functional, meaningful activities. For example, field 

trips to air traffic control towers, aircraft mechanic 

shops, the flight weather station, and aircraft hangars, 

and pilot interviews were interactive activities devised to 

complement the underlying concepts of the private pilot 

program. Different genres of literature and ongoing 

holistic evaluation strategies such as daily anecdotal 

field notes, written advice to new students, and dialogue 

journals were also included throughout the subthemes of the 

curriculum: history, theory of flight, safety, weather, 

alternative aircraft, and plane personalities. 

The overall goal of the ESP Private Pilot Curriculum 

was to invite student pilots to enjoy, learn, explore and 

apply English as they were learning aviation concepts 

through many different experiences, and contexts. The 

development of this curriculum became a main focus of mine 

in a course for using Literature in Science and Social 

Studies taught by Dr. Kathy Short in the Summer of 1991. 

Preliminary Case Study: Naoki 

Yin (1989) suggests that a preliminary case study 

helps researchers refine their data collection plans with 
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respect to both the content of the data and the procedures 

to be followed. The information I learned from conducting 

and analyzing the case study of Naoki impacted the 

decisions and changes regarding the ESP curriculum, the 

location of the ESP class sessions, and the development and 

focus of my questions and data collection methods 

surrounding the dissertation study. 

Background 

Mr. Jet accepted my ESP Private Pilot Curriculum 

proposal and hired me to work with his Japanese students in 

October, 1991. On the arrival of the first student 

(Naoki), Mr. Jet informed me that "he speaks better English 

than I do," but encouraged me to "tryout your program on 

him" (FN 10/15/91). 

Course organization 

Naoki and I met for 13 class sessions over a three 

week span during the month of October. Our class sessions 

lasted from an hour, to an hour and a half depending on 

the activity and how involved we became in it. I was 

allotted a space at the small rectangular table in Cactus 

Air, so each class session I brought in my own materials 

and stacked and pushed aside numerous flight manuals, 

magazines and FAA Bulletins that we would not be using. 
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Naoki sat at one end of the table and I sat diagonally 

across from him. Our tone and attitude was conversational, 

much like an informal gathering around the kitchen table. 

Usually we had the office reserved during the ESP class 

time, but frequently, flight instructors lingered in the 

attached hangar or on the far fringes of the office. 

The course was initially organized around two 15 

minute blocks and two 30 minute blocks, but the structure 

evolved and changed depending on the time spent on various 

field trip activities and as Naoki and I negotiated the 

content of the curriculum. The first block, Structured 

Interview, was reserved for an informal conversation where 

we would ask each other questions and help each other 

connect our experiences at Aero Airport to our lives in 

Japan and the U.S. The second block, Ouest ions and 

Inquiry, lasting approximately 30 minutes, consisted of 

time to explore the questions we had about flying, usually 

focusing on Naoki's current flight instruction. The third 

block, Course Content, was a 30 minute block where I 

presented and invited Naoki to participate in activities 

centered around one of the subthemes from the ESP Private 

Pilot Curriculum. The final 15 minute block, Reflection, 

was reserved for writing in dialogue journals. 

Throughout this preliminary case study and in the 

dissertation study I incorporated a variety of curricular 
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strategies compatible with the philosophy of whole 

language. The strategies varied from class to class and 

from student to student based on the particular needs at 

the time. In Table 2, I present the curricular strategies 

that I incorporated in the preliminary pilot study with 

Naoki and in the three case studies of Taka, Yuko and Hiro. 

Table 2 

Organizational Chart For Holistic ESP Curricular strategies 

Literacy 
Experiences 

KWL Charts 

Webbing 

Cause/Effect 

Feature Analysis 

Comparison Charts 

Dialogue Journals 

Message Board 

Think-Alouds 

Interviews 

Note Taking 

Steps/In/Process 

Table Top Paper 

Recordings/ATC 

Video Tapes - Aviation 

Field Trip 
Experiences 

Aero Control Tower 

International Tower 

Weather station 

Hangar Tours 

Museums 

A&P Mechanic Shop 

Flight Schools 

Kitt Peak Observatory 

Grand Canyon 

U of A Tour 

Games 

Take-Off 

Aviation 

Trivia 

Activity 

Cards 
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The Whys and Hows 

My initial question going into the sessions with Naoki 

was a broad one centered around the effectiveness of the 

ESP Private Pilot curriculum. How would this program, 

which focused on learning language through aviation content 

and meaningful activities influence Naoki's development of 

literacy in English? 

To answer this question, I evaluated Naoki's process 

of learning language in three different ways. 

Naoki was orally interviewed (audio-taped and 

transcribed), once before we began the ESP class sessions 

to assess his oral English and gather background 

information. For effective "Kid Watching," (Goodman, 

1978), or a more fitting term, "adult watching," I 

recorded field notes in and out of the ESP session. For 

example, if I met Naoki on the weekend at the restaurant on 

Aero Airport, I recorded descriptive, methodological, 

theoretical and personal notes (Corsaro, 1985). The 

dialogue journal between Naoki and myself became a third 

source of information. During the course of the ESP 

sessions in an effort to evaluate and improve the ESP 

curriculum, I found myself using these three sources of 

data to look at the Whats, Hows, Whens and Whys of Naoki 

learning English. 



Naoki's Background 

Naoki began his private pilot course at Cactus Air 

during the month of October, 1991 after reading about 

Cactus Air in a Japanese flying magazine. He took five 

weeks vacation from his job as Marketing Director at KLM 

Airlines for the explicit purpose of getting a private 

pilot license. Because he was in the u.s. for a very 
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limited time, his flight program was highly structured and 

an intense one. From 8:00 to 11:00, he flew and had ground 

school with a flight instructor. From 11:00-12:30, he was 

scheduled for the ESP class. From 12:30-1:30, he had lunch 

at the restaurant on the field, and from 1:30-4:00, he flew 

again and reviewed FAA regulations. 

Naoki was married and in his late forties. He was 

born in Tokyo, but was currently living in the city of 

Chiba located 30 miles away. He graduated with a 

Bachelor's degree in Economics from a university in Tokyo 

in 1966 and from there took a position with KLM Airlines 

where he has worked for 25 years. When asked why he wanted 

to get a pilot's license he replied 

... I'm 47 years old and I've been working for quite 
a long time, so after retirement I would like to do 
something different from present work. If possible 
. . . I would like to get some . • • the license for 
instructor, if possible. (01 10/15/91) 

Naoki's 10 years of formal English instruction in 

Junior, Senior High School and college generally consisted 
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of learning about English grammar. However, he felt that 

he had actually been studying English for many more years. 

· . . And as for the English conversation, I ah • • . 
started learning the English conversation at school, 
at the University. Actually I started learning 
English when I was ah .• Jr. high school which is about 
14 years old, so, . • • it is almost • • • let me see 
· .. 30, 30th years, over a period, for the 30 years 
I have been studying English. (OI 10/91) 

Although he learned to read and write in EnglishI' 

Naoki seldom had an opportunity to practice speaking 

English as no one around him spoke proficiently. 

• . . But problem is • . . in Japan, • • • the time of 
conversation, the time of speaking English is very 
short, very little. That's why most of the Japanese 
can read or can write English but, Japanese have some 
problem with speaking English . • . me too. (OI 
10/15/91) 

However, his numerous business travels to Europe and 

the three previous visits to the United states afforded him 

the opportunity to practice his English. In my initial 

interview with Naoki, he felt that he did not need any work 

on grammar, but instead wished "to have conversation" (OI 

10/91). 

Analysis of Naoki's strategies 

Throughout the course of the 13 class sessions (23.5 

hours), it became clear to me that Naoki had his own agenda 

for learning. He was not interested in the ESP Private 

pilot program activities in which I invited him to 

participate. When I offered him literature on the topic of 
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flying, he browsed through the books and suggested, 

"Sometimes not necessary to know. Just do and will learn" 

(FN 10/15/91). 

This began the negotiation of the curriculum where 

both Naoki and myself collaborated as to the direction of 

content, activities and class organization. As Short and 

Burke (1991) suggest, " This perspective allows both the 

teacher's and the students' voices to be heard and built 

upon in establishing the classroom learning environment" 

(p. 5). Two themes emerged from the data that reflected 

this curriculum negotiation between Naoki and myself, Talk 

and Reading, and Talk and Reading and writing. 

Talk and Reading 

Oral and written language are intertwined and 

facilitate the learning process. All of the language 

processes are interrelated, and students become more able 

language users when they make use of all the processes in 

classroom activities, when they are asked to use both oral 

and written language in varied ways and for varied 

purposes, and when they see the connections between 

experiences and oral and written language (Allen, 1986; 

Goodman, 1986; Hudelson, 1989; Rigg & Enright, 1986). 

Since Naoki's overall concern was with the amount of 

reading in the private pilot course, we spent time reading 
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and discussing the concepts within his flight manuals. 

Frequently his flight instructor would assign multiple 

chapters to be covered for the next day, never realizing 

that Naoki was having difficulty understanding the reading. 

As Nels (Pseudonym), Naoki's flight instructor 

frustratingly remarked, "I have to keep telling Naoki 

things over and over" (FN 10/23/91). 

Naoki's strategy was to focus on individual words and 

use a Japanese/English dictionary to translate and memorize 

each one. He admitted that this was a slow and cumbersome 

process, but that he "sometimes guesses at meaning of word" 

(FN 10/15/91). A major strategy for Naoki was the use of 

oral questioning. He frequently asked questions about 

aviation vocabulary, and English slang in his readings, 

initially focusing on individual words, (FN 10/15, 10/17, 

10/18, 10/21, 10/22), with a shift to whole sentences (FN 

10/23). This move signaled a wider use of meaningful 

strategies, such as: prediction, confirmation strategies, 

(10/24), picture clues (FN 10/24), and skimming and 

scanning for information, (10/25). He was connecting 

aviation concepts and terminology to the numerous class 

excursions we had taken to the Air Traffic Control Towers, 

Flight Weather station, aircraft hangars, airplane 

mechanic's shop; flight museum, and to his own growing 

knowledge of flying. 
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Talk and Reading and Writing 

This move to more meaningful connections was reflected 

in Naoki's writings in his dialogue journal as well. 

Dialogue journals provide an opportunity for first and 

second language learners to talk about topics that catch 

their attention, things they know and are interested in, 

and that teachers or native speakers follow, support and 

extend those contributions (Peyton, 1993; Peyton & Reed, 

1990; staton, 1988, 1993). Dialogue journals are also a 

reading event. These interactive written conversations are 

one practical instance of reading and writing bound 

together in a single, functional experience (staton & Shuy, 

1988) . 

In the beginning, writing in the journal was a slow 

and tedious procedure for Naoki. He would frequently spend 

30 minutes in the process of reading, writing, rereading, 

looking up words in a dictionary, thinking and writing a 

single paragraph (FN 10/21/91). He readily admitted that 

"oral language is easier, writing is harder" (FN 10/22/91). 

However, when I would ask him if he wanted to set aside the 

journal, he would respond, "just a minute" (FN 10/29/91). 

Naoki's initial entries reflected a procedural 

language or what David Bloome (1989) calls procedural 

display: "Procedural display can be compared to a group of 

actors who have memorized their roles and who enact a play 
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for each others' benefit without necessarily knowing what 

happens in the play or what the play means (p. 272). 

We followed a format of question and answer. I would 

initiate the topic with a question and Naoki would respond 

by answering in a listing fashion. In the initial entries, 

he seldom elaborated on topics, or introduced his own topic 

for discussion. However, these beginning conversations 

played an important function. They allowed time for 

rapport and trust to develop by connecting experiences in 

the u.s. to Japan, and extending these written 

conversations into oral conversations during our ESP class 

sessions. 

You mentioned that you like to play tennis or golf 
after work. Do you live near a court and golf course? 
Does you wife play tennis also? (Carol, DJ 10/24/91) 

I sometimes play tennis after my work at tennis club 
which is located between the office and home. My wife 
used to play tennis quite a lot but she doesn't now a 
days because she broke her leg several years ago. (DJ 
10/24/91) 

As Naoki began to make personal connections, his 

writing changed. In the 30 minutes he spent writing, the 

amount lengthened from a paragraph to a page and a half (FN 

11/3/91). His purpose for writing and style of writing 

also changed. Instead of procedural language (Bloome, 

1989) Naoki's writing indicated a production of knowledge 

where he introduced new topics, reflected and elaborated on 



events in a narrative style as he was constructing 

knowledge about flying. For example: 

New Topic 

It was Sunday yesterday. I expected sunny 
Sunday sunshine, but to my regret it was a rainy 
day. If it was a fine day, I was going to play 
tennis for a couple of hours, but I couldn't. 
Fortunately or unfortunately, I could have lots 
of time to study and prepare for the coming written 
exam all day long. (OJ 10/29/91) 

Reflection 

I'm writing this at my apartment after having lunch 
at "Wings" with Mike. I told Mike that my landing 
technique is still poor, although my flight time 
become 20 hours already, and he told me that there 
is no "can't." Yes!! I agree. I will make it 
tomorrow morning!! (OJ 10/29/91) 

Elaboration 

02 November, 1991 is a memorable day for me. I and 
Nels took off at 8:30 for the training as usual. 
After having several flight training, we came back 
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to Aero, and Nels said to me, "it's the time to leave 
the nest". I doubt my ears. But it was true. Nels 
got off the airplane and I was the only one to fly 
airplane. After getting takeoff clearance, I slowly 
rollout onto runway and push the throttle. The 
airplane increased speed and took off the ground. 
Nobody was in the airplane except me. I made first 
turn to downwind leg. At the middle of the downwind, 
tower called me to clear touch and go. I began to 
start final approach. I carefully executed what I 
had been taught. Rumlay was coming closer and closer. 
I flared. The airplane touched ground. The first 
touch down I made. Yes!! I could overcome second 
barrier. Thanks to everybody! (OJ 11/3/91) 

Evaluation of the Preliminary Case Study 

The preliminary case study of Naoki provided important 

ideas in regards to the improvement and refinement of the 
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ESP program and the dissertation research plan. In this 

next section I discuss my evaluations and intended changes 

centering around the ESP Program and the dissertation 

research plan. 

The ESP Program 

Changes in the ESP Curriculum 

The initial needs analysis and subsequent development 

of ESP curriculum materials were essential and important 

factors in the ESP program, and to my own knowledge as 

teacher-researcher. However, I neglected to allow the 

necessary time for Naoki to explore his own questions. 

This was evident when he rejected my curricular invitations 

in the beginning of our class sessions. This rejection 

prompted me to reexamine my definition of "negotiation." I 

became a better listener, observer and as a result, the ESP 

curriculum, activities and course organization became more 

learner centered. The consequence, as David Nunan (1988) 

suggests is 

• that one important outcome of involving learners 
in ongoing curriculum development is that not only 
does it increase the likelihood that the course will 
be perceived as relevant, but learners will be 
sensitized to their own preferences, strengths and 
weaknesses. (p. 53) 
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Changes in ESP Location 

Conversation between myself and Naoki was severely 

restricted due to frequent interruptions of class sessions 

by flight instructors. These interruptions were 

categorized into two areas: physical interruptions, where 

flight instructors hovered around our work area, offering 

suggestions as to how Naoki should be learning English, and 

verbal interruptions, where flight instructors openly 

discussed Naoki's English progress while he was present in 

the room. For example: 

Physical Interruptions 

Nels (flight instructor) stayed behind and sat at our 
table doing paperwork. I suspect he is curious as to 
what we are doing. (FN 10/28/91) 

Mr. Jet interrupted our conversation with, "No, 
the Japanese are not aggressive. The Japanese try 
to make their opinions look like they are your 
opinions." (FN 10/30/91) 

Mr. Jet brought me Latin flash cards his uncle 
had made/sold and thought I could use them to teach 
English. (FN 10/30/91) 

Verbal Interruptions 

"This guy speaks better English than I do." 
(Mr. Jet, FN 10/15/91) 

"I think Naoki is backsliding." (Mr. Jet, FN 11/1/91) 

"He's the best one we've ever had" (in regards to 
Naoki's spoken English). (Mr. Jet, FN 11/2/91) 

"No, I'm not the guy to talk to, Naoki has not 
progressed." (Nels, FN 11/7/91) 

"It's true, no use talking about it, Naoki has 
not progressed." (Mr. Jet, FN 11/7/91) 



I looked through Naoki's written flight reviews 
from Nels and Mr. Jet. All say he has an excellent 
attitude. Nels' and Mr. Jet's attitude toward Naoki 
is completely different verbally than in writing. 
(FN 11/11/91) 

Due to the inconsistent evaluations of Naoki's 

language learning and the interruptions by flight 

instructors, I decided to rent the empty office next door 
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to Cactus Air. In order to carry out the planned study, in 

a risk free atmosphere compatible with the principles of 

whole Language, it was necessary to distance the ESP 

program site frOID Cactus Air. 

The Research Plan 

Development of the Question 

My initial focus entering the preliminary case study 

of Naoki, centered around how the ESP program influenced 

Naoki's development of literacy in English. This question 

grew and evolved as I became interested in how Naoki 

perceived his own learning and, whether his perceptions 

changed. Instead of focusing on how the instructional 

methods were impacting Naoki's development of English 

literacy, I wanted to look at Naoki's processes of literacy 

learning within a holistic academic environment. 

Working in close contact with the flight instructors 

prompted me to question what other influences might impact 

Naoki and his literacy development in English. Did these 



relationships impact Naoki's literacy development, and if 

so, how? 

Changes in Data Collection Methods 
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The dialogue journal was an important source of 

written data. It was an extremely effective tool for 

establishing a genuine rapport and a risk free environment 

to talk, reflect and dream. It initially occupied the 

final block of the course organization, but due to Naoki's 

eagerness to continue our written conversation, it became 

the focus of the first block. 

As I became more interested in Naoki's process of 

literacy development in English, I felt I needed more 

information. I needed a broader perspective from the point 

of view of Naoki, and the flight instructors. 

Along with the initial oral interview, I decided I 

needed to include periodic interviews throughout the course 

of the dissertation study to understand the development of 

literacy in English. I also decided to record class 

conversations to further investigate patterns of English 

development. To promote a rapport with flight instructors 

and to understand their perspectives of the literacy 

development of the Japanese students, I felt I needed a 

formal instrument to accomplish this task. I decided to 

ask flight instructors to fill out a checklist periodically 



over the course of the study on each of their students. 

The checklist was another form of negotiation. I adapted 

the form (Cheng, 1987) encompassing a variety of holistic 

communicative functions, but constructed the instrument 

into a checklist, with which flight instructors are very 

familiar and comfortable. 

Summary of the Preliminary Study 
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In summary, the theoretical and practical aspects that 

I learned from the analysis of Naoki, profiled in the 

preliminary case study, impacted my decisions regarding the 

dissertation study. I learned that in order to acquire a 

level of trust between myself and Naoki, learning to 

negotiate the ESP curriculum became the focal point. As 

this occurred, Naoki became more relaxed and was able to 

share more information in his dialogue journal, class 

conversations and in interviews. 

In the next section, I move to the present 

dissertation study. I introduce an evolved holistic ESP 

program depicting a typical class with Taka, Yuko and Hiro. 

In this narrative description, I draw from different class 

sessions and data sources over the course of the study to 

give the reader a flavor for the ESP class session. 

Interwoven within the narrative, I give examples of the 



curriculum organization, the class activities, schedule, 

and summarize with the program goals. 

A Holistic ESP Program 
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I am early. The students and I are getting used to 

our two hour class sessions, five days a week. Usually the 

students are here before me waiting for the office to be 

unlocked, eager to read what I have written to them in 

their dialogue journals. As I open the door and flood the 

room with light, I notice the one patch of wall that is 

empty. We have personalized the room by covering the walls 

with our map drawn of Aero Airport, our charts and graphs 

of airplanes, weather briefings, air traffic control 

commands, and bulletin boards jammed with photos of field 

trips, newspaper clippings, announcements, and notes. 

It's a small room, but the one window that faces east 

allows us to occasionally glimpse a dove sitting in the 

mesquite tree or to forecast our own flying weather for the 

day. A large rectangular desk dominates the room. The 

four of us have plenty of room to pull our chairs up around 

it as if we were sitting around the dinner table. The tone 

is clearly conversational. 

"Good morning, Konichiwa!", I announce as Taka, Yuko, 

and Hiro walk into the room. "Good morning!" they 

acknowledge back to me in English. They are amused, but 
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tolerant of my fumblings to improve my Japanese. As they 

unpack their pens, pencils and Japanese/English 

dictionaries, I stack numerous flying magazines, novels, 

newspapers, phone books, and a driver's manual on the 

window sill, giving us plenty of room to stretch out on the 

desk. 

As they settle into their chairs, the room is quiet. 

The students are expectantly waiting for me to begin our 

customary ritual of greeting exchanges. I call this part 

of the class session the structured IntpTview. We help 

each other build on constructing meaning in a personal way. 

I begin with Hiro. "Good morning, Hiro. How are you?" 

"Very fine, thank you," Hiro replies, "How are you?" (FN 

4/1/92). I usually respond with an assortment of personal 

renditions, elaborating on the topic with each student I am 

talking to. For example: I am fine, thank you; it looks 

like it is going to be a windy day today; I bet you all 

will be doing a lot of cross wind landings with this wind 

today. 

After each of us has politely greeted each other, and 

asked each other questions, we turn to the journals, or the 

Reflection phase of the class. As we all begin to read, I 

can't help but notice what the students are wearing. This 

is the fifth class session in a row that Taka has been 

wearing the uniform of Alpha Aviation (the Japanese flight 
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school) that Mr. Jet has encouraged the students to buy 

from him (FN 2/5/92). Later, Taka shares his opinion of 

the uniform when he writes, "I dislike Alpha's shirts. 

Because Alpha's symbol mark is no good. So it's no problem 

if shirts is dirty, you know?" (DJ 3/4/92). I see that 

Yuko is wearing her long blue jeans, complete with heavy 

leather work boots, and a long checkered flannel shirt (FN 

3/3/92). I wonder, with the temperatures climbing into the 

lower 80s, will she continue to dress this warmly? Hiro 

seems to be the most adventurous with fashion. He wears 

brightly colored shorts, tee-shirts, and after eyeing my 

birkenstock sandals for some time buys his own pair (FN 

6/4/92) . 

Yuko stops her writing to ask me the meaning of the 

preposition, in. She is very concerned about spelling, 

verb tenses, the "correct way" of writing (FN 2/25/92). 

Taka seems to be having a difficult time writing today. He 

is erasing a lot and rereads what he has written over and 

over. I notice he has written a short paragraph in 30 

minutes (FN 2/26/92). Hiro has jumped right into his 

writing today. I observe him looking at our charts, webs 

and sheets of butcher paper on the walls. Yes, he has 

found the word he was looking for (FN 3/11/92). I note to 

myself that we need to change the table top drawing paper 

(FN 3/11/92). It is full of words, sentences and drawings. 
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I cover the top of the rectangular desk with a large white 

sheet of butcher paper. During conversations, journal 

writing, reading, I encourage the students to write or draw 

to help them construct meaning. It is a natural procedure 

to write or draw as we are speaking. The word filled 

sheets of butcher paper tacked up on the walls show the 

process of our thinking and the topics we have been 

discussing. 

I see that the minutes are ticking by and hold up my 

hand and say, "Five minutes." The students know this is 

the signal to finish their sentence or paragraph they are 

writing. Today I have scheduled a field trip to the air 

traffic control tower, or the "tower" as every pilot on the 

field calls it. This is an example of the type of 

interactive activities the students experience. Next week 

we will visit the flight service weather station, and take 

the "behind the scene tour" of the local international 

airport. 

The students close their journals and look at me 

expectantly. As we move into the Course Content phase of 

the class; ! ask if any of them have been out to the tower 

yet. All three students shake their heads no. I ask 

another question, "What do you know about air traffic 

control towers?" The room is silent. I know the students 

are reluctant to speak, so I begin a non-threatening 
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process of verbalizing what I am thinking, or a modified 

think-aloud (Davey, 1983), about how I will go about 

helping them construct meaning. I take out a large piece 

of butcher paper and separate the paper into three sections 

using a black marker. "Why don't we write what we know 

about control towers in this section t what we want to know 

about towers in this section, and what we learned from our 

tower visit in this section?" I ask as I begin the KWL 

(Ogle, 1992) activity. After much discussion in Japanese 

between the three students, Taka responds to the first 

section of the KWL. He says the control tower "directs 

pilots" (FN 2/28/92). I write his response in the proper 

column and we move to what we want to know about ATC. Yuko 

suggests, "ATC procedures" and Hiro adds, "special 

language" (FN 2/28/92). I paraphrase and extend their 

suggestions as I write their words in the proper column. 

Both shake their heads in agreement. 

The sun is shining with a slight breeze as we walk out 

to the tower. Yuko is anxious to talk to me as we lead the 

walk out. Often we are the only two women on the field, 

except for the waitresses at the airport restaurant, so I 

know she may be hungry for female companionship. Taka and 

Hiro seem to respect this need as they trail behind us 

talking between themselves in Japanese. As I knock on the 

door to the tower, I hear, "Come in!" from the two tower 
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operators. I lead the way opening the door and climb the 

stairs to the glass encased control room. I am on friendly 

terms with the controllers. The tower operators have had 

many frustrating experiences with foreign pilots, so they 

welcome the fact that I am helping the Japanese students 

with their English. 

I introduce Taka, Hiro and Yuko to the controllers and 

the controllers introduce themselves to the students. 

Everyone is all smiles. We are suddenly interrupted when a 

call comes over the radio. A Cessna 150 is in the flight 

pattern and is requesting a full stop. The students listen 

and look out the windows as the tower controller directs 

the pilot to the proper runway and grants the pilot a full 

stop. Once the plane is on the ground, the ground 

controller takes over and directs the pilot to the ramp 

where he can tie his plane down for the evening. After 

this radio exchange, the two controllers explain their job 

functions. Taka asks how the radio works (FN 2/28/92). 

The controllers respond by pointing out and explaining the 

use of every radio in the tower. More planes take off and 

land. We stand in the back of the tower and observe for 

about 20 minutes. 

Back in our classroom, we return to the KWL activity. 

I ask the students what they learned from the trip to the 

tower and begin writing in the third and final column. 
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Yuko volunteers that she didn't realize how small the tower 

was, she thought it was bigger (FN 2/28/92). Hiro 

responded, "One controller for ground and one controller 

for flight" (FN 2/28/92). I pullout a Flight Training 

magazine, turning to an article complete with multiple 

pictures about control towers. Reading the introductory 

paragraph aloud, I offer it for browsing as we move into 

the final section of our class session, Ouest ions & 

Inquiry. It's a highly unstructured time. The students 

are familiar with this time to browse through magazines, 

flight books, the telephone book, etc., as they are free to 

ask questions and pursue their own interests. We look out 

our window and see Mr. Jet arriving and know that our time 

is up. As we exchange farewells, I tryout my Japanese for 

the last time that day with a "sayonara." We all laugh. 

Now that the students have left for cactus Air, I 

begin to reread and expand on my field notes. As I expand 

on the theoretical, methodological, descriptive and 

personal (Cosaro, 1985) aspects of the study, I am also 

connecting today's class experiences with the goals I set 

for the holistic ESP program (see Chapter 1 for a 

description of the whole language principles underlying 

this program). Have I encouraged the students to learn 

English literacy through authentic, experiential 

activities? Am I allowing the students the time to connect 
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and reflect about their aviation experiences? Do students 

have choice? In this evaluation, or reflective process, I 

examine and question my own teaching. It is a continuous 

process. 

In the next chapter, Chapter 4, I present the case 

studies of Taka, Yuko and Hiro. The students' stories are 

told through three major themes: Self Perception, 

Developing Relationships and Developing Literacy 

strategies. These three themes are broad and overlapping, 

but have distinct differences. Each theme is supported by 

two and three subthemes and is described below. 

1. Self Perception - How students perceive themselves as 
members of a community. 

A. Cultural Explorer - Attitudes and perceptions 
centered around themselves in their wider 
environment beyond the environment of Aero 
Airport. 

B. Student Pilot - Attitudes and perceptions as a 
student pilot. 

C. English User - Attitudes and perceptions as an 
English user. 

2. Developing Relationships - Students making connections 
with others (positive and negative). 

A. Cultural Explorer - Attitudes, perceptions and 
understanding of others in their wider 
environment beyond the environment of Aero 
Airport. 

B. Student Pilot - Attitudes, perceptions and 
understanding of relationships with flight 
instructors, ATC, myself. 
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c. English User - The particular use of English in 
their relationships. 

3. Developing Literacy strategies - How students use 
English language/literacy. 

A. cultural Explorer - Through how and in what ways 
students use English language/literacy to 
negotiate their wider environment beyond the 
environment of Aero Airport. 

B. student Pilot - Through how and in what ways 
students use English language/literacy to 
negotiate specific aspects of the private pilot 
program. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CASE STUDIES - STUDENTS' STORIES 

Taka, Yuko and Hiro's stories are told through three 

themes: Self Perception, Developing Relationships, 

Developing Literacy strategies, and profiled in individual 

case studies (Merriam, 1988). Each case study depicts a 

"snapshot" of their development of English literacy over 

the course of the five month study. 

Introducing Taka 

The proverb says, "When you are in Rome, do as the 
Romans do." I don't think so. Do it as you do it in 
Japan, and you can find out what is different from you 
or Japanese. If it is better for you, you accept it. 
If you accept everything, you will miss important 
thing. I don't say "ignore their culture." We keep 
our custom and tradition and we understand their 
tradition. I think it is very important. (WI 6/1/92) 

Taka wrote the above advice to new Japanese student 

pilots coming to live in a foreign country, the U.S.A. 

His approach to flying, learning English, and living in the 

U.S. reflects the cautiousness of this advice. 

Of the three students, at 28, Taka is the oldest, has 

the most years of English instruction, and has a college 

degree. When I met Taka standing outside Cactus Air, he 

appeared nervous and extremely tired. He had been in the 
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u.s. for a couple of days and was feeling the effects of 

jet lag. He was very polite when I introduced myself and 

agreed to come into our ESP classroom to be interviewed. I 

noticed he looked rather thin for his five foot nine inch 

frame, and his long black hair hung nearly to his 

shoulders. As we began our conversation, I could see the 

effects of jet lag were clearly in the beginning stages of 

what could be a bad cold. As I was to learn later, 

becoming sick upon arrival to the u.s. was a consistent 

pattern for all the students. Some had mild cases, like 

Taka, and some, like Hiro, had severe cases. 

I began the interview with Taka by taking out some 

photographs of myself, my family, and some of the places I 

had lived. I could see him visibly relax in his chair as I 

began the conversation talking about myself. I asked him 

no questions at this point as I could see the beads of 

perspiration on his forehead. The room was cold. After we 

shared a few laughs and he began to look relaxed, I asked 

him about his own life. In a high voice, he began to tell 

me his story. 

Taka is an only child and lived a rather sheltered 

life with his parents in Osaka. His father is retired and 

his mother a housewife. Taka respects his parents for many 

things. Nature is important to him and he credits his 

parents for his interest in nature and the appreciation for 
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the natural flavor of foods. He recalled that as a child 

he did not like fish, but after spending many years fishing 

in the ocean with his father, he learned to like the 

natural flavor of fish and to appreciate the sea. 

I used to live near Osaka Bay. I often went fishing 
there. I took fishes I caught and made mother cook 
them. (OJ 4/22/92) 

When Taka graduated from high school, he moved to Gifu 

to attend Gifu University. There he shared an apartment 

with several college friends. As a first time experience 

away from home, he looked back on his life in Gifu as an 

idyllic one. 

Gifu has not the ocean but has beautiful rivers. We 
used to go for a camp to mountainside and caught 
fishes in the river. We broiled the fishes we caught 
and put them into mouth. They tasted very good! (OJ 
4/22/91) 

After getting his Bachelor's degree in Agricultural 

Chemistry, he went to work for Suzuki Motor corporation in 

Osaka. He worked in a laboratory experimenting with 

brassicu, what he described as a type of spinach. But he 

was unhappy working the long hours at Suzuki and longed for 

the freedom of his college days. 

When I was a student, I could have a lot of time. I 
could do what I wanted to do. I always thought of 
this while I worked for a company. (OJ 3/26/91) 

Taka held on to a boyhood dream while wor}dng at 

Suzuki, he wanted to be an airline pilot. He began saving 

his money for airline training, but found out that it would 
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take him years to save enough money for a private pilot 

license in Japan. He seemed to think that the fastest and 

easiest route to his goal would be to come to the u.s. to 

get a pilot's license. 

In American system, a fast pilot license,private 
license. After getting private license, yes, step up 
commercial, multi-engine, license and then taking a 
job interview. But in Japan, at first, we must to 
entrance flying school, so, if we can't entrance the 
school, it's difficult. Yeah, getting private 
license, very expensive. (01 2/1/92) 

Living with his parents helped Taka to save a 

considerable amount of money. However, when he 

investigated Alpha Aviation, the flight school in Tokyo 

that was sending their trainees to the U.S., he was 

dismayed to find out that he would need at least $50,000 to 

enroll in their eight month "airline pilot course." It 

seemed an impossible goal, but Taka credits his parents for 

their support. 

My parents said to me, "Never give up." They always 
cheers me. They do not tell me not to do what I want 
to do. I kept money for a pilot license while I 
worked for a company. But I could not make enough 
money to get a license. My parents loaned much money 
for me when I was anxious about it. If they did not 
loan me, I could not come here. (DJ 2/26/92) 

Taka was the first student to enroll in Alpha 

Aviation's "airline pilot course," and was the first 

"official" student to arrive at Cactus Air. His main goal 

was to get a private pilot's license as inexpensively and 

as fast as he could. However, he was unprepared for the 
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demands of flying, learning English and of the flight 

instructors at cactus air. He admitted that: 

In Japan, Alpha Aviation did not talk to me about 
Cactus Air very much. So I did not know Cactus Air 
very much. But I expected that I could take a good 
lesson. Because I heard that a airline captain runs 
it. (WI 5/1/92) 

Learning English proved to be a particular challenge 

for Taka. He had difficulty pronouncing English words, 

especially words with the letters Rand L in them. This 

difficulty caused him considerable embarrassment, anxiety 

and impacted his day to day living. 

Now I make my hair cut. My hair is slight long. 
Before coming to America, I had a idea that I made my 
hair cut, but I did not have no time. So I want to do 
so soon. But I have a thing that I'm anxious. My 
English is poor, so I'm afraid that a man cuts my hair 
as I imagine. He may cut my hair too shortly or 
strangely. (DJ 2/2/92) 

Although Taka had eight years of English instruction, 

he felt that he could not speak English. When I asked him 

what language he was speaking, he laughed and protested, 

"Yeah, but I'm not good at speaking English" (01 2/1/92). 

In Junior and Senior High school, he learned to read and 

write English grammar, and in college he learned by reading 

chemistry books printed in English. His instructors could 

not speak English, so he rarely spoke. Taka could read and 

write English words, but applying these words in day to day 

conversations was a frustrating experience. He could not 
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pronounce the words "correctly." He felt no one could 

understand him. 

I think my vocabularies do not gain well. Before 
coming to America, I had English words I studied in my 
school. I use them now and then speak with these 
words. When I speak English, I speak as if I write a 
paper. I cannot speak with easy words. When you talk 
to someone, you don't use hard words. (WI 4/6/92) 

Taka was also unaware of how much reading and studying 

he would be doing in English in order to acquire a pilot's 

license. He assumed the process of getting a pilot's 

license would be an easy and fast one. 

In Japan I expected that I could get a license more 
easily. Because I knew many Japanese had got a 
license in the united states, and only aged people 
could not get a license. But I know it is a mistake. 
(WI 5/1/92) 

Self Perception 

Taka as Cultural Explorer 

Now I live in a different world, America. I get used 
to this world more and more. I think it is better for 
me. But I am Japanese. I never want to forget 
Japanese feelings. Being in Japan, I met some 
Japanese who had stayed for many years. I thought 
some of them had changed. Every country has a own 
culture. I like American culture (your life style, 
you attitude, etc.) very much. But I want to take 
care of Japanese culture, Japanese feeling. I think 
it is bad that nationalism expands too much. But it 
is important that the nationalism on clture get 
greater. (DJ 3/24/92) 

Taka approached his new life in the U.S. cautiously. 

Initially, he was here ten days before Yuko arrived. The 

three bedroom apartment Mr. Jet had rented for Taka, Yuko 
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and Hiro was located in the city twenty miles away from 

Aero Airport. Having been used to crowded conditions in 

Osaka, it was a new experience to be living alone in an 

apartment, "Now, I living alone, so I feel it is large" (DJ 

2/2/92). As he was extremely shy and anxious, he used the 

dialogue journal to focus his questions and voice concerns 

about his living environment. 

By the way, I have a question. I heard it is 
dangerous to go out alone after dark in America. Is 
it really? In Japan we can go out at the midnight 
time anywhere. But in America I don't watch a person 
at night. (DJ 2/2/92) 

Taka assumed life in the u.s. would be similar to life 

in Osaka: crowded, plenty of public transportation, fresh 

fish, etc. He soon realized that his apartment was located 

far away from Cactus Air, grocery stores, and that he was 

dependent on Mr. Jet for transportation. I introduced him 

to the yellow pages in the phone book, as he was interested 

in renting a car at a rental agency. We spent time in 

those initial ESP class sessions reading through the yellow 

pages, making telephone calls to rental agencies, writing 

lists comparing prices, and reading through newspaper ads. 

However, his perceptions of America as an inexpensive place 

to live, began to change, 

I want to rend a car, but I don't have enough money to 
rend a car for 6 months, so I cannot. (DJ 2/3/92) 

And so he lowered his sights to look for a motorcycle or a 

bicycle. As it was, Mr. Jet picked Taka up in the morning 
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and dropped him off at his apartment at night. It was a 12 

hour work day at cactus Air. occasionally, Mr. Jet forgot 

to take Taka home, and assumed that one of the other flight 

instructors would take him home. On one particular 

evening, I drove through Aero Airport and saw Taka sitting 

on the curb out in front of Cactus Air. It was 8:00 in the 

evening and he was anxious, but very glad to see me. 

Evidently the communication lines between Mr. Jet, the 

flight instructors, and Taka became crossed as no one took 

Taka home (FN 2/12/92). 

Taka viewed oral English as a definite problem in his 

process of communication with others. He said, "No stress 

on Japanese words like American words." He added that when 

he speaks English, he speaks it with no stress marks, so 

sometimes he is not understood very well (FN 2/4/92). To 

compensate for this frustration, writing became a major 

focus of communication for Taka. 

He used the dialogue journal to adjust to his life in 

the u.s. by comparing and contrasting lifestyles, holidays, 

wildlife, and food. It became a tool for wondering, 

reflecting and easing his anxiety. After his first trip 

downtown with one of the flight instructors, he remarked 

that there were "many mexicans" (FN 3/16/92). As I 

explained to him that we have many peoples and cultures in 

America, he continued this vein of thought in his journal 
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by explaining to me his misgivings about the wave of 

foreign workers flocking to Japan. 

We do not get used to see or communicate with them. 
They make a strange atmosphere. A group of foreign 
people make a culture. They make a small country in a 
specific area. Maybe we can go well each person from 
foreign country. But we can accept such a culture 
easily. Now we have a strange atmosphere in Tokyo. 
At night many foreign people come out to downtown, and 
walk around as drinking or doing nothing. (OJ 3/16/92) 

At one point, Taka had been talking so much about 

Japan, I asked him if he ~"as homesick. He rather 

emphatically assured me in his next entry, "I will never be 

homesick, never, never" (OJ 3/4/92). 

Taka as Student Pilot 

Now I am a student. I can have a lot of times. I can 
do what I want to do. So I am very happy because I am 
doing what I want to do. I can fly in the sky. (OJ 
3/26/92) 

As a student, and a scientist in Japan, Taka was very 

successful. Studying, exams, experiments were easy for 

him, as Taka acknowledged, "I could solve many problems 

with my experience in Japan" (WI 6/92). As a result of 

these past successful experiences, Taka assumed that 

learning to fly would be easy for him. However, the 

knowledge he learned from flight manuals was not easily 

applied to the physical application of flying. When I 

asked him how he felt about his flying, he replied 

But actually I cannot do it well. Because I do not 
have the same feelings as on the ground. In flight my 
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head has gone somewhere. So I must take back my head 
to my body. It is very important that I keep my brain 
clear. I always make efforts to keep my brain 
thinking. (WI 5/1/92) 

In class sessions with Hiro and Yuko, Taka refused to 

talk about his flying only in very technical terms, or the 

type of maneuvers he was learning at the time. When I 

would ask him how his flying was corning along, he would say 

in a high pitched voice, "OK, no problem" (CT 2/17/92). 

However, in writing he felt free to express his frustration 

over his fear of flying. When I asked him what advice he 

could give to new student pilots about flying, his reply 

revealed the extent to which he was uncomfortable. 

I think it is important to be at horne in the sky. We 
lose ourselves more easily in flying than we are on 
the ground. Don't be afraid, and take it easy. At 
first you must understand flying on the ground and do 
it in the sky, and be at horne! If you be at horne in 
the sky, you can do it very well. (WI 6/92) 

At times Taka's anxiety and inability to fly 

"perfectly" bordered on self disgust when he shared with 

me: 

I feel my brain has a big hole. I might leave my 
mouth open aud be slobbering. I have only a brain of 
ten-year-child. I cannot think about everything, so I 
am in a hurry. I repeat this pattern again and again. 
(WI 5/1/92) 

As I encouraged and offered Taka pep talks, he 

admitted that he lacked self confidence. He seemed to 

think that overcoming his fear of flying and getting a 

private pilot's license would give him confidence in his 
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abilities. A positive self confidence would help him to 

over come his anxieties about flying and open his life to 

many new opportunities. 

Right now I donot have confidence in myself. I doubt 
myself. I often think of myself. I have not thought 
of myself well until I had got started to fly. After 
getting a private license, I can have confidence in 
myself. I think it is important. Having confidence 
will make me strong. Now I have a goal. It is 
important to have a goal on my life. Flying will give 
me new goal, one after another. I must go to the goal 
as I clear the obstruction. Having a goal makes my 
life better. (WI 5/1/92) 

Taka as English User 

I might give you wrong news. I don't finish Private 
pilot Manual. I must write "I am reading.. "But 
I wrote "I read. "I think "English is 
difficult." (OJ 2/24/92) 

Taka announced the second day of our ESP class that he 

could not speak English very well (FN 2/2/92). He was 

especially concerned and nervous about speaking to air 

traffic control. His goal in learning English was to 

"understand the pattern of talk" (FN 2/2/92), or what a 

pilot needs to say when contacting the tower. 

I must master radio communications before solo. Now, 
I can understand what the operator says a little on 
only ground. In flying I can catch the radio worse. 
But I believe this good news that my English has 
improved. I never give up. (DJ 2/5/92) 

Encouraging Taka's belief in himself as an effective 

English user was a continuous process. His anxiety of not 

understanding and being understood caused him many problems 
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with ATC. At one point during our class, I was interrupted 

by a telephone call from one of the controllers. They were 

banning Taka from the field during his solo flights due to 

a near miss on the ground with a large four engine DC-4 

fire fighter airplane. They suggested that he go fly 

elsewhere. As the tower controller remarked in 

frustration, 

The girl does fine, and the other guy is OK, but this 
guy who had a problem earlier this week just does not 
understand beyond, "clear for take off, clear for the 
options. 1I (FN 4/14/92) 

Upon learning of his banishment, Taka's response was 

to go out to the tower and apologize to the controllers, 

Today I had a big problem while contacting with ground 
control. I misunderstood them. I'm thinking about 
this now. I want to go to the tower and take a 
explanation if possible. (DJ 4/14/92). 

However, this experience caused him more anxiety and he 

remarked, 

I know their feelings (ATC) very well. But I need 
more time to master English. I might not be able to 
fly at Aero Airport for solo. I have no way to 
choice. (DJ 4/15/92) 

To ease feelings and communications with ATC, I 

discussed the situation with one of the controllers, and he 

wrote out the most commonly used ATC phrases. The students 

(Taka, Yuko and Hiro) and I discussed and applied the 

phrases using the map of Aero Airport as a guide. We then 

invited the Chief of Tower Operations to corne to class and 

discuss these most commonly used phrases. It proved to be 
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a very helpful class session as Taka began to realize the 

importance of clear ATC communications and that the 

"attack" was not meant to be a personal one. 

Yes, Chief (pseudonym), gave us good advice. I 
listened to radio in flying today. Controller gave 
pilots accurate advice. I thought it is safety that I 
understand their instruction accurately. (DJ 4/21/92) 

Taka eventually was allowed to continue his flight training 

at Aero Airport, after demonstrating to the air traffic 

controllers that he could understand verbal directions and 

follow them. 

Although Taka wanted to improve his spoken English, he 

was particularly reluctant to do so. After five months of 

class sessions, he rarely spoke in class, unless asked a 

direct question. While Yuko and Hiro asked questions and 

worked together discussing their projects, Taka seemed 

embarrassed to speak and frequently laughed when Yuko and 

Hiro spoke in English. 

Foreign people speaking in Japanese, it sounds funny, 
but I can have a friendship with them. Japanese 
people speaking in English, do you hear strange? 
Sometimes I hear Japanese speaking on the radio. I 
always break into laughter. It sounds strange. (DJ 
3/13/92) 

Often I noticed that Taka was communicating only 

through his writing, and would have Yuko translate his 

messages or ask his questions. The effort to speak and be 

understood seemed almost too much to put forth. When I 

commented on this, he replied, 
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I know you are right! When we speak each other, we 
always speak Japanese. It does not progress my 
English, I know. But feeling is beyond logic. I 
alternate easier. Near future, many Japanese students 
will come here. And this prcblem will happen. Some 
Japanese students may communicate with only Japanese. 
But I do not like such a attitude. If possible, I 
would want home stay. (OJ 3/18/92) 

Taka viewed speaking and understanding English as very 

difficult processes. He would much rather read and write 

English, as he had experiences with these language modes 

and they were easier for him. However, with encouragement 

and the opportunity to take risks, Taka agreed that he was 

making progress. He was becoming an effective English 

user. In a parting comment to me after a particularly good 

day, Taka acknowledged: 

Three months ago I could not understand what you say 
very well. Right now it has improved a little. I can 
catch you if you do not speak too fast. You help me 
very much. Thank you. I could enjoy this English 
class. You gave me many chances to speak. It helped 
me very much. It is important to think and speak in 
English. You gave me the chances. (OJ 4/30/92) 

Developing Relationships 

Taka as Cultural Explorer 

After completing written exam, I want to go around 
alone or with American people. I want to make friends 
with American people. It is best that I find a girl 
friend. Do you know a nice gal? (OJ 3/18/92) 

Taka expressed this wish to meet American people 

several times over the course of his flight instruction. 

However, because of the long hours spent at Cactus Air 
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flying, attending ground school, taking written exams, and 

studying, he rarely had time for socializing. The few 

Americans he did socialize with (flight instructors, 

myself) worked at cactus Air. He was most interested in 

talking with and understanding the perspectives of American 

women, and was intrigued to hear that a Japanese woman 

would be arriving at cactus Air. 

Yes, I'm looking forward to having 2 more students, 
especially a woman. She will be here 10 Feb. Mr. Jet 
said to me. (FN 2/2/92) 

His curiosity changed his own perspective about 

Japanese women as he observed and talked to American women 

on the many field trips we took in the local city and 

around the state. 

On one such outing to the Grand Canyon, Taka 

encountered the first Japanese people he had seen since 

leaving Japan. It was a strange encounter for him as he 

remarked: 

In Grand Canyon, there were many Japanese people. 
Anybody was speaking Japanese. It sound strange. I 
did not think so in being in Japan, but now I think 
Japanese young women make up too much. (OJ 3/23/92) 

As Taka was intent on understanding my own personal views 

on this matter, he continued the conversation by informing 

me that 

Japanese women tend to make up too much after they get 
started working in a office. I prefer no make-up. 
But all woman want to become more beautiful. It is 
female's nature? (DJ 3/24/92) 
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Taka used humor in his writing to develop a friendly 

relationship with me. Often he would refer to Yuko and 

Hiro as "so young" (FN 2/10/92) and preferred to see 

himself as much older and wiser as he remarked, 

I am looking forward to playing tennis again • . • But 
not too much. We are not younger than Yuko and Hiro. 
(OJ 3/30/92) 

Often Taka would reflect on the different field trips 

we went on and apply what he had learned to his own flying. 

He saw first hand how the many different operations aid in 

helping pilots to fly s2fely. On a trip to the local 

international airport, he observed the controllers 

directing military planes, jumbo jets, and small single 

engine planes to their proper runways almost effortlessly. 

He spoke no words on this trip, but later remarked in his 

journal, 

Radar was interesting. It showed many traffic, even 
though I could not see them with my eyes actually. 
When I fly to the international airport, my airplane's 
shadow will show up on the screen. If I have a 
strange course, they could notice it soon. And 
controller will give me some advice. (OJ 3/11/92) 

His focus on his own flying abilities began to lessen 

somewhat as he empathized with the problems of others in 

the flying industry. For example, on another trip to the 

local Flight Service Station, where controllers direct and 

help international traffic between the u.S. and Mexico, 

Taka began to understand the importance of clear 
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communication between tower operators and foreign pilots 

when he said, 

Basically the principle of towers between Aero Airport 
and the international airport. I think it is important 
that each pilot build a communication with controllers 
not just talk. An officer in Flight service station 
was frustrated because he could not communicate with a 
pilot. (OJ 3/11/92) 

Taka as Student pilot 

I flew solo this 
nobody that talk 
the right seat. 
3/13/92) 

morning. It is very fun. Because 
to me about my flight too much sit on 
Just between you and me! OK? (OJ 

Taka's relationships with his flight instructors and 

Mr. Jet were tentative at best. Taka was Mac's (pseudonym) 

first student pilot. Mac was a young, inexperienced 

instructor who believed the best way to instruct was to 

lecture in an authoritarian manner. He was frequently 

frustrated at Taka's passive response to his style of 

questioning and instruction and would complain to me that 

He (Taka) imitates and repeats questions. It can be 
quite frustrating for me as he repeats the question 
several times, but does not answer the question. He 
also has difficulty forming complete sentences 
especially when he is explaining or describing things. 
He hardly ever initiates. He never asks questions or 
volunteers answers. He just sits there looking at me. 
(eL 6/6/92) 

As Mac's own flight instruction resembled the 

atmosphere of a military boot camp, he expected Taka to 

respond to this strict style of instruction. Moreover, Mac 

was frustrated with the attitude of Yuko and Hiro as well. 
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He felt that all the students were here on a vacation and 

not particularly interested in their flight instruction. 

Mac had a variety of complaints, such as: Taka was not 

motivated to learn English, he only wanted to fly once a 

day, he could not think for himself, or problem solve. 

Mac's opinion was that the students should try to speak 

English as much as possible. However, they were together 

at Cactus Air and at home, so they always spoke Japanese 

(FN 4/15/92) • 

There clearly seemed to be a communication barrier 

between Taka and Mac. At first Taka would think seriously 

about his flight instruction and reflect on the meaning of 

Mac's words in his dialogue journal. However, for example, 

while Mac's definition of motivate was to put more physical 

and mental effort into learning, Taka's definition of 

motivate was completely different as he reflected, 

Yesterday, Mac said, "Motivate more." I agree so. I 
think that every maneuver has a reason why we must do 
so. When Mac said "Motivate", I could not understand 
that word. Now I think it is important at first 
I must think why I must do it, before I do it. (DJ 
3/12/92) 

Writing became Taka's avenue for unloading his own 

feelings about his flight instruction and Cactus Air. His 

relationship with Mac became a joke and a topic of 

discussion between the other students. When I asked him 

how his relationship with his instructor was going, he felt 

free to reply to me sarcastically that 
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Mac is very, very gentle guy. He teaches me flying 
very well. He never get angry or yell in flight. His 
character never change. I do hope so. But ... 
(just kidding). (WI 4/1/92) 

But at the same time, Taka tried to balance his 

frustrations with his flight instructors by focusing on the 

positive benefits he was learning from them and by 

accepting his own responsibility for learning. In advice 

to new student pilots he advised: 

sometimes flight instructors upset us. But do not 
angry. If you think about it well, you can find what 
they say is right. If you cannot understand what they 
say, you must talk to them until you can understand 
it. I have never seen best instructor. But every 
instructor has a good point. If you find it, you can 
get one thing at least. You cannot get all things you 
need from one person. Flight instructors never give 
you "flying". You must build it by yourself. (WI 
6/1/92) 

Taka was also well aware of the conflicts occurring 

between flight instructors and Mr. Jet within Cactus Air. 

Although he quietly watched their interactions, he 

questioned and reflected on their behavior in his dialogue 

journal to me. 

Spring makes people strange. Our instructors (Mac and 
Matt (pseudonym) are strange for this two weeks. 
They are always speak something. They are always 
smiling without reasons. What happened on them? (DJ 
3/31/92) 

As Taka began to take responsibility for his own 

learning and flight instruction, he began to question the 

motives of the authority figures that he once so passively 

accepted and shared 
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I do not like recelvlng instruction. I prefer robbing 
of it and absorb it. But like you say, I'll keep my 
eyes open. (WI 5/1/92) 

His trust deepened, and he began to unburden himself 

by sharing his disappointments with his flight instruction 

and cactus Air with me. 

To tell you the truth I am disappointed with Mr. Jet 
because he didnot pay attention to our schedule of 
flying. He had not a good plan of our lessons. He 
does not maintain the airplanes. So we cannot the 
lessons smoothly. Mr. Jet sometimes says, "Don't 
waste your time." He is not aware that he prevents us 
from doing well. I cannot believe it. But Mr. Jet is 
great as I have expected when he flies. I think he is 
a great pilot. His skill and knowledge are excellent. 
So I will take them as possible while I stay here. (WI 
5/1/92) 

Taka used writing to form a strong connection with me. 

As a consequence, he began to feel free to reflect on his 

other relationships with his flight instructors, and take 

responsibility for his own learning. Taka again reiterated 

the importance of having confidence and the importance 

flight instructors have in encouraging a positive self 

confidence. When I asked him how would he change flight 

instruction if he were a flight instructor, he replied 

Flying produces a effect on the mind. We cannot keep 
the mind calm in flight. So I will never have such a 
action to disturb their mind. And I will make them do 
it by themselves. Before flying I will give the 
ground lesson, and make them understand it. And then 
I will make them do it by themselves. It makes them 
have confidence in themselves. Having confidence in 
themselves is important. (WI 5/1/92) 
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Taka as English User 

This afternoon I took a lunch with an English guy. He 
came from Japan. He worked for military in Atougi 
(near Tokyo). He can speak Japanese a little as Mr. 
Jet. The English guy's name is Richard. I make 
friends with him. Here you seen the same car as you 
have. He has a blue one. He is a student pilot in 
snoopys. (DJ 3/13/92) 

Taka preferred writing as his chief form of 

communication in English. He rarely had conversations with 

his flight instructors, but occasionally, he would practice 

his oral English with people he met at other flight 

schools, and in restaurants. 

However, on a one to one basis, Taka felt free to 

speak to me in English. Before class we would converse 

about his progress on speaking to ATe, or what he had been 

cooking the previous day (FN 2/25/92). On one occasion he 

asked me specifically if he could stay after class and talk 

to me. We talked for 45 minutes. Taka sharE~d his 

frustration over the lack of time he had to explore the 

local city and meet American people. He thought the best 

way to learn English was an immersion approach, where he 

could attend a unive~sity (FN 4/6/92). 

In the initial months of our ESP class sessions with 

Yuko and Hiro, Taka sat with his arms crossed and would not 

attempt to enter the discussion or work with Yuko or Hiro 

(FN 3/17/92). occasionally he would rebuke Hiro or Yuko, 

in the role of elder brother and force them to speak in 
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English. However, both Yuko and Hiro responded with good 

humor during these occasions. On one such occurrence I 

asked Hiro to explain the survey we would be taking of 

pilots on the field. Taka came to class late and was 

interested in what we were working on. When Hiro started 

to explain the survey in Japanese, Taka loudly said, "I 

don't understand you ..• in English!" (FN 3/6/92). 

Another time, Taka loudly ordered Hiro to "write example on 

paper!" (FN 3/9/92). 

For the first two months, Taka held himself fairly 

aloof from Yuko and Hiro in and out of class time. At his 

apartment he would lock himself up in his bedroom and 

sleep. When Yuko and Hiro would tell me about their 

activities for the weekend, I always asked if Taka had gone 

with them. Yuko replied, "No. Taka is always sleeping or 

eating" (FN 3/6/92). When I commented to Taka that I 

noticed he was not interested in working together with Hiro 

or Yuko, but seemed to want to be left alone, he replied, 

I know what you want to say. sometimes I want to do 
nothing. Especially in doing something with someone. 
I like doing it by myself. I like solving the 
problems by myself. I think I am not good at doing it 
with others. But it does not means I cannot cooperate 
with others. I can care others. But sometimes I 
cannot do it. It is my fault. I know it very well. 
I'm sorry but I have not solved a problem. I did not 
want to do it. I was not thinking of others. You 
look at me very well. I'm trying to improve this 
wrong character. But sometimes it breaks out. It is 
hard to change the man's character. (DJ 4/30/92) 
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Developing Literacy strategies 

Taka as Cultural Explorer 

I cannot still speak English well. But I can respond 
it more quickly when they say something now. It is 
good. From now I want to learn the way to speak with 
easy words. If I am a college student, I can learn 
many phrases while taking a class, talking to someone, 
playing. (WI 4/6/92) 

Taku's most successful experiences with literacy were 

within a college setting. As a result, he seemed to think 

this was the only atmosphere where he could learn English. 

He was slow to realize that he was learning English through 

his daily authentic social interactions. 

Although Taka focused on writing as his main mode of 

communication, and was a prolific writer, he steadfastly 

maintained that he hated to write. In the initial weeks of 

the ESP class, Taka was eager to write in his journal. 

However when Yuko and Hiro arrived, he began to protest in 

our ESP class sessions when I passed out the journals. His 

protests became a source of amusement and an almost 

expected game he would play at each ESP class session. He 

would extend his humorous protests into his journal almost 

on a daily basis when he would feign extreme sleepiness 

But it is hard to awake in the morning. 
during daytime, too. My head is always 
I cannot write this • . . Zu, Zu, Zu. 
3/31/92} 

I feel sleepy 
sleeping. So 

• (OJ 

Or in another example, when Taka completed his journal, I 

gave him a brand new notebook with more pages and smaller 
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lines to write in. After writing to me he ended with a 

post script, "This note's line is very narrow. I must 

write more words" (OJ 4/27/92). 

No one actually took his protests seriously because we 

saw how eagerly he would read and write in his journal. It 

also became a way that he could connect and relate to me on 

a personal basis. 

I have tried to write a diary in English one time. 
But it is finished just one day. If I had written it 
in Japan, I could not have continue to do it. Because 
I dislike to write a paper, you know!! But I will be 
able to continue to write just phrases. (OJ 4/8/92) 

Through reading and writing, Taka began to negotiate 

his new surroundings. His early tentative writing 

consisted of short, choppy sentences. His questions 

centered around his basic survival needs, mainly food. 

00 Americans eat tentacles (have eight feet)? 
Japanese people like to eat them very much. Boiled or 
raw, gridiants for Sushi. (OJ 2/5/92) 

As reality began to sink in he realized that we rarely had 

fresh fish in our city when he commented, "But we cannot 

get fresh fish at the grocery stores in this state, can 

we?" (OJ 2/11/92). And finally acceptance between the 

difference in our foods in the u.s. and in Japan when he 

advised new Japanese students on their choice of food. 

Fast foods like Burger King, Pizza Hut, •.. are very 
good. I will never take cakes, donuts or American 
rice. Japanese restaurant (Bunbuku) is not too bad. 
T.V. dinners, I cannot recommend. (WI 4/1/92) 
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As Taka began to feel more comfortable with his 

surroundings, his conversations became longer in his 

journal and his opinions more pronounced. He began to 

incorporate new vocabulary and "easy words" without 

actually realizing it. 

Yes, I went to Bunbuku two times. I choiced a fried 
noodle and a baked fish. A baked fish was very good. 
We can have good taste if fishes are not fresh. But a 
fried noodle was no good. Because I could feel 
tasteless. I could make better dishes. If I was a 
student in U of A, I would have a part time job at 
Bunbuku. Or I would run a Japanese restaurant. But I 
can make only a few dishes. In Japan rice balls are 
very popular for lunch, and Abento (means lunch box) 
is very popular too. They sell rice balls anywhere. 
(OJ 5/21/92) 

Once Taka's basic survival needs were met, he turned 

his attention to the flora and fauna of the desert. 

How many flowers are blooming in the desert? How 
about going for a picnic? I want to walk around and 
then to watch many plant and many animals. (OJ 3/6/92) 

His environment provided topics to make comments, requests, 

comparisons, reflections 

I am looking forward to going for a picnic to Oesert 
Museum. It's spring now. Many plants are blooming, 
and desert animal walk around to look for some food 
actively. I do not have seen only a couple of 
animals. Mammals in America are a little bit 
different from those in Japan. Even if those are the 
same family, the outlook (pattern, figure, etc.) is 
different. Anyway, let's enjoy short spring. (OJ 
4/8/92) 

Through writing, Taka had the opportunity to talk 

about issues that were important to him. He was a quick 

reader and writer, and although I never saw him use a 
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Japanese-English dictionary, Taka maintained that he could 

not read and write in English without first translating to 

Japanese. As he tried to explain to me 

It is that you have your opinion. It is that you 
always think of something in English. But it is very 
hard to do it in English. So you may do it in 
Japanese. If you don't have your own opinion, if you 
do not think of something in Japanese, you cannot 
write it in English. (WI 6/1/92) 

Taka rarely spoke in our ESP class sessions unless I 

specifically asked him a question or to share his opinion 

on a specific topic. Reluctantly and under protest he 

would do so. But before and after class he would actively 

seek me out for conversations, as long as it was on a one 

to one basis. When I asked him what he had learned about 

speaking English he replied, 

It is simple. Only speaking to someone. If you talk 
to someone, he (or she) answer it. At first you 
cannot understand what he or she) say very well. But 
you can do it pretty soon. And your English will be 
improved better and better. Your talking to someone, 
his (her) answering to you •.• speaking, hearing, 
speaking and hearing .••• This chain reaction makes 
your English improved. (WI 6/1/92) 

Taka as Student pilot 

I read the Private Pilot Manual now. I think it is 
written with easy English without technical terms. As 
I told you, I cannot have memory what it says without 
translation to Japanese. But I can watch video tapes 
containing many flying ways or rules, so they help me 
to understand flying. I always read books and 
watching video tapes at the same time. (DJ 2/18/92) 

Using videos of flying maneuvers and translation were 

some of the strategies Taka used to understand English. 
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Taka's previous English instruction in Japan consisted of 

the part to whole Grammar-Translation method, where he 

memorized words, phrases and translated sentences and 

paragraphs from Japanese to English and back again. 

Learning English in a part to whole, step by step fashion 

was what Taka was most familiar with. 

At cactus Air, he did not have the time to translate 

his flight manuals. Often, Mac, his flight instructor, 

would assign specific chapters to be read for the following 

day. So over the course of the five months, Taka began to 

change his reading and studying strategies from translating 

to summarizing 

For flight manuals reading and summarize it. Flight 
manuals is hard to understand, but necessary. Repeat 
reading, if being unfamillier with word. Reading 
flight manuals makes me sleepy. (WI 4/1/92) 

to an awareness of constructing meaning in English when he 

reflected about his processes of studying and learning to 

read flight manuals. 

Once you get technical terms (aviation terms), do not 
translate to Japanese. It is very hard when you start 
it. But you will get used to it. You can read them 
faster and faster. If you meet the same word many 
times, you may use dictionary, and continue to read in 
English. (WI 6/1/92) 

Similar to learning to communicate in English, Taka 

began to realize that flying would not be as easy as he 

initially thought. 

I must make more efforts. Flying is like building 
blocks. I must build blocks one by one. If I cannot 
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build only one block, I cannot build another block and 
the blocks I have built are also broken. I know it is 
hard to master flying. I know everyone can do it too. 
But I cannot do it without efforts. (WI 5/1/92) 

Taka used writing to describe, reflect, comment and 

agonize about his own process of learning to fly. He began 

to incorporate aviation vocabulary, ATC phrases and flying 

procedures as he became involved in telling me his story. 

I flew solo last Thursday. I was very excited, 
because nobody sat on next seat. At first I practiced 
landing two times, and then Mac said, "Taxi behind the 
Tower". Mac had gone into the tower. NOw, I was 
alone in the cockpit. I was nervous, but the weather 
was good condition, "Wind is calm". At run up area, I 
said to the tower, "Aero tower, Cessna 629 ready for 
takeoff", and the tower called back soon, "629 clear 
for take off." I adjusted the head of the airplane to 
the runway 6, and added full power. The airplane 
started running on the runway with large noise. The 
speed got faster and faster, and I lotated the 
airplane, and my airplane flew in the air slowly. It 
is my first time to go solo. Actually I flew for 
twenty minutes, but I thought just for five minutes. 
I will never forget this day. (DJ 3/9/92) 

As Taka actively explored his exhilarations and 

frustrations with flying, he began to feel more comfortable 

with English. He felt free to invent acronyms, (T.O.'s) 

and abbreviations ('ck). His sentence structure became 

more complex, spelling more accurate and his vocabulary 

more descriptive in the process of telling his story. 

I'll take a check ride again tomorrow. I'll do VOR 
navigations and T.O.'s (take offs) & landings. I 
think VOR is not problem. It is very simple and easy. 
I wonder why I could not do it. Before 'ck (check) 
ride I had to pay attention to it more. It was my 
carelessness. My landings are no good. I cannot tell 
you that my landings are very good, but they get 
better. When wind is not so strong, I can land 
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without problem, except keeping the airspeed. When I 
got started flying, I dived to the runway with more 
than 80 MPH. Now I have an opposite situation. The 
airspeed is too slow, so I cannot float over the 
runway, and my airplane sink rapidly. (OJ 6/11/92) 

conclusions From Taka 

Taka's previous methods of learning in his schooling 

and occupational experiences in Japan were very successful. 

On his initial arrival in the U.S., he felt learning 

English and learning to fly would be just as successful. 

However they were not. Taka experienced many frustrations 

with his oral communications with air traffic control, and 

his flight instructors. He felt his manual dexterity in 

handling and flying the airplane was less than standard. 

His old ways of solving problems were not efficient and did 

not apply to his new context of studying English and 

acquiring a private pilot's license. 

English literacy served as an important outlet for 

Taka to unleash frustrations, analyze abilities, and 

explore his new world at Cactus Air and the U.S. Through 

reading and writing, Taka came to understand and accept his 

abilities, as well as his problems, with learning English 

and flying. Taka puts it best when he says, 

We have many problems in flying. (For example wind, 
rain, thunderstorm, ••. ). But we must solve them to 
fly safely. I think basic is most important. If we 
don't have basic, we can do nothing. When wind is 
calm, we can land easily. At 5kts (knots). also easy. 
But more than 10kts, 15kts, 20kts, it is harder and 
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harder. We must get skill for 5kts, 15kts, 20kts. If 
we can't get a skill for 5kts, we can't get one for 
10kts. We can't gain another step. But we want to 
get a good skill soon. We tend to try without 
suitable skill. Result is .•. ? It is simple. We 
tend to watch only our future. To get a good future, 
we must watch our feet. I know that I do not have a 
talent as a pilot. But I think I will be a good 
pilot. If I can solve each problem one by one. I'm 
not in a hurry. I will build basic. (WI 6/1/92) 

Epilogue 

Taka passed the private pilot oral, written and 

practical examinations on June 16, 1992, after his second 

try. He subsequently completed his additional 100 hours of 

training in a Cessna 150, and 10 hours of multi-engine 

instruction. In early September, he returned home to Osaka 

to prepare for the Commercial license examination to be 

taken in November, 1992. 

Our correspondence continued for a couple of months 

after he returned to his parents' house, then seemed to 

end. Through Yuko I have learned that Taka passed all 

sections of the Commercial exam in August, 1993. He passed 

the entry examination to a prominent flight school in 

Osaka, operated by Japan Air Lines (JAL), and is now taking 

commercial flight instruction. 

Introducing Yuko 

I think that being in the United States means learning 
something new everyday. When talking to American 
people, we have to think and talk in English because 
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we don't have enough time to translate every single 
words. When you get used to it, you can dream in 
English! The most important thing to learn English is 
not to be afraid to make a mistake. When you make a 
mistake and somebody correct it, you won't make the 
same mistake. That's how we learn a foreign language. 
(WI 4/2/92) 

Yuko approached learning English and flying like she 

did life, with a great amount of enthusiasm and interest. 

The day I met Yuko she had just had her first hour of 

flight instruction and was very excited. She came walking 

into the ESP classroom with a cheeseburger from Burger King 

and a large coke. Yuko was a small woman, about five feet 

tall, and dressed in long blue jeans, a checkered flannel 

shirt, and heavy leather work boots. Her long straight 

black hair hung down to the middle of her back, and I 

noticed her bangs were tightly curled and stiff with hair 

spray. 

with perfect English pronunciation, Yuko informed me 

that she had overslept, so she didn't get a chance to eat 

breakfast that morning (FN 2/12/92). While I let her eat 

her lunch, I started the informal interview by telling her 

about myself and what activities we would be experiencing 

in the ESP class sessions. I noticed she had brought a 

photo album with her, so I asked if she would show her 

pictures to me. As she showed me her pictures of her 

family, she began to tell me about her life. 
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At age 20, Yuko lived with her father, mother, older 

brother and younger sister and brother in a small house in 

Chiba, a city close to Tokyo. Her father is a prominent 

architect and her mother works for an insurance company. 

Both her mother and father were not happy that Yuko was in 

the united states, nor with her choice to be a pilot. 

However, her father relented and told her, "If you believe 

in it, you should do what you think is right" (FN 5/26/92). 

Yuko added that her boyfriend was not happy about her 

choice either. 

About my boyfriend, he is not a pilot. I met him in 
the district band. He was a friend of our conductor. 
So he know nothing about flying. When I told him 
that I was going to get my pilot license in America, 
he disagreed. He said that he worried about me 
because airplanes can be dangerous. But I told him 
that airplanes are not dangerous, driving a car is 
more dangerous. He is 10 years older than me, so he 
worries about things a lot. (DJ 2/24/92) 

Yuko admitted she has always felt different. She had 

a difficult time in her school when growing up. She got in 

trouble because she would not listen to her teachers. In 

the private school she attended, everyone wore the same 

uniform right down to the socks, shoes, and hairstyles. 

She hated the uniforms. When I asked her why she thought 

schools want their students to wear identical clothing, she 

replied, "maybe they (schools) want them to be machines, to 

have no individuality" (FN 5/26/92). She added that her 



instruction in school consisted of telling, memorization 

and regurgitation. 

They did not want students to think for themselves. 
No one worked together. Teachers said, do this, do 
that. There were no choices. (OJ 5/26/92) 

Yuko informed me that she had six years of English 
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instruction. In junior high and high school, she studied 

grammar, but it was very difficult. As she explained 

Some . . . some American, Americans took Japanese 
English test. They didn't they didn't answer 
.•. it's very difficult. It's very old grammar. (Or 
2/12/92) 

She rarely spoke English in her classes because her 

teachers never spoke English. She added that her "parents 

do not speak or understand English" (01 2/12/92), either. 

When I asked her how she learned to speak English, she 

replied, "we go to . English school in town somewhere" 

(01 2/12/92). When I asked her if that was what she did, 

she replied, "No, no. I just went to Georgia" (01 

2/15/92). 

When Yuko was a senior in high school, she struggled 

with an important decision. She decided to become an 

exchange student. 

I like reading, too. I used to read many books about 
Japanese ancient history. I like Japanese ancient 
history very much and r have thought about going to a 
university in Nara where is very famous as an ancient 
city. But I decided to go to America as an eXChange 
student somehow. So, that became one of my hobbies 
now. (OJ 3/12/92) 
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Yuko spent nine months, her senior year in high school 

at Rome, Georgia. She enjoyed Georgia, but the country was 

very different than the city she lived in 

It was very . . . very good. I was in a very 
countryside. I can't drive, but everywhere you go 

you . we need . drive. I mean • • • 
car. So, it was a very bad thing, but it was very 
nice. (OI 2/12/92) 

Learning English in Georgia was very differe~t than 

the grammar Yuko had in her junior and senior high school 

classes. For the first few months Yuko "did not speak a 

word" (OI 2/12/92), and couldn't understand what everyone 

was saying. Then suddenly she began to understand and 

could speak English. When I asked her to explain, she 

replied, 

First time I didn't understand, I don't know. 
just hear, I just hear ••• hear, hear, hear. 
don't know why • . . I just don't know why . • 
could speak English. (OI 2/12/92) 

So I 
And I 

. I 

From Georgia, she traveled with her host family to 

Oxford, England where she spent three months touring the 

country. Her clearest memory of England was that she was 

constantly cold and it was not at all like Georgia. "I 

went . I went to England in the winter. So very, very 

cold. Wet and very snowy" (OI 2/12/92). 

After returning to her parent's home in Chiba, Yuko 

decided against going to college and decided to become a 

pilot. 
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I was planning to go to the university in Nara, but I 
thought .. I felt it's very advantage, advantages of 
... if you're .•. if you're very young like 20 or 
21 you can find job at airline companies. If I go to 
University like . . . I finish University like • 
23 or 24 so, I just want to get my license fast. (OI 
2/12/92) 

Yuko's goal was to get her private pilot's license in 

the united states very quickly and then return to Japan to 

fly for a small company. She planned to fly for a major 

airline in the future, and felt certain that she had 

unlimited opportunities within the aviation industry. 

We don't have any woman pilots in airlines in Japan. 
so, I hope that I will be the first woman pilot in 
airline in Japan! (DJ 2/25/92) 

Self Perception 

Yuko as Cultural Explorer 

I want to continue the band forever. I want to do 
everything in the world. Flying, playing musical 
instruments, driving a car, travel around the world. 
(DJ 3/11/92) 

Yuko approached her first few months at Aero Airport 

with a sense of wonder and excitement. She used her 

dialogue journal as a tool for exploring her perceptions of 

the U.S. as an inexpensive, unlimited environment ripe for 

opportunities. 

Yuko approached flying, literacy activities, and 

exploring her environment with confidence. Her ability to 

be open minded and her positive attitude would prove to be 

a valuable asset to her as she dealt with flying, flight 
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instructors and Cactus Air in the coming months. When she 

arrived, she had no prior knowledge that she would be 

living in a three bedroom apartment with two other men. 

However, as Taka told me that this type of living 

arrangement was not done in Japan (FN 2/2/92), Yuko reacted 

positively. 

It was very kind of you to ask me about the apartment. 
It's not bad at all. It's good. Did you know that 
Mr. Jet bought Taka a rice cooker the other day. We 
use it a lot. We decided that I cook this week and 
Taka will cook next week. I am having fun to talk 
with Taka about flying. And we both are interested in 
cars. So, I am comfortable at the moment. (OJ 
2/20/92) 

For the first initial days, her intent was to let me 

know all about her life in Japan. She firmly decided that 

flying was now her chief occupation, but wanted to share 

another part of her life with me that had been just as 

important. 

I am going to write about my second job. My first job 
is flying, you know. My second job is playing 
trumpet. I was in school band when I was a high 
school student. I had been in marching band also in 
Georgia. I made a district band with my friends in 
Japan. We went to the same high school and they play 
same instruments, too. We held two concerts since we 
made the band. We made it in February last year. So, 
it means we hold concerts two times every year. The 
band has got a name, "O'S WIND BAND." Our teacher's 
(conductor) name was Okamoto. So, we decided to use 
Okamoto's o. But he moved to other part of Japan and 
he won't conduct for O'S WIND BAND anymore. He was a 
very good conductor. We held the second concert in 
25th January 1992. (OJ 2/18/92) 
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However, rather than focusing on her first job, 

flying, Yuko became preoccupied with getting her driver's 

license and buying a car. 

I would like to get my driver's license here and get 
an used car after I take private's written test. I 
would like to get a RX-7 because my boyfriend has got 
a red RX-7. (DJ 2/20/92) 

On the way home from a field trip to an airplane 

museum, we stopped at a Circle-K store. I pointed out a 

car/truck photo booklet advertizing cars for sale in Tucson 

to Yuko. She pointed to a $26,000 car and said, "I love 

it! I want it!" (FN 2/21/92). When I asked her how she 

would pay for it, she replied, "Charge it on my parent's 

VISA card" (FN 2/21/92). Matt (pseudonym), her flight 

instructor, commented to me that he noticed that Yuko was 

from a wealthy family. "She talks about her expensive car 

at home, and how much money she has" (FN 2/24/92). 

However, the money belonged to her parents, so Yuko began 

to think more realistically and set her sights lower. 

Taka and I talk about cars a lot. As you know we've 
got an auto trader other day. We looked at it and we 
decided what we want. I wanted to have an RX-7 before 
as I told you, but it's very very expensive for me to 
get one for just 6 months. So, I decided to get a 
Honda Accord or something that has 4 doors and is very 
cheep. (DJ 2/24/92) 

Yuko had never had a job. Her parents had always paid 

for all her expenses: the trip to Georgia, England, her 

private pilot's instruction, so she never expected that 
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there could be obstacles in reaching her goal, like getting 

a driver's license and car insurance. 

We talked about getting a car next weekend, or as soon 
as possible. I am going to get a car, Hiro and Taka 
said that they were going to get motorcycles. I think 
that it would be very nice to have a car before I get 
my driver's license because I can practice when I have 
time. After I get a car, Taka is going to drive and 
take us to Aero Airport. (OJ 3/2/92) 

In our ESP class sessions, as a personal project, Yuko 

used the yellow pages to look up car insurance agencies. 

Our discussions about cars and what kind of insurance she 

would need prompted her to make lists (FN 3/24/92). I 

encouraged her to call the license department to find out 

about taking a driving test, and she browsed through the 

driver's manual I picked up for her in class. 

I looked at the driver's manual last night. It was 
very interesting. Because some of the signs are very 
simuler to Japanese signs. We have to go to a 
driver's school to get our driver's license in Japan 
like our Cactus Air. You corne to classroom and do 
some ground school and then drive a car. It takes 
about 1 or 2 months to get it. And it cost about 
$2000. That's ridiculous! (OJ 3/4/92) 

Her hard work finally paid off when she announced 

We finally have a car! Yes, I like my new car! It's 
a white Toyota Celica. We went to the driving test 
place and then went to an insurance company, then went 
to the National Car sales to pick my car up on Friday. 
(OJ 4/14/92) 

Yuko as Student pilot 

"THINK AHEAO! 
This is what my instructor was saying all the time. 
You have to think what you are going to do next. It's 
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very hard to think once you go up to the sky 
sometimes. I am having fun, though. It's easier and 
safer than driving a car for me! (WI 5/1/92) 

Learning to fly was a fairly easy process for Yuko. 

She seemed surprised to find out that flying was so easy, 

but at the same time, she kept a realistic attitude. She 

understood that she was at the initial stages of learning 

to fly and it would become more difficult as her instructor 

turned more of the controls over to her. 

About flying, yes, I am having fun. I thought that 
taking off was more difficult, but it was very easy 
and also fun. But I realized that it gets harder and 
harder because I have to concenterate everything. I 
mean, I have to look around very carefully and also 
watch the instruments. (OJ 2/20/92) 

Unlike Taka, who had a certain amount of fear, she 

seemed to have no fear of flying, but instead looked at the 

process with wonder and awe. 

I saw many houses and trailers on the way to Falcon 
Field. There are a bunch of big houses around a lake. 
I thought that lake was made by humem. The big houses 
had their own swimming pool and huge backyard! Some 
of them had their own tennis court, too. But they 
looked very small and looked like toys from windows of 
our airplanes! (OJ 3/16/92) 

Yuko used writing to reflect with humor on her skills 

of handling the airplanes when she said, "I think that my 

landings are terrible! I hope that I am not going to break 

the airplanes!" (OJ 3/26/92). She began to incorporate 

aviation vocabulary and procedural slang as she described 

her adventures 
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Yes, I flew this morning. Hiro was the one that took 
yellow one. We went to the gas pump together and I 
took off right after Hiro. I saw him practicing his 
ground reference maneuvers near Taylor. He was flying 
about 800 feet above the ground which means about 3000 
feet from sea level. I was flying about 5000 feet 
from sea level. So, I could look down and watched 
Hiro for a while. It was fun. I was in the traffic 
pattern for a while after I finished practicing 
maneuvers. There were so many traffic and the tower 
said that I was number 6! That was the greatest 
number I have ever had in the traffic pattern. (OJ 
5/26/92) 

She confided to me her frustrations over the lack of 

airplanes to fly. 

Lately, I just fly twice a week. I don't think it's 
enough. I mean, I don't feel I'm ready to solo now 
because I didn't get time to practice landings and 
maneuvers. (OJ 3/31/92) 

However, Yuko's own perception of her flying abilities 

became increasingly tied to her flight instructors' 

opinions, "grades" and emotions. Yuko flew with four 

flight instructors, including Mr. Jet, over the course of 

five months. Although she agreed that she was learning a 

lot, she admitted that 

To teach by some instructors has an advantage of 
learning a lot of things but it has a disadvantage of 
making students confused. (OJ 2/26/92) 

She often found herself thinking more about "grades" 

and worked on her flying in order to improve her grades, 

I was very pleased that Nels wrote "2" on coordination 
in my flight logbook. I was told that I was bad at 
controlling coordinations. So, I watched turn 
coordinator very carefully 'while I was flying. 
Because I've got "4 11 on coordination last time. and 
I've got "2" this time. (OJ 3/4/92) 
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or judged her performance from the facial expressions, 

comments, 

Yes, I flew yesterday. The Cessna 958 was quite 
strange but it was OK. Today, I flew with Matt and he 
said that I did very well. I thought that my landings 
were getting better, too. (OJ 4/2/92) 

or the emotions of her flight instructor. 

I didn't do very well and Matt looked so mad. I 
didn't know why I was so slow yesterday. When I am so 
slow, everything is messed up and I can't do things 
right. Every time I have this kind of situation, Matt 
says "THINK AHEAO!II Sometimes I do things perfectly. 
I don't know why. If I know why, I put myself in the 
situation and make myself fly perfectly every time. (OJ 
4/18/92) 

At one point, Yuko approached me before our ESP class 

session wanting to talk about her flight instructor, Matt. 

She was worried about his reaction to her flying. She felt 

he was slow on the radio and her landings were not good. 

She said Matt did not mention anything to her about her 

flying, but told her he would call her that night to 

discuss her flight with her, and added "he did not call" 

(FN 4/6/92). She ended her journal on a nervous note that 

day when she added, "Yes, I thought what Matt is going to 

say ••• I'm kind of afraid to see him today" (OJ 4/6/92). 

Yuko as English User 

In Japan, there are many people who can't speak 
English. So, sometimes they laugh at the people who 
can speak English. (OJ 3/26/92) 



When Yuko arrived to begin her flight training, she 

spoke English often and with perfect pronunciation. Mr. 
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Jet informed me that she would not need to attend the ESP 

class as he thought she was a perfect speaker (FN 2/21/92) 

and her flight instructors agreed. 

Yuko's English is very good, however, she rarely 
initiates conversation or expands upon a topic. She 
also rarely asks questions. (eL 2/28/92) 

Yuko, however, preferred to come to class, and would 

be very unhappy when her flight instructors would keep her 

late for class. On one such occasion, Yuko burst into the 

class 30 minutes late. Hiro, Taka and I had just finished 

writing in our journals and were beginning another project. 

She approached me and bemoaned, "I didn't get to write in 

my journal," but seemed relieved when I suggested that she 

could write in it anytime, or she take it home to write in 

(FN 3/13/92). 

Being able to communicate and be understood was very 

important to Yuko. Learning English became a hobby for 

Yuko in Japan and she would frequently be delighted to 

learn a new word or hear a new phrase on the radio or T.V. 

She mentioned that English songs were a good way to learn 

English. The pronunciation is good and the phrases are the 

phrases used in conversation. She added that she tries to 

write the words down from her favorite songs (FN 4/1/92). 

Oh, I forgot to tell you the most important hobbies of 
mine. They are watching movies and listening to 
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music. I don't watch Japanese movies and also don't 
listen Japanese music at all. So, they help me to 
study English language. I started to study English 
because I wanted to understand what people were saying 
in movies and what people wanted to say by singing. 
Sometimes it's very hard to understand because they 
say something connected to Christianity. But, when 
you found a new word or new expression, that would be 
one of the most wonderful thing in the world! (OJ 
3/12/92) 

Yuko thoroughly enjoyed writing in her dialogue 

journal. She wrote quickly, stopping now and then to ask 

me how to spell words like, "complicated ll (FN 2/26/92), or 

she questioned me about the meaning of phrases, such as, 

IIfigure onll. I noticed the space in front of her on the 

white sheet of paper covering the desk was filled with 

words, mostly in English, but a sampling of Japanese words 

were mixed in as well (FN 3/6/92). She found English to be 

challenging, and would continually try to test my knowledge 

of English. 

Here is a little quiz for you: 
How do you read this word? 

"GHOTIII 
Hint: It's an English word!! (OJ 3/26/92) 

Answer: 
First, you read these 
enough ---sounds like F 
woman ---sounds like I 
Nation ---sounds like sh 
So: It show how difficult to read 
English words correctly!! (OJ/30/92) 

~~en I asked her what she thought about her English 

she referred to her written English rather than her spoken 

English when she replied 
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It's very funny and embarrassing to read letters that 
I wrote to my friends in English 2 or 3 years ago! 
I've got a friend in England who showed me my letters 
when I visited her. I used to take an hour or two to 
write a letter. But I was writing so funny! I was so 
embarrassed and asked her to throw the letters away. 
But she's still keeping them. (DJ 3/15/92) 

Yuko frequently sought me out for conversations before 

and after class, during our field trips, and on the 

telephone. Initially she rarely spoke in front of Taka and 

Hiro in class unless asked a direct question. But as time 

passed and she became comfortable, she was often the 

dominant speaker and would assist or translate for Hiro and 

Taka. Her flight instructors however, complained to me 

that she is "very shy and will only speak when asked" (eL 

2/29/92) . 

She usually will not answer questions unless the 
question is directed to her only. She hardly ever 
asks questions even when she is confused. Her ability 
to understand and speak English is superb, however. 
(eL 6/6/92) 

In the first few months when I commented that I 

noticed she preferred not to talk in class, she replied, 

I feel embarrassed because the sound of English is 
very funny and different from Japanese. And Japanese 
people will think that I'm speaking very funny even 
though I'm speaking English correctly. I'm becoming 
closer than I used to be. I mean, I recognize many 
English words and it's getting easier to hear American 
people speaking. (DJ 3/26/92) 
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Developing Relationships 

Yuko as Cultural Explorer 

Have fun in America. Do whatever you can't do in 
Japan, such as shooting guns, travel around by small 
airplanes! (WI 5/1/92) 

The long hours of flight and ground instruction 

prevented Yuko from traveling about and meeting new people 

on her own. She mainly associated with Taka, Hiro, her 

flight instructors and myself. On one flying trip to the 

Grand Canyon, she expressed her awe as she described what 

she was seeing and feeling. 

That was great to see such a huge creature of the 
earth! Grand Canyon was incredible! We didn't have 
much time to look around but I could take a lot of 
nice pictures. I'm going to show you the pictures 
when I get it's done. Ted, Nels' friend, let me be 
co-pilot and I had to look around, find places on map, 
sometimes I had to fly the airplane! We took Cessna 
172. We had really nice time. Oh, Hiro paid for our 
lunch there because we played a card game called UNO 
on Wednesday night and he lost! (DJ 3/23/92) 

Before Yuko bought her car, we (her flight instructors 

and myself) took her on many different excursions. She 

used writing to describe her adventures, voice her 

opinions, and inform me of her plans. She felt free to 

talk about herself and voice opinions about her new friends 

and instructors. 

Hiro and I went to doctor's on Friday. I've got my 
2nd class medical certificate finaly! I'm glad that 
Hiro's fine now. After we left the doctor's, we went 
to driver's license place with Nels because HyoJick (a 
visiting Korean student) was going to take his driving 
test. But he couldn't pass it. I thought he was 
driving good, but the woman who judged him said that 
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she didn't want to see him at least two weeks. The 
woman looked very mean. After that we went to Nels' 
house and his daughter took us to horseriding. I've 
had a good time. Nels said that we could have dinner 
and spend the night with them. We had dinner but 
didn't spend the night because Matt and I was going to 
see if we've got a car that I can buy next day. But, 
guess what? Matt was not feeling well on Saturday. 
So, we didn't go to see my car. (DJ 3/9/92) 

As Yuko's flight instructor, Matt, took over 

transporting Yuko, Hiro and Taka back and forth from Cactus 

Air to their apartment a close friendship developed. She 

delighted in discussing with me in long, detailed journal 

entries where, what, when and with ,.,hom she went on during 

these excursions. 

Hiro wanted to eat American dinner and he asked Matt 
to have dinner together on Monday. So, we went to 
Sizzlers and had steaks. That was good! I could have 
some fried okura. I like them very much and they 
reminds me of Rome, Georgia. We talked about southern 
food in America. Matt and I don't like grits. I 
don't understand why people in south can eat them. 
Anyway, Hiro wanted have a beer during dinner but he 
didn't have his identification with him. So, Matt 
said that we could go somewhere to drink after dinner. 
We went to a place which was next to Sizzler. I'm not 
old enough to drink, so I had something very strange 
that tasted like a beer but no alcohol in it. Hiro 
and Matt had beers and tequillas! (DJ 3/18/92) 

Yuko began to limit her excursions after she bought 

her car. She seemed to frequent the places she was 

familiar with, such as Aero Airport, Sizzler's, and my 

house. However, she still had big plans for traveling 

about the u.S. after her pilot training. 

I'd like to visit allover the states while I'm in 
this state. (after I get my private though.) I like 
traveling, too. and I like taking pictures. I talk 
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with my friends about my traveling as we look at the 
pictures. So that it's going to be more easier to show 
them the pictures than explaining everything. (OJ 
5/29/92) 

Yuko as Student pilot 

Do whatever the instructor wants you to do while 
flying, And talk to them about the thing whatever the 
instructor likes, so that he is happy all the time and 
he won't get mad at you. You can make him whatever 
you want him to be! (WI 5/1/92) 

Yuko gave the above advice to new students about 

working with instructors. When I asked her if she felt the 

same way about all men, she became embarrassed and replied, 

"No, just flight instructors" (FN 5/2/92). During the five 

months of this study, Yuko flew with Mr. Jet, but had two 

other flight instructors on a fairly consistent basis. 

Both instructors were young and inexperienced. Yuko was 

one of their first students. These two instructors were 

known to have temper tantrums when they felt their students 

were not listening or responding to them in the manner they 

expected. Yuko was very responsive to her instructors' 

moods and outbursts. Increasingly, she used her journal as 

a tool to confide in me her fears, frustrations and anger 

about her flight training at cactus Air. 

Yuko developed a strong bond with her first 

instructor, Matt. After Matt was hired, he transported 

Yuko, Hiro and Taka back and forth from their apartment to 

cactus Air. He frequently took all the students to 
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restaurants and movies. When I asked Yuko which instructor 

she preferred working with she replied, 

Well, my favorite instructor is Matt because his 
English is very easy to understand. Mr. Jet, Mac and 
Lian are very good instructor, too. But I can't 
understand what they're saying sometimes. Especially 
Mr. Jet's English is very complicated sometimes. 
Every instructor have their way to teach. So I am 
confused sometimes. (DJ 2/26/92) 

Events beyond Yuko's control, such as a lack of 

flyable airplanes, interception of faxes from Alpha 

Aviation in Japan, and the emotional instability of Mr. Jet 

caused her extreme anxiety and unhappiness. It all started 

when Mr. Jet allowed Yuko to solo. 

I took the 958 and the person who let me solo was not 
Matt. And Mr. Jet made me do pre-solo flight test 
too. I said to him that Matt is my main instructor 
and he's got his way to teach. I should have said 
that BEFORE I went to solo!! (DJ 4/6/92) 

Usually the main flight instructor solos the student 

because each solo endorsement is needed to keep the 

instructor's certification current. Amid a nasty 

confrontation between Matt and Mr. Jet in front of Yuko, 

Hiro and Taka, Matt quit his job. Yuko informed me that 

I was so confused because I thought what's going to 
happen to me and who's going to be my instructor?! I 
was so sad, too, because he was just like my big 
brother and also he was a good flight instructor. He 
was the only person who I can respect in Cactus Air. 
(DJ 4/14/92) 

Mac became Yuko's instructor. Although she accepted 

this change with little emotion outwardly, she discussed 
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her concerns about working with a new flight instructor 

openly in her journal when she told me that 

I flew with Mac yesterday. It was OK but not so good. 
Matt had never explained to me about AWOS. But Mac 
let me hear it and he didn't believe that Matt had 
never talked about it before. I learned Matt's way 
and it is becoming MY way to fly, too. I'm getting 
used to it and also getting better. I don't want Mac 
to say anything about it. (DJ 4/17/92) 

Increasingly, Mr. Jet began to behave strangely toward 

the students and the rest of the staff connected with 

cactus Air. 

I'm very frustrating now because Mr. Jet talked us and 
asked us something. But I couldn't understand him. 
And he said that I had to answer him but it's hard to 
tell if he is asking me or talking to himself. When I 
couldn't answer him, he always complain. We are 
having very hard time to understand him. You know 
what I mean? I can't stand it. I didn't want to say 
this, but to tell you the truth, I want to change the 
flight school. (DJ 4/17/92) 

I empathized with Yuko and encouraged her to re-examine her 

goals and why she was here in the u.s. 

I want to get a job as a pilot. So, I have to 
continue this course. But I appreciate your advice. 
I don't have a person who listen to my feeling and 
what I'm thinking in here except for you. I'm sorry 
that I complain a lot lately • • . but I'm sure that I 
love flying even though I've got in bad situation or 
don't feel good. SO I'll never give up! (DJ 4/20/92) 

Bolstered with encouragement, Yuko began to take 

control of her training. After intercepting a fax intended 

for Mr. Jet from Alpha Aviation in Japan, she and Hiro 

began to investigate where the money they had paid for 

their flight training had gone. Alpha Aviation had a 
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representative in Phoenix, (Ryota) and she intended to ask 

him for help. 

Hiro calculated our training fee including medical, 
written test, checkride, housing, English lesson and 
transportation. It was about $12,600. We paid Alpha 
Aviation about $49,100. We decided to ask Ryota if he 
can let us know where all of the money is going. We 
paid $40 to take medical exam. But Mr. Jet wrote $50 
on the fax paper! I'll ask Ryota about it, too. (DJ 
4/22/92) 

Ryota acted as a mediator between Mr. Jet and the 

students. Yuko was relieved that they had a representative 

from Alpha Aviation who was working on their behalf when 

she shared with me that 

Ryota called us yesterday, saying that we can't have 
our money for transportation back, even though I've 
got my own car and Mr. Jet's not giving us rides. He 
is trying very hard to solve the problems except money 
problem. But I think the biggest problem for now is 
PLANES. We come here to get our pilot license. We 
have to have planes! (DJ 4/29/92) 

As a result of the inner conflicts within Cactus Air, 

Yuko became more determined than ever to finish her private 

pilot's license. When I asked her, several months into her 

program, if Cactus Air was what she expected it to be, she 

replied, 

Unfortunately, I have to say "NO", because there are 
not enough things. First of all, we don't have enough 
plane! If this is just a school, we don't have to 
have planes. But we came here to learn how to fly and 
we've got to have planes! We, students don't have to 
worry about planes at all if this is a good flight 
school. (WI 5/1/92) 
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Yuko as English User 

I realized that airports in Phoenix are very close to 
houses and buildings. So, I couldn't even find Falcon 
Field first time. And ATe was terrible!! It was the 
first time I've ever heard such a busy ATe! I'm 
afraid that I could not catch all of them. (OJ 
3/16/92) 

Communicating with air traffic control was one of the 

most demanding and intimidating experiences Yuko, Taka and 

Hiro faced. The air traffic controllers at Aero Airport 

were all experienced, spoke very rapidly, but none were 

pilots. Pilots were expected to "hear and obey." As air 

traffic controllers have the authority to report any 

perceived pilot infractions to the FAA, and a suspension or 

loss of pilot license could result, most pilots are eager 

to comply with ATe. 

Yuko enjoyed a good relationship with the controllers 

at Aero Airport. Her fears seemed to lessen after our 

trips to Aero Airport and the international airport control 

towers to meet the controllers. 

The people in towers seem very mean while I'm flying. 
But when I went to tower, (Aero and international) I 
found that people in there were so nice! (OJ 3/12/92) 

The controllers enjoyed working with Yuko because she 

was fairly quick to respond and she had clear 

pronunciation. Because the controllers thought she could 

understand them, they responded more positively to her 

efforts at communication then they did with Taka and Hiro. 

A positive relationship developed between Yuko and the 
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controllers as she began to visit the towers and speak to 

them on a regular basis. 

Oh, when I said to the ground controller "Good 
morning, Aero ground. Cessna 66172 at the eyebrow, 
taxi to take off." The controller said "Ohayo 
gozaimasu" which means "good morning" in Japanese. I 
was so surprised! I think that it was Chief. I'm 
having fun to hear ATC. I have new things every time I 
go up and talk to them! (DJ 5/26/92) 

The controllers helped Yuko with her ATC 

communications and gave her advice with her flying. When 

she finished her private pilot oral and practical 

examination, she went first to the tower to thank them for 

all of their help and advice over the course of her 

training. 

I made it! I was going to tell you yesterday 
afternoon, but I spend about 2 hours at the tower 
yesterday. I just wanted thank them and tell them 
that I've got my private. Lee and B.J. were there and 
I enjoyed talking to them. Chief called the tower and 
I talked to him, too. (DJ 6/25/92) 

Although Yuko was rather successful with her 

communications with ATe and enjoyed a positive and helpful 

relationship with the controllers, she sympathized with the 

communication problems of Taka and Hiro. 

It can be very dangerous if we don't understand what 
we were told to do. We talked about a lot yesterday 
and we decided to study harder and thought what was 
the best way to learn ATe and English conversation. 
It's very hard! (DJ 4/15/92) 

To help the students with ATe, I talked to one of the 

controllers and he wrote down the most commonly spoken 

phrases. After discussing the phrases using the map of 
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Aero Airport as a source of application in an ESP class 

session, Yuko took on the job of writing the phrases on 

butcher paper and tacking them on the walls (FN 4/16/92). 

We all agreed to invite Chief, the head controller, to come 

to class and explain and comment on the meanings of the 

phrases. She commented the next day in her journal that 

I think the idea of the paper from the tower would be 
very useful for us. It is helpful and also good for 
safe flight for everybody. I appreciate it. (OJ 
4/17/92) 

In offering advice to new Japanese student pilots that 

would be arriving, Yuko maintained that communication with 

ATC is a process that takes time. 

DIFFICULT! This is the word for ATC. It's the 
hardest thing in flying for foreigners. They speak so 
fast, that means you need time to used to it. Every 
single time I fly, I find a new phrase or two. (WI 
5/1/92) 

Developing Literacy strategies 

Yuko as Cultural Explorer 

USE ENGLISH! 
If you didn't use something it wouldn't be working 
correctly when you want to use it. So, just use 
English every day and Speak in English write in 
English Think in English Dream in English! (WI 
6/1/92) 

Yuko believed that the best way to learn a language 

was to use it. She felt her opportunities in Georgia and 

England forced her to learn English at a faster pace, 

simply because she needed to survive. 
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I think that it's very difficult to learn English when 
I have people around me who understand Japanese and 
talk to me in Japanese. When I was in Georgia, they 
didn't have Japanese people there (even not many 
oriental people.) So, I had to survive (!) with 
English. Now that I think it was a very good 
situation to learn English. Some of my friends went 
to California as exchange students, but they can't 
understand English very much because they went to a 
school that has many Japanese people and they could 
speak Japanese. (DJ 6/2/92) 

Yuko used reading and writing to solve problems, cope 

with stress and investigate the many questions she had. 

When she first arrived at Cactus Air, Yuko told me that 

being an independent thinker was very important to her. 

I think that most important thing to do everything by 
yourself. I think somebody, somebody said to do 
something and then you do something • • • I think 

• I think is not good. (01 2/12/92) 

She used writing to expand on this topic by explaining why 

she needed to be an independent thinker and how her country 

was changing to fit this belief. 

I am going to tell you about Japanese workers little 
more. The reason why Japan has made a good p~cgress 
after World War II is the workers worked for their 
companies at the sacrifice of their own time to spend 
with their families, health and everything. We have a 
problem that workers die because of their overwork 
lately. As you know, Japanese common sense is world's 
no common sense. But we found out that we have to 
change our common sense lately. We are changing now 
and we are going to see how it's going to be. (DJ 
2/27/92) 

Yuko tried hard to apply her goal of independent 

thinking on the many field trips we took around the 

airport, in the local city and in the ESP class. She felt 
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I agree with you that a good way to learn language is 
to do many things and go places and talk to many 
people. When I was in Georgia, my friends planned 
something for me all the time. So I was very busy to 
do these things but these were fun and taught me a lot 
of English words also. (OJ 3/11/92) 

Ouring our ESP class sessions she read through her 

flight manuals, flying magazines, telephone yellow pages, 

driver's manual and newspapers I would bring to our class. 

I noticed that her apartment was littered with flying 

magazines, catalogs, maps of the city and state, 

car/motorcycle magazines, and hard backed books about 

military planes (FN 3/24/92). She spoke regularly with ATe 

controllers and myself, in, out of class, and on the 

telephone. She became so in tune to our dialect in the 

Southwest she remarked, 

One of my friends in Georgia called me on 
couldn't understand what she was saying. 
believe that I used to live there and got 
southern accent! (OJ 3/9/92) 

Saturday. I 
I can't 
used to the 

However, she admitted that she had problems understanding 

our dialect in the Southwest as well. 

Sometimes, I have very hard time to understand what 
the people are saying because they connect two words 
and it sound like a one word. (OJ 4/2/92) 

Yuko took on the role of helping her roommates learn 

English, especially Hiro. 

I have got an idea for Hiro to improve his English. 
He is interested in particular English song. (like a 
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song he mentioned in your car the other day.) and find 
them. Then we listen to them and try to understand 
the every single words. (OJ 4/2/92) 

She became what Matt, one of her flight instructors, called 

a "walking translator" (FN 4/24/92). He suggested that 

Yuko's spoken English was regressing into a pigeon-like 

English due to the fact that she was talking to Hiro and 

Taka so much in Japar.ese (FN 4/24/92). When I asked how 

she was helping Hiro to learn English, she replied, 

Well, I usually answer Hiro in English and speak to 
him in English. Taka sometimes answer him in English, 
too. Hiro speaks English at home lately. Not all the 
time, though. But I think that it's very good and he 
is going to learn faster than other people. Taka is 
trying to say his expression in English such as "Oh, 
boy!", "Oh my God!" and so on. You know, when you 
Americans were surprised, and say that kind of things. 
So, I feel free to speak English at home now. (OJ 
6/4/92) 

Although Yuko continuously asked me about spellings, 

syntax, word and phrase meanings while writing in her 

journal, from her experiences she truly believed the best 

way to begin learning a language was through conversation. 

I think that the best way to learn a foreign language 
is to talk. In Japan we learn English grammer in high 
school. But I don't think that it's good way to 
learn. Young children listen their parents at first. 
Then they learn how to speak. I don't think that 
grammer is not necessary when you begin to learn 
foreign language. You can study grammer after you 
learned how to listen and speak. (OJ 3/11/92) 
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Yuko as Student pilot 

I would say that learning to fly is thinking all the 
time. I thought that flying was more similar to 
driving, but it's definetely not. We have to know 
about weather, how human body change when he goes up, 
airports, and so on . . . I didn't expect that much of 
studying on the ground! (WI 5/1/92) 

Yuko assumed that getting her pilot's license in 

America would be a swifter process than going to college 

(01 2/12/94). However, it took the entire eight months to 

complete the private pilot license, 100 hours of additional 

time in a Cessna 150, and 10 hours mUltiengine time in a 

multiengine airplane that she had paid for. As she 

explained to me 

This course that we are having is called "airline 
pilot course." It is for people who want to become 
pilots in Japan, and Alpha Aviation give them training 
for license which are needed to become a pilot in 
Japan. After we finished training here, we will have 
another training program in Japan tc get a commercial 
license. There's not many flight school like his in 
Japan. (DJ 4/20/92) 

She did not have any prior warning from Alpha Aviation 

in Japan that she would be reading many different flight 

manuals, airplane checklists, taking written essay exams, 

and computerized exams (01 2/12/92). In our initial 

conversation, I showed Yuko some of the flight manuals she 

would be studying for the private pilot license. When I 

asked her how she would go about studying the chapters, she 

replied, 

First I would read all chapter, right? And if I found 
word that I didn't know, I would find a dictionary or 
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something like dictionaries and then I would memorize 
. memorize things that I thought very important. 

(01 2/12/92) 

This strategy for reading text books seemed to be 

successful for her. However, over the course of the five 

months, after she became more familiar with the genre of 

flight manuals, and began to understand the concepts, she 

stopped trying to memorize and instead began to apply her 

knowledge to actual flying. 

I think that I can make decision more reasonably. 
When I fly, I have to do the best way for everything. 
There is a reason to do whatever I do. They must be 
right (I mean, the best.) There is no time to think 
about things up in the sky, so I have to decide things 
quickly and that must be safe, too. (WI 5/1/92) 

Her tips to new students on how to read and study 

flight manuals omitted the advice to memorize, but instead 

focused on reading for meaning. 

You have to read this no mater how long it takes you 
to read. I think that the best way to read the flight 
manuals is just read through it first, then you read 
with dictionary next time. Do not read with 
dictionary first. It takes you forever to finish! (WI 
5/1/92) 

Yuko studied long into the night. On one occasion, 

she informed me that she had finished a written take-home 

essay exam at midnight (FN 4/8/92). When I asked her (and 

Hiro and Taka) why this particular test seemed difficult 

and long, Yuko responded that "It was how the test was 

written. The words. The sentences were confusing" (FN 

4/8/92). She learned that she not only had to read, write 
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and apply aeronautical concepts, but she had to be able to 

understand ambiguous aviation slang as well. She informed 

me that her own purpose for writing was to communicate and 

be understood. 

When I write in English I'm trying to tell somebody by 
words that are the easiest (simple). Don't use 
complecated words. Use just words that you know. (WI 
6/1/92) 

Conclusions From Yuko 

Yuko approached learning English and learning to fly 

with a strong determination. She had clear goals when she 

arrived. Along with acquiring a pilot's license, she 

wanted to get a driver's license and buy a new car. 

Besides learning how to read flight manuals, take written 

and oral exams, she learned how to go about renting a car, 

buying car insurance, getting a speeding ticket and 

attending a subsequent driving class. She saw herself as a 

member of the flying and driving club and began to take 

responsibility for her life. In this respect, Yuko used 

English literacy as a means to accomplish these goals. 

Yuko's sense of individuality and determination propelled 

her on to accomplish her goals. She puts it best when she 

says, 

The most important thing when you learn something is 
having determination of what you want to do and 
thinking what your goal is. I would say "I learned 
how to fly because I like it". If someone wants to 
learn how to fly and asked me about this, that would 
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be just an advisory. There are no same way for each 
person even though they want to do the same thing and 
have the same goal. Everybody has their own story! 
(WI 5/1/92) 

Epilogue 

Yuko passed her oral, written and practical checkride 

for the private pilot's license on June 24, 1992. She 

continued her additional 100 hours of training in a Cessna 

150 single engine airplane and completed the 10 hours of 

multi-engine time by September. As our ESP class sessions 

ended at the end of June, we kept in contact by telephone 

and visits. After selling her car, she returned to her 

parent's house in Chiba at the end of September, 1992. She 

spent the next year studying and completing sections of the 

written commercial license exam. In a letter dated 

11/7/92, she explained the Japanese Commercial test to me. 

As you know, we are going to take the commercial test 
in March also. We have to pass 4 subject for radio 
communication (English, engineering, regulations, 
technique of communication) and 5 subject for 
commercial (Regulations, weather, radio communication, 
engineering, navigation.) It's very very hard to pass 
all of them. I will pass some of them this time and 
will have to study and take it again. 

Because Japanese flight regulations stipulate that 

students must pass the commercial test before they can 

actually fly, Yuko did not fly again until she passed all 

sections of the exam in November, 1993. 
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In January, 1994, Yuko and Hiro spent two days 

visiting (and flying) with me on their long way around to 

California to acquire a float plane certificate. She now 

lives in Kumamota, on the island of Kyushu, and is enrolled 

in Kumamota Flying School. 

Introducing Hiro 

I was working for company before learning to fly. I 
was doing same thing everyday. I was so bored. But 
I'm pilot now. I'm so happy everyday. I could open 
my small box. I couldn't open my small box before 
learning to fly. So I'm so happy. (WI 6/1/92) 

Hiro used a metaphor of opening a small box to signify 

the beginning of his understanding about flying. Hiro 

approached becoming literate in English as he did the 

process of learning to fly, as a new discovery. 

Hiro arrived a week after Yuko in the middle of 

February, 1992. However, I did not get to speak to him for 

10 days as he became very ill. When he semi-recovered 

(from the flu) and came out to Cactus Air, I invited him 

into the ESP class to talk. 

At 21 years of age, Hiro is tall (5'11"), and slim 

with short black hair. He looked rather pale and I could 

see that he had not quite recovered from his bout with the 

flu. He wore a long sleeved shirt with the symbol of Alpha 

Aviation on it; the type that Mr. Jet encouraged the 

students to buy. His blue jeans looked properly weathered, 
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or "stone washed," and his NIKE tennis shoes were new. As 

Hiro eased himself into the chair around the large desk, 1 

noticed him glancing at the posters, charts, and the 

pictures of airplanes on the walls. 1 began the 

conversation by taking a picture of myself and a Cessna 150 

airplane down from our bulletin board. 1 introduced myself 

again and explained that he would be taking his training in 

a Cessna 150 similar to this one. When he repeated, 

"Cessna 150, Cessna 150," and pointed to a Cessna 150 that 

was tied down outside next to a hanger, 1 knew we had made 

a connection (FN 2/26/92). 

Hiro's oral production of English was very limited. 

As he rubbed his eyes, covered his mouth and scrunched up 

his face, 1 could tell he was trying very hard to 

communicate with me. occasionally during the interview he 

would pause and say, "No .•. 1 don't know what • ah 

how to . . . how to . how to ask . how to 

ask .... " (01 2/26/92). By interpreting his facial and 

hand gestures, writing words down while speaking (his and 

mine), and by speaking slowly, we began to communicate with 

each other. 

Hiro is from the city of Fukuoka, on the southern 

island of Kyushu. His father "build house, build a house" 

(01 2/26/92), and his mother worked for a company. When 1 

asked him what kind of job she worked at, he could not find 
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the right words to describe the job she had as he replied, 

"I don't know . . . ah . . . Japanese saying . . . like a 

. . . like a . . . um . . . I don't know English" (OI 

2/26/92). Hiro added that both his parents and his 24 year 

old older brother were not happy that he decided to come 

America to learn to fly. 

Hiro did not live with his parents, but instead lived 

in his own small house within the compound of the factory 

he worked at. 

I lived in a house in Japan. 
smaller than American house. 
is very expensive! They must 
or thirty years. (OJ 3/16/92) 

Japanese house is 
because Japanese house 
pay the money for twenty 

The factory job he worked at was long and hard. 

I worked at TOTO corporation. My job ':;las a painting a 
stool. red. white. black. yellow. anything •.•• So 
you know stool? How about Japanese stool? I made a 
stool about 200 in a day. very very hard job. (OJ 
3/16/92) 

As I was not quite sure what he meant by Japanese stool, 

Hiro explained in a little more detail when he said, 

"In restroom . • . ah . • . very famous in Japan. 
Toilet . • . toilet • . . like a chair . . • yes, 
painting a toilets, I was." (OI 2/26/92) 

He added, 

Oon't you know a Japanese stool? I'm not sure what a 
Japanese stool is. I didn't go to college. I'm only 
high school. I didn't think I want to go to college 
and I didn't have the money. (OJ 3/18/92) 

After saving his money "so I could have enough money 

for Mr. Jet's school" (OI 2/26/92) for three years painting 
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stools at TOTO corporation, Hiro decided to leave his job. 

As he explained, 

I don't want to work . . . I don't want to be like a 
. . . Japanese • . . a factory worker. Work, worker 
•.• go to company five o'clock, corne back to house, 
Japanese factory worker • • . very difficult. (01 
2/26/92) 

At an early age, Hiro had decided to become a pilot 

rather that continue his education at a college. Working 

at TOTO corporation was just a means to this end. 

College isn't more expensive than learning to fly but 
I don't have a reason for going to college. My dream 
is pilot. If I go to college and learn to fly, very 
expensive. Maybe I thought I can go to college or 
learning to fly. I watched a movie about Blue Angels 
when I am junior high school student. I thought I 
want to be a pilot! (OJ 3/23/92) 

Hiro informed me that he had six years of English 

instruction in junior and senior high school. During this 

time he read and wrote "grammar . only grammar" (OI 

2/26/92). He never spoke English because no one around 

him, including his teacher, spoke English. However, Hiro 

attended one year of English class in Fukuoka at night 

after work at the factory. When I asked him if he studied 

grammar at this school he replied, "No . after job 

just speak and speak" (OI2/26/92). In this night 

class Hiro worked on "survival English," learning 

greetings, asking questions and working on pronunciation. 

He commented that he had a difficult time distinguishing 

between the letters of Rand L when he said, "Ah . • • yes 
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•.. for example ... PLAY and PRAY, ah ... I don't 

understand how does R differ from L" (01 2/26/92). The 

pronunciation of the letters Rand L continued to plague 

Hiro throughout his stay in America when he added, "L and R 

is very difficult for Japanese. Sand SH too 

sometimes I don't understand" (OJ 3/31/92). 

When I asked Hiro if he thought he was a good English 

speaker, he snorted and emphatically replied, "NO!" (01 

2/26/92). When I asked him why he thought this way he 

explained, "So . . . nothing vocabulary . • . yes 

very weak . . . I think . • . I need • . . I know • 

many vocabulary" (01 2/26/92). 

Self Perception 

Hiro as cultural Explorer 

I like American TV too. Do you know Bivally Hills 
90210? I like it. I'm watching it every Thursday. 
And I'm watching LOTTO every Wednesday and Saturday. 
Do you like LOTTO? I don't like it very much because 
I have never matched the number. (OJ 4/22/92) 

Hiro was intensely interested and curious about 

everything happening around him. 

America is too big! How many houses? I don't 
understand, many many many houses and mountain. I'll 
try count when I am flying. (OJ 3/12/92) 

Although he rarely spoke during those first initial 

months of his stay in the U.S., Hiro's main source of 

communication was through writing in his dialogue journal. 
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He asked numerous questions, and made comments about the 

many excursions and field trips we took. 

U of A is very big. I thought just like a town! How 
many building does it have? Many students, many car, 
many building, and many girl. I became want to go to 
American college. Japanese college is very small and 
many students. I don't like Japanese college. (DJ 
4/2/92) 

As Hiro was fascinated with American food he also made 

many requests to try different restaurants about town. 

I want to go to Mexican lestrant if you have time. 
How about taste? Good? hot? because Mexican food's 
color always is red. Have you eaten Mexican food? (OJ 
5/19/92) 

However, his immediate concerns centered around his 

adjustment to the desert weather and his basic needs at 

home. As the weather was so different than what he was 

used to in Fukuoka he was continuously amazed and 

perplexed. 

The desert is very cold. But March was very hot. I 
can't understand! I caught a cold yesterday by the 
reason. (OJ 3/4/92) The desert is very hot. My 
parents is using a heater in Japan. When will summer 
finish? Do you know it? Is this weather just the 
beginning of spring? really! hot! When is summer 
finished? (DJ 3/24/92) 

Hiro summed up his opinions about life in the desert in 

advice to new students when he said, 

Many cactus, many mountain, wide road, cheep some 
food, and many green (parks). Hot! but a morning is 
cold. Maybe you need a hat. (WI 4/1/92) 
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Yuko's enthusiasm and dream of buying a car inspired 

Hiro to think about buying his own motorcycle. When I 

bought a new car during the month of March, Hiro responded 

New car is very good! I didn't have a car in Japan. 
I had a only 50cc moter cycle. I want to drive a 
900cc or 1100cc motercycle. I have a Japanese 
license. I don't know, can I drive a over 400cc 
motercycle. Japanese license is only 50cc to 400cc. 
Can I drive a over 400cc moter cycle in America? (DJ 
3/13/92) 

His questions about motorcycles prompted Hiro into a very 

personal project. He picked up a copy of Motorcycle 

Trader, a booklet with pictures of motorcycles for sale 

similar to Auto Trader, and began making lists of Inodels, 

prices and telephone numbers (FN 3/24/92). 

I don't know how to use a telephone. What is word on 
the number. How much is telephone, one time or one 
hour. (DJ 3/24/92) 

I encouraged Hiro to use the ESP classroom phone and 

in a collaborative effort (with Yuko, Taka and myself), he 

made his first inquiry. He continued calling on his home 

phone, but ran into some problems calling long distan~e. 

Do you know how to call a long distance. I want to 
buy motorcycle but I don't know how to call a long 
distance. (DJ 4/3/92) 

Hiro had tried to call to a neighboring city, but was 

unable to get a long distance connection. He could call 

long distance to Japan, but he could not callout to a 

neighboring city in the U.S. Later we found out that Hiro 

was dialing the correct way, but the stUdents were unaware 
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at that time that Mr. Jet had changed the phone arrangement 

to allow for local calls only (FN 4/23/92). 

Even though Hiro never bought a motorcycle, he 

continued to collect and read motorcycle magazines, look at 

the newspaper want ads, and ask questions in his dialogue 

journal. 

Do you know how to buy a motor cycle? Do we need 
insurance before buy moter cycle? Taka said I want to 
have a license, so I need a motor cycle for exam but 
we can't buy motor cycle because we don't have a 
insurance. We need a insurance for buy motor cycle 
can't have a license. I have a motor cycle license, 
but maybe I can't buy a insurance, so I can't drive a 
motor cycle. (OJ 5/5/92) 

Hiro as Student Pilot 

Don't forget "Why do you want to become a pilot" and, 
please learn how to fly and enjoy for flying from your 
instructor. (WI 6/1/92) 

Hiro displayed a natural ability for flying. While it 

took Yuko and Taka at least 50 hours of flying instruction 

before they soloed in the airplane, Hiro soloed after 12 

hours. The FAA has established an average rate of 

instruction at 30 hours before a stUdent usually solos, so 

Hiro's ability was considered exceptional. His flight 

instructor, Lian (pseudonym), informed me that 

From first flight, I knew he would be the quick one. 
He has a real talent. I gave examples, he watched, 
and he would know how to do it. He knew what, I don't 
know. (FN 6/6/92) 
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Hiro was highly motivated to learn to fly, but 

initially he was unaware that he was expected to do so much 

reading and writing in English before he could get his 

license (FN 3/3/92). After numerous discussions during 

class, examination of the different flight manuals, and 

conversations with Yuko and Taka, he began to see the 

importance of his studies when he wrote, "I want to fly! 

Everyday I must study written test!" (DJ 3/14/92), and 

"Yes! I feel ready to solo, but I must pass my written 

solo exam" (DJ 4/2/92) . 

Hiro viewed flying as "fun" and seemed to have little 

difficulty with the mechanics of planning flights (using 

protractors, computers, writing flight plans), and the 

actual flying. As Matt, Yuko's flight instructor 

commented, "Hiro has no fear" (FN 3/23/92). When I asked 

Hiro what he thought about his flights, he replied, 

Very fun when I am soloing. I don't know about x.cs. 
(cross country flights). I'll go to X.Cs. after going 
to TIA a few times. I want to early go to X.C. 
Almost I think flying is very fun. I don't know why. 
(DJ 4/24/92) 

Although Hiro enjoyed flying, he had difficulty with 

Air Traffic Control. He was quick to learn the commands 

and phrases that ATC wanted all pilots to know and 

understood their applications. In a class activity 

centered around ATC phrases, with no hesitation Hiro wrote 

down ten phrases on butcher paper, and explained their 
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Both Yuko and Taka said, "He's expert" (FN 3/30/92). 
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However many factors, such as poor pronunciation, inability 

to understand and respond to the fast commands of the 

controllers, listening and yelling (no headsets) over the 

noise of the airplane engine caused Hiro to be banned along 

with Taka from flying at Aero Airport. As Chief, the head 

traffic controller informed me 

The two guys just can't understand what the tower is 
saying and reply "ROGER" like they understand, but 
they really don't. The girl understands, however. (FN 
4/17/92) 

Hiro took the "banning" in stride, but began to 

inquire about using a headset. He felt if he could hear 

over the noise of the airplane engine, he might have a 

better chance of understanding ATC. 

I went to Avra Valley yesterday. I had never been to 
Avra Valley, very interesting! because I was always 
flying at Aero. I want to try flying other airport. 
I want to buy a headset, but heavy. I want to buy a 
light headset but Cessna is very noisy. Do you know 
which better is. Yes. Hearing is very important at 
Aero. (OJ 4 / 16/92 ) 

Hiro thought flying at Avra Valley was much more 

difficult than Aero, because there is no ATC tower. 

Therefore he had to continuously announce his movements 

around the flight pattern speaking into the microphone, 

watching the instruments, watching for other planes, and 

flying his own plane. As Hiro brought along the sheet of 
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paper of ATC phrases that one of the controllers gave us, 

he balanced reading along with his flying. 

Yes. Avra Valley is more difficult than Aero. I must 
always is saying about myself "Avra Valley traffic 
Cessna 172 turning right downwind runway 03 touch and 
go. Avra Valley, on Base leg, Final". Very Busy! I 
must take a mic, paper on ATC and must hold of control 
and turning down wind. (DJ 4/17/92) 

Hiro's experiences at Avra Valley enabled him to 

refine his flying skills and practice ATC phases. He was 

able to predict and understand ATC commands under adverse 

conditions and as a consequence, he was allowed to return 

to Aero Airport. 

Radio is still broken on Cessna 629, so I was trying 
by walkie talkie during fly. It's bad. I could not 
hear tower say just noise. I thought I could never 
land to ground because tower said Cessna 629 make 180 
runway 24. (I'm flying to Runway 6) I could not hear 
it, just "629 ... 24 ..• " I guess about it. 
"24? . • . I have to fly to runway 24?" I tried 
turning to runway 24 and I looked taxi way, because I 
can know which the runway use by airplane. I'm still 
alive. (DJ 5/26/92) 

Hiro as English User 

I think now is better than before coming in English 
class. because I must speak English everyday, when I 
went to shoping, when I call, when I ask someone, too. 
so I think I must study in English, more, more. (WI 
4/2/92) 

After six weeks of coming to our ESP class sessions, 

Hiro felt that his English was beginning to improve. He 

used English to ask questions, inquire about motorcycles 

over the phone and for basic survival needs. 
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However, during ESP class, for the first two months, 

Hiro rarely spoke or participated in class discussions or 

projects. When he did speak it was to ask me questions 

about meanings of words or phrases I had written to him in 

the dialogue journal, or how to spell words. Initially, it 

took Hiro 30 minutes to write a brief paragraph, sometimes 

spending as much as 15 minutes on the greeting alone (FN 

3/9/92). He admitted that it was "very difficult to write 

in English" (FN 3/4/92). 

I noticed that he kept a small notebook with English 

vocabulary written down in one column, and Japanese 

vocabulary in the opposite column to help with translating 

his flight manuals. When I asked if the notebook was his 

he replied, "Yes, reading very difficult" (FN 3/10/92). 

The flight instructors at Cactus Air (excepting Lian) 

thought of Hiro as "out to lunch" (FN 3/5/92), because of 

his reluctance to speak. When Mr. Jet asked me about 

Hiro's progress in learning English, after explaining that 

Hiro was looking at words on our charts, asking questions 

about meanings and spellings of words, and writing more in 

his journal, Mr. Jet replied, "Zippo, huh" (FN 3/12/92). 

Mac and Matt questioned my motives for taking Hiro on our 

field trips, because "Hiro will not benefit anyway because 

he can not understand English. He would be out to lunch" 

(FN 3/5/92). Later Mac informed me that during his ground 
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school "Hiro will talk because I force him to talk. I ask 

him direct questions and he must answer" (FN 3/12/92). 

When I asked Lian for his evaluation of Hiro's development 

of English, he offered 

He never said he didn't know, or wouldn't admit he 
didn't know, so it was hard for me to know what his 
questions were. I knew he must have many questions, 
but he couldn't speak. (eL 6/1/92) 

Not surprisingly, when I asked Hiro about his opinion 

of his flight and ground instructors he did not hesitate to 

tell me that 

My instructor is Lian. He is very good instructor. I 
don't like other instructors very much. (WI 4/1/92) 

Hiro was fully aware of his problems with 

understanding English. 

I think flying is very interesting, but I don't 
understand English very much. I must study English. 
I think flying isn't difficult if I can understand 
English. (OJ 3/9/92) 

I continually offered him support and encouragement in 

our conversations in class and in the dialogue journal. He 

picked up on the phrase, "don't worry, be happy," from a 

song on the jukebox at the airport restaurant and began to 

use it when he was feeling unsure about his abilities for 

learning English. 

I must say to myself. I can do it. I think so. 
don't think so, I can't do it anything, so I'll 
can do it! I can do it. and, I'll think Don't 
worry, Be happy. It's OK. It needs to me. (DJ 
3/11/92) 

If I 
try I 
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Developing Relationships 

Hiro as cultural Explorer 

The desert museum was very interesting. many birds, 
plants and animals. Do you like desert? How about 
rice boll? good? I like rice boll. My favorite place 
is place of humming bird. (DJ 4/14/92) 

Hiro used English literacy to describe, ask questions 

and to connect experiences with Yuko, Taka, and myself. In 

the above example about the desert museum, Hiro, Taka, Yuko 

and I went for a trip to the desert museum to see the 

cactus in bloom. On the way home, they treated me to a 

picnic (in the desert) with Japanese food. Hiro was most 

eager to hear my reaction to the rice balls that he had 

made specifically for this occasion. Hating to cook (He 

cleans, while Taka and Yuko cook.), he made the rice balls 

especially for me. 

He continuously peppered his writing with questions 

inquiring about my life such as, "Why did you become a 

teacher? Is it your dream?" (OJ 3/24/92), or questions 

centering around his favorite u.s. TV show such as, "Did 

you watch the TV of LOTTO? Money return to starting price. 

Who did match 3ame number?" (OJ 4/27/92). He regularly 

shared his dreams with me, outlining his plans for the 

future. On one such occasion he asked, 

Which do you like airline? JAL. united. Delta. I like 
Quantas in Australlia. Do you know Quantas? (OJ 
4/2/92) 
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When I commented that I was unfamiliar with Quantas, Hiro 

explained, 

because I like Australia. Japan is very busy, 
very expensive and small country. Japan is very good 
for rich man, but general people is not good. and I 
think I can't pass Japanese medical. If I can go to 
Quantas I want to go, so I must study English more, 
more. (DJ 4/3 / 92 ) 

He talked about the weather often and compared it to 

his own in Fukuoka. 

When will summer beginning? Everyday is hot. What 
will you usually do in summer? Japanese people talk 
about ghost in summer. Some people say "I saw ghost 
near that house." How about America? Will you talk 
about ghost? Japanese people goes to dark side in the 
forest at midnight. It's very cool because it's night 
and we'll see ghost. (DJ 6/4/92) 

Hiro used writing to request that I not discuss what 

he considered an embarrassing topic with Yuko and Taka when 

he said in a post script, "Please don't say about that 

thing!" (OJ 4/14/92). Being confused about what he meant 

by "that thing," I wrote back asking for further 

clarification and he elaborated 

What thing. It's about "Very famous story in Aero". 
Tower said If you can't speak English, you go to no 
control tower airport! I can't return to Japan, if I 
have a limitetion in English. Because it can't 
transfer to Japanese license. I must study English 
and about ATe. I want to learn at Aero, but Aero 
tower said "It's very dengerous if you can't speak 
English." We'll go to Avra valley from today. (OJ 
4/15/92) 
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Hiro as Student pilot 

"Enjoy flying" Maybe you'll have some problem. You 
can't do very good landing or something. Please don't 
forget it then. (WI 6/1/92) 

Hiro used writing to discuss his frustrations with 

lack of airplanes, Mr. Jet, and to investigate his flight 

program at Cactus Air. When problems within Cactus Air 

seemed to dominate the atmosphere, Hiro would offer, "I'll 

always say, "Don't worry! Be happy! Have fun!" (WI 

5/1/92). As all the students had paid for an eight month 

training program, they expected to have their private 

pilot's license, additional solo hours (100 hours), and 10 

multi-engine airplane hours completed. But due to 

mechanical problems with the airplanes, the students' 

flying schedules were not maintained. 

No, I am not flying everyday. because Cactus Air has 
just one plane. I can fly once a few days. I have 
about twenty hours during two months. I think too 
late. I must fly at 200 hours during 8 months but I 
flied just 20 hours during 2 month. I don't think I'm 
getting enough flying time. (DJ 4/28/92) 

This major problem continued to plague Cactus Air for 

the entire eight months. Airplanes broke down, became 

dented, needed replacement parts, and as Cactus Air did not 

have an in-house mechanic, the repair took longer than 

expected. 

Today Cessna 958 is broken. 172 is broken. 629 is 
broken. Dh. We can't fly. When will we be able to 
fly? I want to early fly to solo. (DJ 3/31/92) 
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As Hiro began experiencing these difficulties, he 

began forming opinions about the equipment and spurred on 

by Yuko, began to investigate his flying program. 

629 is fixed. We can use 629, but 172 is broken. 
Carb heat of 629 is broken when I was flying 
yesterday. Carb heat carne out when I pulled. I think 
we need mechanic. (DJ 5/5/92) 

When the students learned they had a representative 

(Ryota) from Alpha Aviation in Phoenix, they began 

telephoning him regularly. They lodged complaints about 

the lack of airplanes and inquired where the money they had 

spent had gone. A big concern was transportation. As Hiro 

had his own plans for buying a motorcycle, he was surprised 

to find out that he had already paid Mr. Jet for 

transportation. 

Mr. Jet said you must pay a money everyday if you want 
to borrow my car. I must pay some money for car and 
gas. I think you are just like Budget. Japanese is 
very friendly. Why I think I must pay some money for 
gas. But. . . (DJ 4/6/92) 

Through careful calculations, Hiro discovered where his 

lump sum of money had gone. He began to take the initial 

steps of controlling of his program by questioning the 

reasoning behind the expenditures. 

I payed $49000 to Alpha. Cactus needs $12,6000. I 
don't know about $36400. Mr. Jet is given $5 from 
Alpha if he send us to apartment, so Alpha gave 8 
times $5 X 3 persons to Mr. Jet! I didn't know it I 
must pay it to Mr. Jet if I get in into Mr. Jet's car. 
I didn't get in into Mr. Jet's car at 8 times. (DJ 
4/21/92) 
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When I asked Hiro if cactus Air was what he thought it 

would be he replied, 

No! I thought new airplane, (like Bonnanza), many 
airplane, schedule for becoming ATP (air transport 
pilot). I thought flight schedule is very hard. (WI 
5/1/92) 

He suggested that flight instruction for new Japanese 

students who would be arriving in the future would be 

better if there was a set schedule for each pilot. Hiro 

advised that a program be set up encompassing discussion 

centered around Air Traffic Control and flight regulations, 

time to read flight manuals and discuss any reading 

problems, and have a set flying time. 

*I'll make a schedule. for example. Monday (Morning 
ATe and Regulation, afternoon flight) Thursday 
(morning Reading manual, afternoon flight) 
*I'll say "why I can't do it" and "why I should do 
it. " 

Hiro as English User 

I think 2 other people speak English very well. I 
can't make a cooking if I must make a cook. (DJ 
3/4/92) 

When Hiro arrived in the U.S., he was tired and 

anxious. He compared himself to Yuko and Taka whom he 

felt, could speak English better than he. He was also 

concerned that he would have to cook, something he thought 

he was equally poor at. However, he worked out an 

arrangement with his roommates that he would do the 

cleaning if they cooked, so he was very relieved. 
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I think I will be able to have a good time with 2 
other people. Taka is like a old brother and Yuko is 
good friend. (DJ 3/4/92) 

Although Hiro believed that the best way for himself 

to learn English was by "speaking every day" (WI 4/1/92), 

and "Please say 'Hi' to everyone. Have a conversation!" 

(WI 6/1/92), he rarely spoke unless asked a direct 

question. His relationship with ATC was poor at best and 

this provided a source of unwanted frustration. ATC was 

viewed as "difficult! so I think you must speak English 

every day. Practice is very important" (WI 4//1/92). Hiro 

felt he was definitely trying to learn to pronounce the ATC 

commands, but felt misunderstood by the controllers. 

I am listening to ATC everyday. I can't say west 
ramp. Tower controller say, "OK 172, taxi to lestran" 
if I said "Cessna 172, taxi to west ramp." (OJ 
4/28/92) 

For the first few months, Hiro would speak in Japanese 

and Yuko would translate into English for him. At times, 

Taka seemed to grow intolerant of Hiro's Japanese during 

our ESP class sessions and would order him to speak in 

English (FN 3/6/92, 3/9/92). with much laughter from Hiro, 

Taka, Yuko and myself, Hiro would comply and speak in 

English. However, some of the flight instructors were more 

irritated by Hiro's seeming reluctance to speak. Matt, one 

of the flight instructors, remarked that he thought it 

would be good if Hiro spent more time in English class. 
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"Hiro needs it bad. He walks around with Yuko as 

translator" (FN 3/26/92). 

However, the experience of learning English seemed to 

be a factor in deepening the friendships of all the 

students and myself. Frequently during class, Yuko and 

Hiro would share what I had written to them in their 

journals. This would pique Taka's interest and he would 

have to read what I wrote. Then we would all look at each 

other and smile knowingly (FN 3/6/92). 

Developing Literacy strategies 

Hiro as Cultural Explorer 

I have a question. For example. I don't know how to 
say about it in English. Please show me how to ask 
about it in English. For example. I know NIPPON, but 
I don't know English (JAPAN). Do you understand? (DJ 
6/9/92) 

Hiro utilized questions as a favorite strategy to 

negotiate his new surroundings. He was extremely curious 

about every aspect of his new life in America and wanted 

answers! As Hiro felt his oral language was lacking, 

"Ohhh .. I can't speak well (CT 3/15/92), he used writing to 

express himself. When he found out The Blue Angels, his 

inspiration, were going to be in Arizona, he emphatically 

requested 

Do you know Blue angels? I want to watch it. Do you 
know when I can watch it in AZ? I want to know about 
it! (DJ 3/18/92) 
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After a field trip to Pima Air Museum viewing all of 

the old military airplanes he suddenly decided 

I want to buy a military planes, but I don't know how 
to ask to a shop. Please show me how to ask to a 
shop. (OJ 3/23/92) 

When I explained to him that military planes are very 

expensive to buy he said, "Military . . military •• 

what does it mean?" (FN 3/24/92). I responded by saying, 

"Military planes are used for war." "Oh." Through 

negotiating by writing back and forth on the white paper 

covering the desk, talking, and pointing to a picture of a 

WWII Mustang fighter on the wall, we began to realize that 

he wanted to buy a model of a military plane. 

He asked questions about the airplanes at Aero 

Airport, "Do you know what is big plane in Aero? Can it 

fly? (OJ 4/2/92), and he asked my advice about his flying 

Is headset easier than mic? How much is headset? 
About $200? ATe is very difficult and fast. I need 
headset of mine? (OJ 4/17/92) 

Along with his favorite TV programs, LOTTO and Beverly 

Hills 90210, Hiro enjoyed listening to American songs on 

the radio. Frequently he would ask me about songs, "I 

don't know song in English. Do you know famous English 

song?" (OJ 4/6/92). A month later he handed me a tape of 

"Daydream Believer" by the Monkees, and asked me if I could 

translate it for him (FN 5/26/92). I showed him how to 

transcribe the tape on my little tape recorder, so he could 
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transcribe his own tapes. He definitely began tuning into 

the meanings of songs when he asked 

I have a question. I listened a American song, but I 
don't know song's name. something - "You left when I 
needed you most" - I can remember just this part, but 
I don't know exactly. Please tell me about it if you 
know it . . . and another question. What does "Maybe 
tomorrow brings its own fortune" mean? This is a part 
of song, too. (6/23/92) 

As Hiro began tuning into the language in songs, he 

began to experiment with English in different settings. 

When a new Japanese student arrived, I learned through Yuko 

that she and Hiro had picked up the student. 

I and Hiro picked Sho up at TIA and Hiro said he 
wanted to pretend like a Japanese American who can't 
speak Japanese and we wanted to surprise Shoo We 
talked in English on the way to TIA. (DJ 6/4/92) 

Hiro's role changed from English student to English teacher 

as he helped new students at Aero. 

I can remember I felt very anxious. I think I can 
help him about flying and little bit English. 
(6/15/92) 

Hiro as Student Pilot 

Dictionary will be very useful for you. At first I 
think you should read a Japanese written text book. 
It'll become easy for you if you do it. (WI 4/1/92) 

Hiro brought a dictionary with him into our ESP class 

sessions, but I never saw him use it. However, I saw him 

use a dictionary while reading flight manuals in the cactus 

Air office. Hiro felt he had a distinct advantage. Before 

he came to the u.s. he bought and read a Japanese flight 
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manual. Even though some of the flight regulations were 

dissimilar, the aeronautical terms and concepts were the 

same. While Taka and Yuko struggled with the concepts in 

English, Hiro was able to assist them because of his prior 

knowledge of the concepts in Japanese. 

Initially, Hiro was very quiet during our ESP class 

sessions. For the first month he was recovering from being 

sick. He warned new students arriving, "Be careful sick" 

(WI 4/1/92), and "You should take good care of yourself" 

(WI 6/1/92), as he had been very ill, and lost valuable 

flight time. The white butcher paper in front of him was 

covered with words, both in English and Japanese (FN 

3/6/92). Frequently, while writing in his journal, he 

would ask me how to spell words, and I would see him 

searching our posters, charts, and reading back through the 

journal for just the right word he needed (FN 3/11/92, 

3/13/92, 4/8/92). He asked questions to clarify syntax as 

well as the individual meaning of words, such as, "Oh. I 

have a questions. What does tracking mean. I could find 

it on dictionary" (OJ 4/28/92), or "always must, or must 

always, which sounds better?" (FN 4/17/92). In another 

example, in one discussion Hiro was confused about the 

definition of "ramp". 

I have a question. What does ramp mean? Lian said it 
is same parking, but Dictionary doesn't have a this 
mean. Why is ramp called parking? (OJ 3/26/92) 
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When I replied, 

Yes, the ramp area is the parking area. For example, 
the area in front of the restaurant is a large parking 
area for planes. The restaurant has a large ramp for 
airplanes! The tower at Aero has another ramp around 
it for parking. Oid you notice? (OJ 3/30/92) 

Realization set in when Hiro wrote back 

I understand about ramp and parking mean. I had 
thought lamp. Why must I say lamp. I see. Thank 
you! (OJ 3/30/92) 

By offering concrete examples centering around Aero 

Airport, and the places he had taxied his airplane, Hiro 

was able to connect meaning with his experiences. 

By June, toward the end of the ESP class, I noticed 

that Hiro's brief, dialogue entries had evolved from the 

characteristic disjointed questions (FN 3/26/92) to a 

longer focus on one topic (FN 6/16/92). He elaborated and 

expanded on my question about his first flight to a major 

international airport. 

Yes! Sky Harbor is very busy. I made 360 degrees two 
times and 270 one time, because we have to wait other 
big airplane. I lost my course after landing. Ground 
control said "turn to next intersection and taxi to 
taxi way BB." but I couldn't find taxi way BB. I 
thought Sky Harbor is very big airport. (OJ 6/16/92) 

Hiro worked well with Yuko, and Taka. He never 

protested, but approached our class sessions with a sense 

of humor. In one class session, I noted that Hiro, Yuko 

and Taka were discussing ATe phrases with each other in 

English. Hiro asked Taka to explain the concepts and Taka 

replied in English, while Hiro diagramed the flight 
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procedures on the white butcher paper covering the desk (FN 

4/16/92) . 

Hiro advised new students to "read Japanese written 

exam books of first, because maybe you can't understand 

special word on FAA flight manual" (WI 6/1/92). But once 

the aeronautical concepts are understood, he informed me 

that he reads, studies and thinks about flying in English. 

When I asked, "Don't you translate to Japanese?", (thinking 

about his notebook with English and Japanese translations), 

he replied "Oh no, confusing. Not same words or concepts" 

(FN 6/18/92). 

Conclusions From Hiro 

Hiro used English literacy as a means of discovery. 

He used English as a means of answering the many different 

questions he had about his life in America. Although 

getting a pilot's license was Hiro's major goal, he was 

intensely interested in finding out about motorcycles, 

food, the desert, American TV and songs. English literacy 

served as the beginning of understanding for Hiro as he 

examined and contemplated each new "small box" he 

encountered. Hiro puts it best when he explains 

Thank you very much! Your English will be useful for 
me. I believe dreams come true. I watched a Japanese 
TV video a few days ago. It said life is like opening 
a small box. More small box is in the small box. 
More, more small box is in the more small box. You 
can't see in the small box at forever if you stopped 
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opening the small box. Maybe I think the box is 
empty, but I can't see in the box if I think so and 
stopped opening the small box. So, we must coninue 
opening the small box. I'm trying opening a my small 
box. For Dreams come true. Could you understand? (OJ 
4/30/92) 

Epilogue 

Hiro passed all his private pilot exams on July 1, 

1992. He was able to complete all his further training 

(100 solo hours, and 10 multi-engine hours), and departed 

for Japan with Yuko in late September, 1992. 

Hiro and I have kept in contact over the past two 

years through letters. After several months, he wrote me 

in March, 1993, to say that he had moved to Chiba, a city 

close to Tokyo. He was busy studying for the commercial 

license exam and had just enrolled in college. 

By the way, I'm going to college. College name is 
Nihon University. I'm major in English. So I have to 
study both at the same time. Can I ask you if I'm 
stuck for studying English? Now we can watch the 
Biverly Hills 90210 on Japanese TV. Ha! Ha! 

After studying and passing sections of the commercial 

test, Hiro wrote me in a letter dated 10/5/93, to tell me 

that he passed and would be moving back to the island of 

Kyushu to enroll in a flight school. 

I passed the exam for commercial test and radio 
equipment test. I'm so happy! Because I can start 
training for flight finally. I have not flied for a 
year. 
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In January, 1994, Hiro and Yuko took a break from 

getting a float plane rating in California to stop by and 

visit me and Aero Airport for a couple of days. Hiro now 

lives in Kumamota, on the island of Kyushu, and is enrolled 

in Kumamota Flying School. 
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The purpose of this study was to explore the 

development of English literacy of three Japanese student 

pilots as they constructed meaning within a holistic 

English for specific Purposes program. Traditional ESP 

programs center around the language the learner needs in a 

particular situation. For example, sociological factors 

(learner characteristics), linguistic factors 

(communicative patterns of language), psychological factors 

(behavioristic learning theory), and pedagogic factors (the 

order of skills to be taught and practiced), of a 

particular context are analyzed to develop course materials 

and a syllabus (Munby, 1978). The language from the target 

situation in a traditional ESP program is regarded as a 

content to be taught, rather than as a means of 

communication and acquiring knowledge. 

However, in this study, the principles underlying the 

theoretical base of the ESP program are from whole language 

(Goodman, 1986), and are explained more fully in Chapter 1. 

The goal of this program was to invite and encourage 

students to learn, explore and apply English as they were 



learning aviation concepts through different experiences 

and contexts. 
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In this chapter I briefly summarize the study, answer 

my questions presented in Chapter 1, and discuss the 

conclusions and implications of this study. I end this 

chapter with my own case study depicting the journey and 

evolution of myself as a teacher researcher. 

Synthesis 

As teacher researcher, my questions, data collection 

methods, development of the ESP curriculum and location 

changed as a result of my experiences described in a 

preliminary case study profiled in Chapter 3. One major 

question evolved to drive the present study supported by 

two related questions. My major question is: How does a 

holistic, English for Specific Purposes program influence 

the development of English literacy of Japanese student 

pilots? The two relating questions are: How does self 

perception influence the development of English literacy, 

and How does the development of teacher-student and 

student-student relationships influence the development of 

English literacy? 

The study took place on a small airport in the 

Southwestern u.S. This nested design (Whitmore, 1992; 

Wilcox, 1982), encompasses the airport (Aero Airport), the 
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flight school (Cactus Air), and the ESP program. The 

students attended the ESP Class sessions for two hours a 

day, Monday through Friday while concurrently enrolled in 

Cactus Air Flight School as student pilots. Taka, Yuko and 

Hiro paid a lump sum of money to Cactus Air to cover the 

cost of instruction (private pilot, 100 solo hours, 10 

multi-engine hours, exam fees, and 100 hours English 

instruction). The contracted period of time to stay in the 

u.S. was eight months. 

I gathered my data through dialogue journals, written 

and oral interviews, participant observation and field 

notes, flight instructor checklists, transcripts of class 

sessions, and documents. My method of data analysis 

followed the constant comparative method (Glaser and 

Strauss, 1967). Taka, Yuko and Hiro's stories are told 

through three themes: Self Perception, Developing 

Relationships, Developing Literacy strategies, and profiled 

in individual case studies. 

Discussion 

Taka, Yuko and Hiro's main purpose for coming to the 

u.S. was to get a private pilot's license. Learning to fly 

in the U.S., particularly in the Southwest, affords a 

number of advantages. The cost of acquiring a private 

pilot's license is a quarter of the cost in Japan, the 
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terrain is expansive and flat, and the weather is conducive 

to flying, with many sunny days. However, in order to pass 

all examinations, the FAA flight regulations state that a 

student pilot must be able to speak, read and write 

English. 

As teacher researcher, I was a major influence in the 

ESP program, and to a lesser degree, within Cactus Air and 

Aero Airport (ATC). I acted as interpreter between ATe 

controllers and students, and often acted as an arbitrator 

between flight instructors and students. I was responsible 

for arranging the ESP class (times and location), the 

course curriculum, organization, and conducting various 

field trips. The curriculum was a negotiated and flexible 

one. I capitalized on students' interests and concerns as 

teachable moments to encourage students to pursue their own 

direction in developing English literacy. 

Question Revisited 

How does a holistic ESP program influence the 

development of English literacy of Japanese student pilots? 

To answer my question, I begin with the major question and 

weave the two related questions in amongst the discussion 

centered around the three themes: Self Perception, 

Developing Relationships and Developing Literacy 

strategies. 
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All three students, Taka, Yuko and Hiro, had the same 

objective for learning English. Their goal was to acquire 

a private pilot's license, and to do so as quickly as 

possible. However, all three students approached learning 

English differently. The risk-free environment of the ESP 

class, a negotiated curriculum, and a positive relationship 

between myself, as teacher researcher, and the students, 

allowed Taka, Yuko and Hiro to pursue English literacy 

individually through their own personal agendas and 

purposes. 

Self Perception 

Taka's self perception as an English user was a 

pessimistic one. He approached learning about his new 

environment with a cautious manner. At times he seemed to 

view learning English with a subtractive view, where 

Japanese would be replaced, rather than as an additive 

experience where there would be no cost to his home 

language and culture. Taka's past experience as a student 

was a successful one, so initially he was happy to be a 

student again. However, he found out, rather 

frustratingly, that his previous literacy practices in 

Japanese did not transfer to his new English aviation 

context in the U.S. quite so easily. Taka saw English as 

"difficult." 



Yuko confronted her life in the U.S. with 

determination. She saw herself as an explorer, as she 

investigated what she saw as unlimited opportunities: 

buying a car, getting a driver's license, shooting guns, 

etc. She saw herself as a competent flyer and English 

learner. She viewed English literacy for its functional 

purposes. She used reading, writing and speaking to 

understand what the people around her were doing and 

saying. English was viewed as a hobby and "fun." 
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Hiro was intently curious about his life in the U.S. 

He felt free to ask questions in his writing and speech, 

however he associated English literacy with being able to 

read the flight manuals and pass the written examinations. 

Hiro was willing to try most anything, new foods, drinks, 

sports, clothes or flying different airplanes. Learning to 

fly was easy for Hiro, and he saw himself as a proficient 

pilot. However, Hiro saw himself as a poor English user. 

English was "difficult," because he felt he had a limited 

vocabulary. 

The students' self perceptions of themselves as 

members of cultural, student pilot and English user 

communities greatly influenced their literacy development. 

As a consequence, each student's development of English 

literacy was uniquely defined. According to Schumann's 

Acculturation Model (1986), understanding the affective 
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variables that shape second language development are 

important because these factors illuminate the individual's 

second language development experience. Language Shock, or 

the fear of appearing comical at using another language; 

Culture Shock, the anxiety experienced upon entering 

another culture; Motivation, the desire to learn another 

language; and Ego-Permeability, a concept similar to 

Krashen's, high affective filter (1982), are all 

psychological processes that can inhibit or free the 

language learner's development of another language. If 

social conditions appear favorable for second language 

development, Schumann (1986) notes that the language may 

not develop if the individual variables work against it. 

On the other hand, if the social conditions are 

unfavorable, learners with strong, positive self 

perceptions and attitudes may overcome any negative social 

conditions by making special efforts to learn the language. 

Developing Relationships 

English literacy became a means to share thoughts 

between the students and myself. These social 

relationships became significant because they were 

connected through reading and writing. 

Taka used writing to re-evaluate and affirm his 

"Japaneseness." His journal became a forum of comparisons 
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and contrasts about his life in the U.S. and Japan. 

Through literacy, he endured an uncomfortable relationship 

with his flight instructor, and an even more frustrating 

relationship with ATC. Taka saw himself as a loner. 

Yuko used writing to offer detailed descriptions about 

her explorations of her new environment. She expressed her 

sorrow, fears, and frustrations about her flight 

instructors, and her joy at discovering new words with ATC. 

Through writing she discovered a new side of herself. She 

moved from passive observer in her interactions within 

Cactus Air, to an active participant in her flight program. 

Through questioning his environment and relationships 

with flight instructors and ATC controllers, Hiro used 

English literacy to explore and expand his perspectives. 

social and literacy events enabled Hiro to gradually come 

to a new awareness of his own goals for learning to fly and 

learning English. 

One principle of whole language is that "learning 

takes place in social interaction" (Freeman & Freeman, 

1992). In traditional ESP and ESL programs the presumption 

is that students develop communicative competence first by 

learning the language forms or functions. In this respect, 

authentic social interaction is delayed. However, Taka, 

Yuko and Hiro developed the forms and functions of English 

as they were interacting within their social relationships. 
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Authentic social interactions were not delayed, but instead 

became the vehicle in which students developed English 

literacy in functional and meaningful ways. English 

literacy developed as a process of solving real life 

problems within and through their personal relationships. 

Developing Literacy strategies 

Taka's development of literacy strategies seemed to 

follow in a sequential manner, or a step by step process. 

His own educational and English instruction in Japan 

greatly influenced his manner of studying for his written 

examinations and flight manuals in English. Using the 

grammar-translation method, Taka gradually began to move 

from translating English to reading and writing for 

meaning. He was able to transfer his literacy practices 

from his university and job contexts in Japan to studying 

for the private pilot exams somewhat successfully. 

However, he seemed frustrated as these literacy practices 

from Japan were not easily transferable to the context of 

Aero Airport and Cactus Air, where speech was a primary 

concern. within the context of the ESP program, Taka's 

English literacy seemed to develop and evolve during a 

process of needing to communicate. Taka used English 

literacy as a means of introspection. Through comparisons 

of his life in Japan to his new life in the U.S., he was 
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able to reflect, analyze and accept his learning abilities 

about English and flying. 

Yuko's philosophy for developing English literacy was 

to "use it." Yuko's previous experiences as an exchange 

student in Georgia, and a visitor in England, seemed to 

influence her beliefs that learning English is best 

accomplished by reading, writing, listening, and speaking 

with many people in different contexts. As the majority of 

FAA examinations depend on the skill of memorization and 

the regurgitation of exact answers, Yuko was able to 

transfer literacy practices from her educational contexts 

in Japan to studying for exams and flight manuals in 

English very successfully. Moreover, she was able to adapt 

and apply her literacy practices in the contexts of Aero 

Airport and cactus Air as well. She used English literacy 

in the context of the ESP program to richly describe her 

experiences, relationships, dreams and goals. Yuko 

developed English literacy as a means to accomplish her 

goals. 

Hiro approached becoming literate in English as a 

process of discovery. His question, "What does it mean?" 

permeated our oral discussions during ESP class sessions 

and throughout his writing. As Hiro was the only student 

to read a flight manual in Japanese before coming to the 

U.S., he was very successful at understanding and applying 
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aviation concepts in English. His natural dexterity at 

being able to fly airplanes was a definite asset. However, 

like Taka, he had problems with oral production and ATC. 

Essentially, he was able to transfer his literacy practices 

from his educational and job situations in Japan, to the 

contexts of Aero Airport and Cactus Air. He used English 

literacy in the ESP program to question and problem solve 

about his growing understanding with the English language, 

his environment, and his relationships. To Hiro, it 

seemed, developing English literacy was the beginning of 

understanding. 

The development of English literacy for Taka, Yuko and 

Hiro was a highly personal process. The purposes and uses 

of literacy were varied and largely determined by the 

social contexts. It was evident that the students' uses of 

literacy within their educational system in Japan, were 

very different from the uses of literacy within the context 

of Aero Airport in the U.S. It became increasingly clear 

when literacy abilities only partially transferred from 

contexts in Japan to contexts in the U.S., that literacy is 

socially and culturally determined. 

Conclusions and Implications 

Language is learned as pupils learn about 
language, all simultaneously in the context 

of authentic speech and literacy events. 
(K. Goodman, 1986, p. 26) 
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As teacher researcher, my belief in, and application 

of whole language principles underlying the philosophy of 

the ESP program, provided opportunities for Taka, Yuko and 

Hiro to explore language through authentic speech and 

literacy events. 

Several important components of the holistic ESP 

program, which are also characteristic of whole language 

classrooms, impacted Taka, Yuko and Hiro's English 

development in major ways. They are the following: (1) 

language is focused on as a means of communication, (2) a 

risk-free environment is essential for developing literacy, 

and lastly, (3) a negotiated curriculum empowers learners. 

Language as Communication 

In a transmission ESP program, for example, specific 

aviation terminology and particular "functions", are chosen 

by the program developer (and sometimes the teacher), 

before the inception of the ESP course. These vocabulary 

terms and functions are then transmitted to the students, 

where students are expected to practice and learn them for 

some future opportunity to apply them in context. The 

curriculum is narrow and prescribed. Moreover, the methods 

of instruction and curriculum development in ESP programs 

are similar to ESL programs. Students are required to 
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learn English grammar that frequently has little connection 

to their everyday life experiences. 

In this holistic ESP course, vocabulary, 

pronunciation, and aviation functions were not taught, but 

discussed as the need arose. Through rich experiential and 

literacy events, the students learned the obligatory 

aviation terminology and phrases necessary to pass the 

private pilot exams by examining and reflecting on their 

own concerns and interests with flying. In this respect, 

English literacy and the aviation content developed through 

a process of communication. 

A Risk-Free Learning Environment 

A risk-free environment was essential in the 

development of the students' English literacy. Often, the 

students were faced with unpleasant and confusing 

situations in their flight instruction and in their 

personal relationships. At some point during the five 

month study, all of the students experienced frustration in 

adapting previously learned literacy strategies in Japan to 

their new aviation context in the u.S. The supportive 

atmosphere in the ESP class between myself and the students 

encouraged a feeling of community. This nonjudgemental 

environment allowed the students to connect their lives in 

Japan to what they were learning in the u.s. The students 
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felt free to ask the questions they perceived they could 

not ask in their aviation program. This feeling of 

community also encouraged and eventually promoted each 

student to become an expert in his/her own particular area 

of aviation. For example, Taka was proficient at cross 

country flight planning, Yuko was adept at ATC, and Hiro 

was skillful with specific airplane maneuvers. Through 

collaboration with myself and each other, we were able to 

mediate and strengthen our individual and collective "zones 

of proximal development" (Vygotsky, 1978). 

The risk free environment of the ESP class provided an 

arena where the students felt free to experiment with 

language, written and oral. Their approximations and 

inventions with language through literacy events allowed 

each student to eventually appropriate, or make the 

surrounding language his/her own for his/her own purpose 

and needs. 

A Negotiated curriculum 

Traditional ESP and ESL curriculum are predetermined 

and closed. The curriculum for this holistic ESP course 

was negotiated and open. It was no different than any 

other whole language classroom in that as teacher, I 

arranged the environment, provided the materials I knew the 

students would need, monitored their linguistic and 
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conceptual progress, and invited them to participate in 

activities centered around aviation. As teacher, I neither 

abdicated my role or acted as authoritarian, but instead 

mediated and supported the students' o\Yn interests and 

questions. 

However, this holistic ESP program was different than, 

for example, an elementary whole language classroom in 

several ways. Elementary teachers are sometimes 

constrained by the four walls of the classroom, 

availability of materials, budget, and administrative 

support. As teacher researcher, I experienced none of 

these constraints. As an independent contractor hired by 

Cactus Air, I had freedom in choosing the whats, wheres, 

and hows of the course organization and content. In a 

sense, the four walls of the ESP classroom dissolved and 

Cactus Air, Aero Airport and the surrounding community 

became the classroom. This freedom allowed the students to 

move beyond the aviation curriculum to draw from rich areas 

of their lives to help connect to the meanings they were 

constructing. As a consequence of inquiring along with my 

students, ie., conducting this research, negotiating the 

curriculum, exploring English literacy development, and 

supporting Taka, Yuko and Hiro with their own inquiries, 

the students themselves were empowered as knowers. 
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A very important factor to the success of the ESP 

program was this aspect of melting the aviation curriculum 

with real life problems and concerns of the students. It 

changed the direction of my own reflective teaching and 

influenced the students' development of English literacy in 

a major way. The negotiation of the curriculum has been a 

significant learning experience for me, and one that I will 

continue to incorporate in all my teaching. 

A Socio-Psycholinguistic Transactional Literacy Model 

The contrasts in the lives of Taka, Yuko and Hiro 

illustrate that literacy develops differently, and has 

distinct meanings for each person. Each stUdent approached 

literacy with a unique agenda and purpose. Their stories 

also illuminate the way in which the social contexts of the 

ESP program, Cactus Air, Aero Airport, and the surrounding 

community were intertwined, and determined both the kinds 

of literacy activities that took place and the meanings it 

had for Taka, Yuko and Hiro. 

Literacy practices both develop social interaction and 

develop through social interaction. In this study, the 

literacy practices within the contexts of the ESP class, 

Cactus Air and Aero Airport were mutually inclusive. As 

seen in Figure 5, the literacy practices developed through 

social interaction within the ESP class context influenced 
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Figure 5. Socio-Psycholinguistic Transactional Model of ESP 
Literacy Development. 

the direction of the ESP curriculum, and the interactions 

within the contexts of cactus Air, Aero Airport and the 

surrounding community. In turn, the social and literacy 

interactions of Taka, Yuko and Hiro within the contexts of 

Cactus Air, Aero Airport and the surrounding community 

influenced the literacy and social interactions within the 

ESP class. The process was a transactional one. 

Rosenblatt {1978} defines transaction as an ongoing process 

in which the elements or factors are aspects of a total 

situation, each conditioned by and conditioning the other. 

Both the students, and their environment (ESP program, 

cactus Air, Aero Airport, the surrounding community) were 

transformed in the course of their transactions. 
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This process of language and literacy development is 

viewed as a socio-psycholinguisic transactional model 

(Dewey & Bently, 1949; Goodman, 1988; Rosenblatt, 1978). 

Both the knower and the known are changed in the course of 

the knowing (Dewey & Bentley, 1949). Whereas in 

traditional ESP programs the learner is considered a 

passive receptacle where the teacher pours in the new 

language to be learned in a one way procedure, this study 

shows that Taka, Yuko and Hiro were active participants 

learning language by transacting with their environment. 

The processes of learning the aviation content and 

developing English language/literacy were enhanced and 

supported by social interactions and rich, experiental 

literacy events which incorporated all language modes 

(reading, writing, listening and speaking). 

The Future of ESP/ESL Programs 

The case studies of Taka, Yuko and Hiro provided a 

forum to richly describe their processes of developing 

English literacy in one ESP program in an aviation context. 

Although case studies are not easily replicated nor provide 

the statistical generalizability of large experimental 

studies, case studies provide a window of opportunity for 

exploration. 



Case studies have also been irrevocably linked to 

teacher research. As Cochran-smith and Lytle (1993), 

suggest "almost by definition, teacher research is case 

study: the unit of analysis is typically the individual 

child, the classroom, or the school." They add: 
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Teacher researchers are uniquely positioned to provide 
a truly emic, or insider's perspective that makes 
visible the ways that students and teachers together 
construct knowledge and curriculum. When teachers do 
research, they draw on interpretive frameworks built 
from their histories and intellectual interests, and 
because the research process is embedded in practice, 
the relationship between knower and known is 
significantly altered. (p. 43) 

Presently within the ESP and ESL fields, re~earch is 

conducted by university researchers drawing on an etic, or 

outsider's perspective. Researchers examine the lexical 

and grammatical features of a language (Tarone, Dwyer, 

Gillette, & lcke, 1981), the rhetorical moves of specific 

genres (Swales, 1985), and discourse moves in spoken and 

written language (Neu, 1986), to develop curriculum for 

practitioners to teach in their classrooms. However, ESP 

researchers are beginning to discover that there is a maj~r 

discrepancy between the advice that university researchers 

give in teaching textbooks, and the language of students 

and teachers that occurs in the real world (Swales & 

Najjar, 1987). The "product" of investigation, or the 

specific language form or function frequently does not 

connect with the "process" of language development. From 



an emic viewpoint, ESP/ESL teachers are concerned with 

curriculum, but more importantly they are concerned with 

the learning processes of their students and how the 

curriculum can be negotiated and enriched to enhance the 

learning of their students. 
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My intent is not to review the ESP literature, but to 

argue that ESP practitioners can and should add their 

voices to the contribution of knowledge about curriculum 

and syllabus design, teaching, learning, and the processes 

of language/literacy development of their students. 

Questions that practitioners and university-based 

researchers might ask could be: 

1. Would the learning process be different for 

students if the educational philosophies of the content 

area and the ESP program were compatible? 

2. How would collaboration between ESP/ESL programs, 

students and content area program influence the curriculum? 

3. How does the ESP/ESL teacher's role of mediator in 

the language learning process impact the development of 

student's language/literacy development? 

4. How does linguistic isolation of students impact 

their development of a second language? 

5. How can ESP/ESL teachers capitalize on the 

surrounding social contexts to support students' personal 

inquiries? And lastly, 



6. What is the future of whole language within the 

fields of ESP and ESL? 
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More descriptive research of ESP and ESL programs 

needs to occur utilizing the perspective of teachers, and 

their students as they transact within their own particular 

environments. For many university researchers and teacher 

researchers, this perspective necessitates different kinds 

of philosophical and practical changes. For example, 

changes may move from a product to a process theory of 

language/literacy development, and from inquiry exclusively 

centered around a linguistic perspective to a collaboration 

with an educational perspective. Within ESP and ESL, this 

presents a challenge for university and teacher researchers 

alike. 

The Evolution of a Teacher Researcher 

My Beginnings 

My evolution as a teacher researcher began nearly 17 

years ago and has been a cumulative process. Two 

exceptional experiences stand out in my mind and have 

directly influenced my thinking and practice about 

teaching, language and literacy. 

Fresh out of college and working as a mental health 

counselor for a county health department, I was faced with 

teaching adults basic survival skills, such as balancing a 
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check book, making out lists for grocery shopping, etc. 

The adults I worked with had been in and out of the state 

mental hospital on a continuous basis. All were heavily 

drugged with psychoactive drugs, which I was told would 

help them cope with "reality." This first experience of 

"teaching" was a frustrating and disheartening one. I 

learned rather painfully that "there is no one-to-one 

correspondence between teaching and learning" (Goodman, 

1986). No matter how much I cared, motivated, or provided 

interesting experiences, relatively little learning 

occurred on the part of my students. In the best of cases, 

my students were able to live in the community and come to 

class. In the worst of cases, they committed suicide. The 

questions I came away with from this experience haunt me 

still: What could I have done differently? Was it 

necessary for the students to be drugged? How much do 

drugs impede the learning process? Can we be satisfied 

with "maintenance" and no learning progress on the part of 

our adult students? Should our adult students be satisfied 

with "maintenance" as well? 

My first year of teaching in the public schools 

greatly impacted my thinking about language and literacy. 

Hired to teach preschool and kindergarten in an Inupiat 

Eskimo village in northern Alaska, I arrived (accessible by 

light plane only), was told I would also be teaching 
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Special Education K-12, and would have to teach in my 

house, as there was no room available for me in the small 

school. with absolutely no materials (paper, pencils, 

children's literature, etc.), I proceeded to set up a 

classroom in a spare bedroom with materials my family sent 

me in the mail from Washington State. Rather than 

workbooks, basals and lined preschool paper my 

undergraduate college professors advised me to use to 

teach, I used a variety of materials such as: food 

packages, magazines, caribou antlers, muktuk, and ulus (a 

type of cooking/skinning knife). We wrote stories on the 

back of paper garbage sacks, cooked in my kitchen, set up a 

tent in the living room, and used the village (the store, 

community center, the lake and river) as our classroom. 

Eventually, the other five teachers shared their 

materials and a room was built for me in the school. From 

this unique experience I learned that learning in and out 

of school is no different and should be no different. 

Through experiential activities, I saw my students connect 

their own life experiences to new learning. 

Language and becoming literate in English was viewed 

as a natural process. I accepted and encouraged frequent 

code switching in Inupiaq and English. We used Inupiaq and 

English to read, write and speak. I did not teach a 

sequence of language skills, or focus on the development of 
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oral language as a prerequisite for reading and writing. 

We read and wrote as we talked about our stories. The 

charts, stories and pictures we put up on the walls 

included both languages. My students felt free to use both 

languages, and as a result, I learned a little Inupiaq too. 

The goal of language teaching was to communicate, 

understand and experience new concepts during the course of 

interacting within authentic events. 

The above experiences as a mental health counselor and 

a first year teacher in Alaska, greatly influenced my 

theories about working with adults, ESL and literacy. The 

next section is devoted to what I learned as teacher 

researcher from Naoki, Taka, Yuko and Hiro. 

Reflections as Teacher Researcher 

From working with Naoki, profiled in the preliminary 

case study in Chapter 3, I was reminded again how adults 

very often come to a class with their own agendas for 

learning. In many ESL programs the interactions and 

language that is used and practiced within the classroom is 

determined by the teacher, not by the students interacting. 

Naoki helped me reevaluate my interpretations of a 

negotiated curriculum by clearly pointing out his own 

purposes for learning English. 
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From working with Taka, Yuko and Hiro, I learned a 

variety of things too numerous to mention in this 

discussion. However, I would like to focus on four aspects 

of language, literacy and teaching that particularly 

impacted my theory and practice: personal agendas for 

learning, context of language, deficit model of 

ESL/literacy, and my role as teacher researcher. 

Agendas for Learning 

I learned that using the students' own agendas was the 

most powerful teaching tool at my disposal. The 

negotiation of the ESP curriculum in the dissertation study 

was a key factor. Taka, Yuko and Hiro's own personal 

agendas and purposes for learning English became the focal 

point of the class sessions. I used their interests to 

capitalize on teachable moments and to tie in the aviation 

concepts with which they were most concerned. 

Context of Language 

During the course of the study, I learned how much the 

context of the language situation (or the pragmatics), 

played a major part in communication. By pragmatics, I 

mean "what a person is doing with words in particular 

situations; the focus of the intentions, purposes, beliefs, 

and desires that a speaker has in speaking" (Akmajian, 
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Demers, Farmer, & Harnish, 1990}. I began to realize how 

much I was using nonliteral, indirect and ambiguous 

statements to communicate with the students. For example, 

if Yuko told me that she had a terrible day, and I 

responded with, "Tell me about it," she would literally 

tell me about her terrible day, when my intent was to let 

her know that I had a terrible day also. As a result, I 

became more conscious about my own language, those of the 

flight instructors at cactus Air, and how ambiguous 

language frustrated the students' attempts to communicate 

in English. 

Deficit Model of ESL/Literacy 

As I became more attuned to the students' reactions 

toward ambiguous language, I became more aware of the 

differing theories of language and literacy that the flight 

instructors at Cactus Air had. My own theories of language 

development and teaching closely relate to whole language 

(See Chapter 1) and Rigg and Allen's (1989) principles 

which state that 

1. People who are learning another language are, first 

of all, people. 

2. Learning a language means learning to do the things 

you want to with people who speak that language. 



3. A person's second language, like the first, 

develops globally, not linearly. 

4. Language develops best in a variety of rich 

contexts. 

5. Literacy is part of language, so writing and 

reading develop alongside speaking and listening. 
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However, the theory of language development that the 

majority of flight instructors centered around was a 

deficit model. Speech seemed to be the primary issue, and 

because all of the students had difficulty speaking English 

at one time or another, all were treated as though they 

were intellectually limited in some way. All previous 

lifetime knowledge and experience that Taka, Yuko and Hiro 

had was not acknowledged. Because they could not speak 

"perfect" standard English, they were thought to be 

inferior. The inability to speak English was viewed as a 

deficiency. The issue became one of relating mental 

processes with language/literacy development (cummins, 

1986; Williams & snipper, 1990). I saw firsthand how 

damaging this philosophy and attitude was to the students' 

self perceptions as a language learner and student pilot. 

My Role as Teacher Researcher 

As a teacher researcher, I observed, questioned, and 

learned right along with Taka, Yuko and Hiro. I reflected 
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on my own practice and how my students were developing 

English literacy. However, this role became almost too 

simplistic and limiting as the events of this study 

unfolded over the course of the five months. As a teacher 

and researcher, I wrestled with what I considered unethical 

behavior from some of my colleagues at Cactus Air. Because 

of cultural and linguistic differences, Taka, Yuko and Hiro 

were often discriminated against. The issue at Cactus 

Flight S~~ool became one of power and control. I agonized 

over my own role and questioned, when do I move from the 

role as "teacher" to student advocate? Is this a choice 

for me? 

From my experiences in this study, I realized that a 

teacher researcher is more than a contributor to the body 

of knowledge we know about teaching, learning and 

schooling. 

A teacher researcher must be an advocate for her/his 

students as well. 
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APPENDIX A 

SAMPLES OF INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

Initial Open-ended Interviews 

Interviewer: 

Where are you from? How old are you? 

Why do you want to be a pilot? 

Did you have English classes at school? 

How did you learn English? 

Semi-Structured written Interviews 

How did you learn English at your school in Japan? Reading, 

Writing, Speaking, Listening? 

Now that you have been flying for almost five months, what 

advice would you give to new student pilots about: 

A. Learning to fly 
B. Flight instructors 
c. Learning to speak English 
D. Learning to write in English 
E. Learning to read flight manuals and study in 

English 
F. Living in a foreign country 

Are you the same person you were when you came in February? 

How has your thinking changed? 

What has helped (or caused) you to change? 
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